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CANINE TRAINING SYSTEMS
Who We Are

Canine Training Systems® is a production company of trainers and creative artists with passion, that produce video titles
based in the science behind how animals learn. We believe there is “A BETTER WAY”™! In providing the most up-to-date
scientific techniques in animal related videos, books and training aids, Canine Training Systems® has earned a worldwide
reputation as the leader in training videos for sport, service and companion dogs. We work with the EXPERTS in training to
bring you the highest quality, most current training methodologies available for training your canine partner.

How to Learn More

In addition to our digital catalog and secure e-commerce website where you’ll find new releases, bundled specials, video
samples, product reviews and expert bios, we encourage you to Follow Us on Facebook and learn more about how we do
what we do, why we’re the industry leader, who we’ve worked with and what’s coming up! In addition, you may pick up
some cool, free swag!

Multi-Disc Discount

Our desire is that you purchase titles that benefit you and your canine partner. Our ongoing multi-product discount is
designed with this end in mind. When 3 or more of our qualifying in-house titles (denoted with our logo), are purchased in
one fell swoop, you will save $10.00 per title. Many bundled specials already reflect deeper discounts and don’t apply. We
encourage you to pick your own titles and create a bundled solution that fits your needs. If you need a recommendation
or help, drop us a line! Read more here.

Award Winning Productions

We pride ourselves on the fact that, not only are our titles the most content-rich available, they are National and
International Award Winners as well! Our titles have received tremendous recognition for instructional content,
production values and technical quality. We have won lots of heavy statues, glossy medallions, shiny plaques and fancy
acrylic widgets but we consider your repeat business our highest accolade. To read more about our Award Winners, please
visit our website.

Video

All titles are currently available on DVD and at their time of programming are tested on a wide range of available hardware
and software platforms for playability. Every one of our DVD titles are professionally authored and feature chapter
marking so you can select content at any point in a program to view or review.

Terms of Use, Disclaimer and Privacy Policy

We take your privacy and security seriously, which is why transactions on our site are protected with up to 256-bit Secure
Sockets Layer encryption. To read about our Terms of Use, how we handle information and the steps we take to ensure
security, please visit our website.

Refunds and Returns

Due to the obvious consumable nature of video and print media, refunds are not possible for products that have been
opened, viewed or are in less than new condition. Video products that are unopened and in new condition can be
returned within 15 days of receipt. All returns may be subject to a 15% restocking fee. Because of the delicate nature
of optical discs, we urge you to provide adequate care and protection to your products. If a title is damaged or altered,
replacement may not be possible. We request that all claims for defective titles be made within 15 business days of receipt
by the original purchaser to be considered for replacement. Proof of purchase may be required.

Payment and Shipping

Orders must be prepaid by credit card, check or wire transfer. We accept Government and Law Enforcement purchase
orders when ordered on official letterhead. Missouri residents must pay 5.35% sales tax.
We ship using a variety of shippers and fee structures. Because we ship combinations of videos, books, training products
and supplies, shipping costs through our secure site are based on weight, dimension and method used. We ship using the
most economical, efficient method, unless a specific request is made. Should you have special requests when ordering,
please let us know in the “Special Instructions” window in our secure shopping cart or contact us for pricing.
International Shipping is based on real-time information from the shippers we use and does not include import duties,
custom fees or tariffs specific to the country of destination. We won’t be responsible for specific charges incurred at
destination and advise that you verify what charges may be incurred prior to placing your order.
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CALL

1.573.214.0900
9 am - 6 pm CST
Monday - Friday

CLICK

caninetrainingsystems.com
24 Hours a Day
7 Days a Week

EMAIL

info@caninetraining
systems.com

FAX

573.214.0909
24 Hours a Day
7 Days a Week

Join Our Mailing List
Follow Us:
FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/
caninetrainingsystems

YOUTUBE

www.youtube.com/user/
caninetrainingsystem

Our Digital Catalog:

This digital catalog contains nearly 1,000
hyperlinks to make your navigation and
ordering experience simple. Our product
names and many of the graphics in this
catalog are linked to our website, YouTube®
channel and Facebook® page. By clicking
on a page number at the left you can
navigate to any portion of the catalog you
desire. Once there, click on a product name,
video icon or expert page to read more,
view a video sample or to place an order.
Of course, if you have questions, need
assistance or see an error, please contact us
by clicking an icon or link above.
We appreciate your business!

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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our experts
The Cream of the Crop

Click an image to learn more about an Expert

Ivan Balabanov

Susan Barwig

Sally Blanchard

Gerry Brown

Ricardo Carbajal

Gerianne Darnell

Gottfried Dildei

Joanne Fleming

Randy Hare

Jeanne Hartnagle

Dr. Stewart Hilliard

Dr. Deborah Jones

Charles Kirchner

Joan Klem

Dave Kroyer

AnneMarie Silverton

Jane Simmons-Moake

Michelle Ward

As a team, our goal is to make new methodologies mainstream and to help produce success through innovative
techniques. With the strength of our growing expert list, no other organization in the marketplace can offer the
array of techniques, disciplines, depth of knowledge, quality of product and impact on the direction of training we
have had the pleasure of providing our customers.

“Our desire is to help individuals who are passionate about animals, training
and the intangible bond it creates.”
The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™
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AGILITY
Competitive Agility Training DVD 1: Obstacle Training
with Jane Simmons-Moake, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production illustrates how to teach your dog to negotiate each competition obstacle safely
and efficiently, with excellence. Includes principles in building a strong foundation for sequence
training and advanced competition skills.
Winner of the Dog Writer’s Association of America “Best Video of the Year” Award- 1998

Price: $49.95

DVD-AG-JSM-1

Competitive Agility Training DVD 2: Sequence Training
with Jane Simmons-Moake, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production details how to sequence smoothly from one obstacle to the next, to reach your
dog’s highest potential for speed and accuracy. Helps you develop a consistent set of cues for
communicating with your dog on the Agility course so that he will understand your directives
instantly, even at high speeds and great distances, enabling you to achieve spectacular Agility
runs.

Price: $49.95

DVD-AG-JSM-2

Competitive Agility Training DVD 3: Advanced Skills Training
with Jane Simmons-Moake, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production illustrates the isolation and training of many of the highest-level skills needed
to compete successfully at the most advanced levels of competition. It also describes how to
strengthen existing skills for attaining predictable, solid performances in the Agility ring.

Price: $49.95

DVD-AG-JSM-3

Competitive Agility Training DVD Set

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
The complete series that sets the standard for agility videos! Beautifully shot at Jane’s reknowned
Flashpaws Training Center in Houston, TX.

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-AG-JSM-4-SET

Excelling at Dog Agility Book 1: Obstacle Training
by Jane Simmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2005, Second Edition, hardcover.

This book provides detailed, step-by-step instructions for training your dog to master each agility
obstacle with safety, fun, and competitive excellence in mind. Includes important principles for
building a positive relationship and foundation with your dog for all your agility training. The
perfect compliment to our Award-Winning video series with Jane!

Price: $25.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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AGILITY
Excelling at Dog Agility Book 2: Sequence Training
by Jane Simmons-Moake, 183 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.

Book 2 of the popular series with Jane teaches you how to sequence smoothly from one obstacle
to the next, and to reach your dog’s highest potential for speed and accuracy. Attaining consistent
cues and a dog responsive to your directives at great speeds and distances is followed by detailed
lesson plans for Beginner, Intermediate I and Intermediate II agility training classes. The perfect
compliment to our Award-Winning video series with Jane!

Price: $25.95

B-AG-2

Excelling at Dog Agility Book 3: Advanced Skills Training
by Jane Simmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.

Book 3 illustrates the isolation and training of many of the highest-level skills for advanced
competition in addition to strengthening and maintaining existing skills for fast and reliable
performances in the ring. In depth answers to commonly asked questions are contained in a
helpful Problem Solving appendix. The perfect compliment to our Award-Winning video series
with Jane!

Price: $25.95

B-AG-3

Excelling at Dog Agility Book Series by Jane Simmons-Moake
Book 1- 184 pages, 2005, Second Edition hardcover.
Book 2- 183 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.
Book 3- 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.

This book set is a must for every agility enthusiast. The complete set of books for anyone
interested in a solid start in the country’s most rapidly growing dog sport!

Price: $69.95 $77.85

B-AG-4-SET

Obstacle Training DVD and Book Combo

Book- by Jane Simmmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2005, Second Edition, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
This is a must for every agility enthusiast. Book 1 in Jane’s popular series for Agility Training with
our own Award-Winning DVD! A perfect compliment of products to get your dog solid on the
obstacles used in this exciting sport.

B-AG-BOOK-DVD-COMBO1

Price: $69.95 $75.90

Sequence Training DVD and Book Combo

Book- by Jane Simmmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Book 3 in Jane’s popular series for Agility Training with our own DVD! A perfect compliment of
products to isolate and train many of the highest-level skills for advanced competition in addition
to strengthening and maintaining existing skills for fast and reliable performances in the ring.

Price: $69.95 $75.90

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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AGILITY
Advanced Skills Training DVD and Book Combo

Book- by Jane Simmmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Book 3 in Jane’s popular series for Agility Training with our own DVD! A perfect compliment of
products to isolate and train many of the highest-level skills for advanced competition in addition
to strengthening and maintaining existing skills for fast and reliable performances in the ring.

Price: $69.95 $75.90

B-AG-BOOK-DVD-COMBO3

Competitive Agility Training DVD and Book Set
The complete Canine Training Systems® DVD series that sets the standard for agility videos,
beautifully shot at Jane’s reknowned Flashpaws Training Center in Houston, TX couple with Jane’s
revised Agility books! An unrivaled collection of products for agility enthusiasts of all experience
levels.

Price: $179.95 $227.70

AG-BOOK-DVD-FULLSET

Pocket Agility Notebook
A pocket sized notebook with pre-printed grids for easy map making and record keeping of
agility courses, sequences and distances. It’s handy size and spiral binding makes it easy to carry
and use when training for help with designing courses/training routines in regard to obstacles,
distractions etc. We recommend this extremely handy item for use with Competitive Agility
Training Series with Jane Simmons-Moake.

Price: $6.95

B-POC-AGIL

K9 Go Dog Total Sports Drink for Dogs
by Animal Naturals

K9 Go Dog Total Sports Drink for Dogs is highly effective! Nobel Prize winning science makes Go
Dog more effective. Go Dog contains O2Boost™, the first natural canine vasodilator, proven to
expand blood vessels, improving oxygen and energy transfer, recovery- even hydration! K9 Go
Dog prevents muscle cannibalization, increases comfort, safety and helps provide better recovery.
Gluten Free!
Size: 1.25 lb jug

Price: $24.49

K9-GO-DOG

The Boodah Soft Bite Floppy Disc
You’ve seen them everywhere and now they’re here. A durable retrieve toy ideal for working dogs
of all types, this disc floats, flies and is flexible making it usable as a tug toy as well. It even doubles
as a water bowl in a pinch.
Available in two sizes: 10” ($11.50) and 12” ($15.50). The 12” is pictured and the colors on the 10”
are reversed.

Price: $11.50

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

FLOPPYDISC
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Behavioral problems
Thundershirt

by Thundershirt
Thundershirt’s patent-pending design applies gentle, constant pressure to calm your dog,
effectively aiding anxiety, fearfulness, barking and more. And Thundershirt is an excellent training
tool for bringing calm and focus back to your dog while on the leash or while otherwise training.
For most dogs, improvement is achieved with the very first usage. For some, two or three usages
are needed before the desired results are achieved. If for any reason Thundershirt isn’t the right
solution for your dog, return it to Thundershirt within 45 days for a full refund of your purchase
price. Sizes: S, M, L, XL Color: Heather Grey

Price: $39.95

THUNDERSHIRT

The Culture Clash

by Jean Donaldson, 222 pages, 2005, Second Edition, paperback.
The Culture Clash is special! It is utterly unique, fascinating to the extreme, and literally
overflowing with information that is so new it virtually redefines state of the art in dog behavior
and training. Generations of dogs have been labeled training-lemons for requiring actual
motivation when all along they were perfectly normal. All too often, when the dog’s way of life
conflicts with human rules and standards, many dogs are discarded and summarily put to death.
That’s quite the Culture Clash.

Price: $17.95

B-CUL

Dog Insight

by Pamela Reid, PhD, CAAB, 224 pages, 2012, paperback.
Trainers and animal behaviorists around the globe consider Pam Reid’s Excel-erated Learning one
of the most important and influential books ever written in the field of dog behavior. Although
that’s a hard act to follow, Dog InSight, Pam’s second book, does not disappoint. In over forty
fascinating essays, Pam explores a wide range of topics, including learning theory, training
techniques and behavior problems.

Price: $12.95

B-DOG-INSIGHT

Dogs Bite But Balloons and Slippers Are More Dangerous
by Janice Brandley, 177 pages, 2005, paperback.

This engaging title delves into the culture of dog bites, the worry, hype and misinformation
surrounding statistics and common rumors heard relating to growling and the danger of Canis
lupus familiarus (your pet). An easy read and one that puts perspective on the dangers of the
household pet and how to recognize and understand what your dog is telling you and simple
strategies for reducing dog bites.

Price: $13.45

B-DOGSBITE

Excel-erated Learning

by Dr. Pamela Reid, 174 pages, 1996, paperback.
Great news for those of you who have wanted to read a book that explains animal learning in a
manner that is easily understood yet entertaining. Agility enthusiast, obedience competitor and
psychologist, Dr. Pamela Reid introduces you to cutting-edge scientific techniques in dog training,
including autoshaping retrieval and errorless discrimination learning for teaching scent articles
and directed jumping. The combination of relaxed writing style and numerous examples that
relate to dog training makes learning theory actually fun to learn.

Price: $16.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™
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Behavioral problems
How to Housebreak Your Dog in 7 Days
by Shirley Kalstone, 80 pages, 2004, softcover.

This step-by-step program is for everyone, apartment dwellers and home owners, for those
at home all day and those who work all day. Hour-by-hour schedules, paper training vs
housebreaking, how to cope with lapses and problem dogs, and understanding how your dog
thinks to help train! This book utilizes crate training as a tool.

Price: $7.99

B-HOUSEBREAK

How to Teach A New Dog Old Tricks

by Dr. Ian Dunbar, 194 pages, 2005, Third Edition, paperback.
Heralded by many dog trainers as ‘the best dog training book ever written’. A comprehensive
workbook for the motivated dog owner, comprising sections on basic off-leash obedience,
temperament modification, behavior troubleshooting, training theory and health care. The
definitive text for lure/reward training philosophy.

Price: $15.99

B-HOW-TEACH

Dog Aggression- Biting

90 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1998.
Veterinarian and animal behaviorist Dr. Ian Dunbar addresses the two most worrisome behavior
problems any dog owner can face- dogs that bite and dogs that fight. Dr. Dunbar offers a
thoughtful analysis of why dogs bite, outlining numerous common-sense preventative measures
and a variety of practical remedial training techniques. Topics include: The relative influence of
nature and nurture on the development of canine aggression. But most important: a detailed
program of simple and effective behavior modification and temperament training techniques to
prevent dog bites.

Price: $30.00

BE-AG-B

Dog Aggression- Fighting

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1998.
Dr. Dunbar offers a thoughtful analysis of why dogs fight, outlining numerous common-sense
preventative measures and a variety of practical remedial training techniques. Dr. Dunbar’s goal
is to make every dog a friendly dog. Topics include: The causes of dog-to-dog aggression in the
context of pack hierarchy. How to assess whether a dog has a serious and dangerous fighting
problem. How castration defuses aggressive encounters. How to use precise timing, praise and
reprimands to reduce and phase out aggression and build up a dog’s confidence and social
contact.

Price: $30.00

BE-AG-F

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Fix:
Positive Solutions to Behavior Problems

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This video shows you how to “fix” your dogs behavior problems while using fair and humane
techniques, rather than force and punishment. The focus is on the problem-solving methods of
prevention, management, extinction and differential reinforcement. Problems such as chewing,
nipping, destructiveness, jumping, barking and hyperactivity are highlighted. This video comes
with one clicker.

Price: $29.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Behavioral problems
Training the Companion Dog 1- Socialization & Beginning
Obedience

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises
so you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Socialization, communication, early
training (sit, down and stand using food), reading body language, recall training and basic
handling are covered.

Price: $30.00

PU-DUN-1

Training the Companion Dog 2- Behavior Training and
Household Etiquette

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises
so you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Deals with a series of specific-and
common-behavior problems, such as digging, house breaking problems, settling down, crate
training, chewing, barking and biting.

Price: $30.00

PU-DUN-2

Training the Companion Dog 3- Walk on Leash, at Heel &
Jumping Up

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises
so you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Following exercises, leash training,
stopping jumping up, teaching heel position and heeling are covered.

Price: $30.00

PU-DUN-3

Training the Companion Dog 4- Recalls, Stays and Distance
Commands

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises so
you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Using play in training, the ‘stay’ command,
the ‘off’ command, increasing stay distance, distance commands and proofing the ‘stay’ and
discussed.

Price: $30.00

PU-DUN-4

Training the Companion Dog Series
60 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.

This set includes:
Training the Companion Dog Tape 1- Socialization & Beginning Obedience
Training the Companion Dog Tape 2- Behavior Training & Household Etiquette
Training the Companion Dog Tape 3- Walk on Leash, at Heel & Jumping
Training the Companion Dog Tape 4- Recalls, Stays & Distance

Price: $108.00 $120.00

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Behavioral problems
Changing Problem Behavior

by James O’Heare, 140 pages, 2011, paperback.
Changing Problem Behavior is a manual for managing behavior change projects from the
functional assessment of problem behaviors, through constructing and implementing a behavior
change program and transitioning to the ongoing maintenance of changes. The strategies and
procedures are applicable to all species.

Price: $22.95

B-CHANGEBEHAV

Changing Problem Behavior

by James O’Heare, 140 pages, 2011, eBook.
Changing Problem Behavior is a manual for managing behavior change projects from the
functional assessment of problem behaviors, through constructing and implementing a behavior
change program and transitioning to the ongoing maintenance of changes. The strategies and
procedures are applicable to all species. When you purchase an eBook from Canine Training
Systems, your download instructions will arrive in your order confirmation email. You will receive
3 files types to work with: Nook, Kindle, iPad or your PC among others. Our files work on mobile
devices or your home computer.

Price: $14.95

EB-CHANGEBEHAV

Oh Behave! - Dogs from Premack to Premack to Pinker

by Jean Donaldson, 2008, 264 pages, eBook.
In 55 essays, Jean tackles issues ranging from the nature vs nurture debate, to the role of
dominance in domestic dogs, to what are the most effective ways to train dogs. Along with her
other best selling books, Oh Behave! is destined to be a classic in the literature on dog behavior.
When you purchase an eBook from Canine Training Systems, your download instructions will
arrive in your order confirmation email. You will receive 3 files types to work with: Nook, Kindle,
iPad or your PC among others. Our files work on mobile devices or your home computer.

Price: $9.49

EB-OHBEHAVE

Premiere® Gentle Leader® Headcollar

by Premiere®
The Gentle Leader® offers a fast, gentle and effective way to control unwanted behavior without
harsh methods or devices. Because it’s scientifically designed to work with your dog’s natural
instincts, behavior changes in minutes, not weeks! Where your dog’s head goes, his body must
follow! See it used in the award winning video series by Dr. Deborah Jones. (Includes Headcollar
with quick-release clasp, instruction sheet.) Colors may vary. Instructional DVD included when
available.
Small: 5-25 lbs., Medium: 25-60 lbs., Large: Over 60 lbs.

Price: $19.95

GL

The Original Kong

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for aggressive chewers.
Original ($7.50)- KONG-ORG
Ultimate($11.95)- KONG-ULT

Price: $7.50

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

KONG-BLK-ULT
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Behavioral problems
The Kong (Red)

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for small to medium sized breeds.
Medium ($5.95)
Large ($6.99)

Price: $5.95

KONG-RED-M

Herm Sprenger Stainless Steel Prong Collar

by Herm Sprenger
Whether you are an avid trainer or just want a quality collar for your pet, the Herm Sprenger
Stainless Steel Prong Collar is a precisely engineered and manufactured collar that is constructed
of the highest quality German Stainless Steel. Nothing gives you the strength in a Prong Collar like
stainless steel. Each section of the collar contains two carefully rounded prongs to prevent injury
to your dog.
Sizes: 2.25 mm X 14” (Small), 3.25 mm X 23” (Large), 4.0 mm X 26” (X-Large)
Herm Sprenger guarantees these collars for life!

Price: $30.00

COLLAR-HS-SS-PRONG

Herm Sprenger Stainless Steel Prong Link

by Herm Sprenger
Whether you are an avid trainer or just want a quality collar for your pet, the Herm Sprenger
Stainless Steel Prong Collar is a precisely engineered and manufactured collar that is constructed
of the highest quality German Stainless Steel. Nothing gives you the strength in a Prong Collar like
stainless steel. Each link of the collar contains two carefully rounded prongs to prevent injury to
your dog. We offer replacement links for each size collar we stock.
Sizes: 2.25 mm (Small), 3.25 mm (Large), 4.0 mm (X-Large)Herm Sprenger guarantees these links
for life!

Price: $2.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Bite sleeves
Bite Pillow
Our 3-handled Synthetic Bite Pillow is the ideal introduction for your puppy, working dog or
prospect to protection sports. Although it can be used simply as a tug toy, it’s 3 handles, each
reinforced with a tough, durable nylon rope interior, makes it perfect for powerful, high drive dogs
of all ages. It’s ideal for targeting work and grip building.
This item is available in versions- SOFT and FIRM. The firm pillow has more of a wedge shape while
the soft version has less structure. Also available in jute. The bite area is 14” wide and 7” deep.

Price: $35.99

BITE-PILLOW

Jute Bite Pillow
Our 3-handled Jute Bite Pillow is the ideal introduction for your puppy, working dog or prospect
to protection sports. Although it can be used simply as a tug toy, it’s 3 handles, each reinforced
with a tough, durable nylon rope interior, makes it perfect for powerful, high drive dogs of all
ages. It’s ideal for targeting work and grip building.
This item is available in versions- SOFT and FIRM. The firm pillow has more of a wedge shape while
the soft version has less structure. Also available in synthetic. The bite area is 14” wide and 7” deep.

Price: $35.99

BITE-PILLOW-JUTE

Roca Sport Trial Sleeve

by Roca Sport
The Roca Sports Trial Sleeve is eye catching, durable, light weight and provides an excellent
bite surface. The sleeve is ideal for Schutzhund/IPO, Police K9 work and personal protection dog
training. Features include a full length and width bite bar, a natural, comfortable fit for trial
or training, a biothane sleeve cover belt that won’t stretch, crack, dry or retain odor, durable
integrated hand grip and hand hole at bar end for locking up securely for stubborn outing dogs,
standard barrel size to accept most jute or synthetic covers, excellent bicep padding for comfort
and to reduce chaffing

Price: $179.95

ROCA-SPORT-SLEEVE

Roca Sport Sleeve Covers

by Roca Sport
Roca Sports Sleeve Covers are durable, light weight and provide an excellent bite surface. These
covers are made from the same high quality material Roca Sport Bite Suits are made of, the
material that has made Roca Sport one of the most trusted names in sport dog equipement.
These covers come in a variety of colors and vary by lot. They are designed to precisely fit the Roca
Sport Trial Sleeve and are available in 3 colors currently.
Colors: Light Green, Dark Green and Tan

Price: $40.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BOOKS
Excelling at Dog Agility Book 1: Obstacle Training
by Jane Simmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2005, Second Edition, hardcover.

This book provides detailed, step-by-step instructions for training your dog to master each agility
obstacle with safety, fun, and competitive excellence in mind. Includes important principles for
building a positive relationship and foundation with your dog for all your agility training. The
perfect compliment to our Award-Winning video series with Jane!

Price: $25.95

B-AG-1

Excelling at Dog Agility Book 2: Sequence Training
by Jane Simmons-Moake, 183 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.

Book 2 of the popular series with Jane teaches you how to sequence smoothly from one obstacle
to the next, and to reach your dog’s highest potential for speed and accuracy. Attaining consistent
cues and a dog responsive to your directives at great speeds and distances is followed by detailed
lesson plans for Beginner, Intermediate I and Intermediate II agility training classes. The perfect
compliment to our Award-Winning video series with Jane!

Price: $25.95

B-AG-2

Excelling at Dog Agility Book 3: Advanced Skills Training
by Jane Simmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.

Book 3 illustrates the isolation and training of many of the highest-level skills for advanced
competition in addition to strengthening and maintaining existing skills for fast and reliable
performances in the ring. In depth answers to commonly asked questions are contained in a
helpful Problem Solving appendix. The perfect compliment to our Award-Winning video series
with Jane!

Price: $25.95

B-AG-3

Excelling at Dog Agility Book Series by Jane Simmons-Moake
Book 1- 184 pages, 2005, Second Edition, hardcover.
Book 2- 183 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.
Book 3- 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.

This book set is a must for every agility enthusiast. The complete set of books for anyone
interested in a solid start in the country’s most rapidly growing dog sport!

Price: $69.95 $77.85

B-AG-3

Changing Problem Behavior

by James O’Heare, 140 pages, 2011, paperback.
Changing Problem Behavior is a manual for managing behavior change projects from the
functional assessment of problem behaviors, through constructing and implementing a behavior
change program and transitioning to the ongoing maintenance of changes. The strategies and
procedures are applicable to all species.

Price: $22.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.

B-CHANGEBEHAV

English Video Clip
German Video Clip

Canine Training Systems® Video
Award Winning Video
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BOOKS
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games

by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
Dr. Deb Jones’ book on clicker training is hot, hot, hot! You can learn the fundamentals of operant
conditioning, then enjoy teaching fun tricks and practical behaviors. Your dog can learn to wave,
put away toys, turn on a light switch and more. The book even includes all kinds of games to
sharpen your teamwork skills.

Price: $19.95

B-CL-FUN

Click Here for a Well Trained Dog

by Dr. Deborah Jones, 148 pages, 2002, paperpback.
Dr. Deb Jones’ new title on clicker training the pet dog. Introduces operant techniques for working
with your companion to create willing compliance to commands, and exercises to make day to
day life more enjoyable with your canine partner. Includes “clicker training guidelines”, “puppy
stuff” and information on behavioral problem solving.

Price: $24.95

B-CL-HERE

Click for Joy- Questions and Answers from Clicker Trainers
and their Dogs

by Melissa C. Alexander with foreward by Robert Bailey, 208 pages, 2002, paperback.
This book covers all of the basic questions, terminology and techniques necessary to be a
successful clicker trainer! The author shares the encouragement, advice and success of clicker
trainers all over the world in this easy-to-use cross referenced clicker title. Practical instructions,
positive solutions and clear explanations with a complete glossary of clicker training terms and
concepts. A must have for anyone interested in learning more about operant techniques!

Price: $24.95

B-CL-JOY

Clicker Training for Obedience

by Morgan Spector with foreward by Karen Pryor, 325 pages, 1999, paperback.
Shaping top performance positively! Build precision, speed, reliability, and joy the clicker training
way. A ground breaking step-by-step competitive obedience book featuring clicker training
techniques. This book is written for anyone who wants to be competitive in the obedience ring
using clicker techniques.

Price: $27.95

B-CL-OBD

Teaching Clicker Classes
8.5” X 11”, 118 pages, wirebound.

For obedience instructors teaching either group or private classes using clicker training. The
purpose of this book is to make it easier for instructors to switch from traditional training methods
to the use of the clicker. Manual can be followed as written, or used as a flexible guide for
developing individualized lesson plans.
A recipient of the 1997 Dog Writer’s Association of America’s Certificate of Achievement!

Price: $27.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

B-TEACH
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BOOKS
The Clicker Workbook
8.5” X 11”, 72 pages, wirebound.

A Beginner’s Guide. A comprehensive guide to the new and exciting way to train your dog with
a clicker... no jerking, pulling or using force here! Includes lesson plans and question and answer
reviews for each of the ten steps, plus training logs so you can keep track of your progress.
Develop trust, bonding and a REAL working partnership between you and your dog.

Price: $15.95

B-WORKBOOK

The Culture Clash

by Jean Donaldson, 222 pages, 2005, Second Edition, paperback.
The Culture Clash is special! It is utterly unique, fascinating to the extreme, and literally
overflowing with information that is so new it virtually redefines state of the art in dog behavior
and training. Generations of dogs have been labeled training-lemons for requiring actual
motivation when all along they were perfectly normal. All too often, when the dog’s way of life
conflicts with human rules and standards, many dogs are discarded and summarily put to death.
That’s quite the Culture Clash.

Price: $17.95

B-CUL

Dogs Bite But Balloons and Slippers Are More Dangerous
by Janice Brandley, 177 pages, 2005, paperback.

This engaging title delves into the culture of dog bites, the worry, hype and misinformation
surrounding statistics and common rumors heard relating to growling and the danger of Canis
lupus familiarus (your pet). An easy read and one that puts perspective on the dangers of the
household pet and how to recognize and understand what your dog is telling you and simple
strategies for reducing dog bites.

Price: $13.45

B-DOGSBITE

Excel-erated Learning

by Dr. Pamela Reid, 174 pages, 1996, paperback.
Great news for those of you who have wanted to read a book that explains animal learning in a
manner that is easily understood yet entertaining. Agility enthusiast, obedience competitor and
psychologist, Dr. Pamela Reid introduces you to cutting-edge scientific techniques in dog training,
including autoshaping retrieval and errorless discrimination learning for teaching scent articles
and directed jumping. The combination of relaxed writing style and numerous examples that
relate to dog training makes learning theory actually fun to learn.

Price: $16.95

B-EX

Fear No More- Competing with Confidence
by Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell, 208 pages, 2002, paperback.

The ideal complement to our Small Dog Fun DVD Series. Barbara and Gerianne share the
psychology of success. This book is geared toward helping you succeed in the ring and reach
your training potential through affirmation, goal setting, breathing and relaxation techniques
and more. This book is excellent for the novice and veteran and will help anyone compete more
comfortably and enjoy the competition ring more fully with their training partner.

Price: $22.00

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.

B-FEAR

English Video Clip
German Video Clip

Canine Training Systems® Video
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BOOKS
The German Shepherd Book

720 pages, 2nd Revision, 2006, coffee table quality.
Widely reviewed as the most complete GSD book on the market, it is encyclopedic in style with
abundant content. This book covers the GSD from A to Z covering topics from health and title
descriptions to character testing. 970 color and black and white photos. A magnificent coffee
table book.

Price: $79.95

B-GSD

How to Teach A New Dog Old Tricks

by Dr. Ian Dunbar, 194 pages, 2005, Third Edition, paperback.
Heralded by many dog trainers as ‘the best dog training book ever written’. A comprehensive
workbook for the motivated dog owner, comprising sections on basic off-leash obedience,
temperament modification, behavior troubleshooting, training theory and health care. The
definitive text for lure/reward training philosophy.

Price: $15.99

B-HOW-TEACH

The Jack Russell Terrier- Courageous Companion
by Catherine Romaine Brown, 176 pages, 1999, hardcover.

Another “must-have” for the Jack Russell lover. Covers special needs of these feisty little dogs,
many of the influential dogs in the breed, as well as many fun activities to do with your terrier.
Sections on selecting puppies, activities, hunting and history.

Price: $23.95

B-JRT

Lads Before the Wind

by Karen Pryor, 278 pages, Third Printing- 1994, paperback.
One of our favorite books related to training! It is an easy and fun read, yet filled with scientific
information. It began the wave of inducive dog training that now has become widespread. Karen
relates many humorous experiences while developing one of the first dolphin and whale shows in
the country. Read this, and you will be ready for Deb Jones’ Clicker Training series.

Price: $14.95

B-LADS

Fun Nosework for Dogs

by Roy Hunter,116 pages, 1996, wirebound.
While working for the Metro Police as a senior police dog instructor, Roy had many occasions
to depend on his dog’s amazing scenting ability. Now you can benefit and learn dozens of
games to relieve boredom, teach important skills and build confidence. From tracking to scent
discrimination, Roy shows how to train your dog and have fun yourself. This book will teach your
dog to enjoy using his nose, his primary source of information.

Price: $14.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

B-NOSE
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BOOKS
Pocket Agility

4” X 5.5”, records 50 runs, wirebound.
A pocket sized notebook with pre-printed grids for easy map making and record keeping of
agility courses, sequences and distances. It’s handy size and spiral binding makes it easy to carry
and use when training for help with designing courses/training routines in regard to obstacles,
distractions etc. We recommend this extremely handy item for use with Competitive Agility
Training Series with Jane Simmons-Moake in our Agility section.

Price: $6.95

B-POC-AGIL

Pocket Tracker

4” X 5.5”, records 50 tracks, wirebound.
A pocket sized notebook with pre-printed grids for easy map making and record keeping of
the tracking progress of your dog. It’s handy size and spiral binding makes it easy to carry and
use when track laying for help with designing tracks in regard to wind direction, obstacles,
distractions and changes of terrain. We recommend this extremely handy item for use with The
Foundations of Competitive Tracking with Joanne Plumb in our Schutzhund section.

Price: $6.95

B-POC-TRACK

Purely Positive Training

by Sheila Booth, 380 pages, 1998, paperback.
Positive training made easy! Complete manual on how to train your dog using positive
reinforcement. Includes how to raise your puppy positively, build a strong relationship, train
manners, and teach a really reliable recall. Special instructions in each section for companion
dogs, competition obedience, agility and Schutzhund. “Written with love and understanding- love
of dogs and understanding of training”.
The Dog Writer’s Assoc of America Best Book of the Year 1998!

Price: $27.95

B-POS

Advanced Schutzhund

by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
This book clearly demonstrates Ivan Balabanov’s techniques for advanced Schutzhund work. All
three phases are dealt with individually utilizing operant conditioning techniques to create a
clear partnership between you and your dog. Special attention is given to common problems and
their solutions while creating a lasting working relationship. This book also includes sections on
preparing for competition and traveling with your dog. An excellent book that stresses getting the
best performance from your dog.

Price: $24.95

B-SCH-ADV

Schutzhund Theory and Training Methods
by Susan Barwig and Stewart Hilliard, 244 pages, 1991, hardcover.

Explains Schutzhund and its components including philosophy and training techniques for all 3
phases; tracking, obedience and protection. An excellent overview of the sport. Includes point
breakdowns of all three phases and a section on testing a puppy or prospect and numerous
photos and illustrations to help the enthusiast better understand the sport. The finest book of it’s
kind!

Price: $24.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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BOOKS
Search and Rescue Dogs- Training the K-9 Hero

by The American Rescue Dog Association, 275 pages, Second Edition, 2002, paperback.
Chapters describe cutting-edge training techniques used for wilderness, disaster, cadaver dogs,
and water searches, and by state and federal disaster organizations such as FEMA. Extensive
photographs illustrate real-life missions, including images of Ground Zero and the Pentagon taken
by ARDA volunteers after September 11, 2001.

Price: $24.95

B-SEARCH

Competitive Obedience Training For The Small Dog

by Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell,192 pages, Seventh Printing, 2004, paperback.
Gerianne Darnell and Barbara Cecil have a combined 40 years of experience in the sport of dogs.
Between them they have earned over 100 High-in-Trial awards and 127 titles on 18 different
dogs in obedience, tracking, agility, and conformation. The methods of handling a smaller dog
are detailed as well as how to train your dog through all levels of kennel club obedience. An
invaluable resource with a completely different outlook on how we work with our dogs.

Price: $19.99

B-SMALL

Structure in Action- The Making of a Durable Dog
by Pat Hastings, 162 pages, B+W photos, 2011, paperback.

Canine judge and evaluator, Pat Hastings, explores the dog from head to tail in this fascinating
book and details how a dog’s structure can enhance or inhibit its ability to perform. Structure in
Action is a well illustrated evaluation of a dog’s ability to perform his intended purpose whether
retrieving game, guarding livestock, tracking lost people or pulling sleds. This book is FULL of
photographic examples and will be an instant classic!

Price: $25.95

B-STRUCTURE

Terry Ryan’s Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog
by Terry Ryan, 164 pages, 2011, paperback.

In The Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog, Terry presents a complete guide to help families
raise a happy and well-mannered dog using techniques and games that are both fun and
effective. The focus of this book is the family dog and all that phrase implies including the
interactions between kids and dogs, household management strategies, common behavioral
problems and training games the whole family (and dog!) can enjoy.

Price: $16.95

B-TOOLBOX

Schutzhund Obedience, Training in Drive

by Sheila Booth with Gottfried Dildei, 300 pages, 1992, paperback.
A step-by-step manual of motivational obedience training techniques. Clear concise directions
to teach to heel, sit, down, stand, recall, finish, retrieve, jump, and send away. Four chapters on
theory, including the explanation of drive. Includes puppy imprinting, proofing, retraining, trial
preparation and handling. More than 70 “how to” photos.

Price: $24.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BOOKS
Train Your Dog Like a Pro

by Jean Donaldson, 212 pages, DVD 2 hr 30 min, 2010, hardcover.
If you’re like most dog owners, you treat your four-legged friend as a valued member of the family
who enjoys the full run of the house-which is why good behavior is so important. Train Your Dog
Like a Pro offers a trusted, systematic approach to positive dog training that anyone can follow.
You’ll get clear, detailed instructions for teaching essential behaviors, more advanced skills, and
even some fun tricks. Plus, a bonus DVD shows you exactly how to accomplish each technique.

Price: $19.99

B-TRN-PRO

The German Shepherd Dog in Word and Picture
by Max von Stephanitz, 700+ page reprint of the 1923 original.

An English translation of the original by the founder of the German Shepherd breed. It is a real
classic with wonderful pictures and prose. Coffee table quality- every German Shepherd lover
needs this in their library.

Price: $75.00

B-VON

Dog Insight

by Pamela Reid, PhD, CAAB, 224 pages, 2012, paperback.
Trainers and animal behaviorists around the globe consider Pam Reid’s Excel-erated Learning one
of the most important and influential books ever written in the field of dog behavior. Although
that’s a hard act to follow, Dog InSight, Pam’s second book, does not disappoint. In over forty
fascinating essays, Pam explores a wide range of topics, including learning theory, training
techniques and behavior problems.

Price: $12.95

B-DOG-INSIGHT

How to Housebreak Your Dog in 7 Days
by Shirley Kalstone, 80 pages, 2004, softcover.

This step-by-step program is for everyone, apartment dwellers and home owners, for those
at home all day and those who work all day. Hour-by-hour schedules, paper training vs
housebreaking, how to cope with lapses and problem dogs, and understanding how your dog
thinks to help train! This book utilizes crate training as a tool.

Price: $7.99

B-HOUSEBREAK

Between Dog and Wolf

by Jessica Adams and Andrew Miller, 184 pages, 2012, softcover.
Dogs are dogs and wolves are wolves. Except when they aren’t! Most scientists now agree that the
dog is a subspecies of wolf—Canis lupus familiaris. And while most wolves look and act differently
from most dogs, it can be very hard to make accurate identifications, especially since wolves and
dogs can and do interbreed and certain breeds of dogs look and act a lot like wolves.

Price: $24.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Books
Canine Behavior- A Photo Illustrated Handbook
by Barbara Handelman, M.Ed., CDBC, 347 pages, 2008, softcover.

Dogs have deliberate, subtle, and often humorous ways of expressing themselves. Canine
Behavior - A Photo Illustrated Handbook includes 1,000 images of dogs, wolves, coyotes, and
foxes. It was created for everyone interested in dogs—pet owners, trainers, veterinarians,
ethologists, and behaviorists. Using the interdisciplinary language of photography, Barbara
Handelman illustrates and explains canine behavior and communication.

Price: $49.95

B-CANINEBEHAVIOR

Give Your Dog A Bone

by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 317 pages, 1993, softcover.
Written by reknowned veterinarian Dr. Ian Billinghurst, this book is a best seller world wide and
is based on the concept of feeding a natural raw food diet. The book is a quick but informational
read and provides lots of detail on how to improve your dog’s diet, using natural foods for a
healthier, longer life with fewer problems.

Price: $27.95

B-BONE

Grow Your Pups with Bones

by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 405 pages, 1998., softcover.
The second part of Dr. Ian Billinghurst’s series on feeding a natural raw diet stresses starting the
puppy with the BARF (Bones and Raw Food) system. An added benefit is the reduction of skeletal
diseases such as hip and elbow dysplasia, according to Billinghurst.

Price: $34.95

B-BARF

The Barf Diet

by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 109 pages, 2001, softcover.
A new addition to the already existing books by Dr. Ian Billinghurst. New information regarding
health benefits, scientific principles, diet supplementation, the concept of ‘complete and balanced’
foods, the ongoing debate regarding the fear of feeding raw bones, additional recipes and tips
on preparation. Written for vets, breeders, trainers, pet owners or anyone else seeking to either
understand or expand their knowledge of evolutionary diets.

Price: $17.95

B-BARF-B

The Billinghurst Book Set

Give Your Dog a Bone- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 317 pages, 1993, softcover.
Grown Your Pups wtih Bones- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 405 pages, 1998., softcover.
The Barf Diet- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 109 pages, 2001, softcover.
This set consists of all three nutritional titles that Dr. Ian Billinghurst has written on the subject of
evolutionary canine nutrition and raw food diets.

B-BARF-SET

Price: $69.95 $80.85

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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bowls & pails
Buddy Bowl
The Original Buddy Bowl is a spill/splash-proof water bowl that holds 1.3 Liters or 44 ounces of
water, even when turned upside down. It’s perfect for use in the vehicle or for travel.
Available in Black, Hunter Green or Semi-Transparent White (the latter allows you to see the water
level). 1.3L/44 fluid ounces food grade plastic.

Price: $14.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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BREED RELATED
The German Shepherd Dog, the German Way 1:
Gait and Locomotion
with Ricardo Carbajal, 86 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

A detailed and biomechanical analysis of how the characteristics in the German Shepherd
standard contribute to sound, strong structure and efficient, beautiful movement. The most
up-to-date computer graphics and animation help both novices and experts understand canine
movement more fully.

Price: $59.95

DVD-GSD-1

The German Shepherd Dog, the German Way 2: Structure
with Ricardo Carbajal, 79 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

An eloquent and understandable discussion of the “culture” of conformation judging: how
SV-trained judges interpret the breed standard and then apply it, and how to understand the
technical language of critiques. Dozens of specific examples, computer graphics, and interviews
with licensed SV judges give you the “eye” necessary to evaluate your own dog as well as the
competitors’ dogs.

Price: $59.95

DVD-GSD-2

The German Shepherd Dog, the German Way 3:
Basic Training, Conditioning and Handling
with Ricardo Carbajal, 85 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

Explains how to show your German Shepherd successfully, including the organization, procedure,
and strategy of an SV-style show; raising the show puppy; teaching gun soundness and physical
examination; and training the dog to “stack”.

Price: $59.95

DVD-GSD-3

The German Shepherd Dog, the German Way 4:
Advanced Training, Conditioning and Handling
with Ricardo Carbajal, 90 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

Teaching correct, spirited gaiting and physical conditioning. “Camouflaging” the dog’s weak
points and emphasizing his strong points in the show. The German system of double handling is
demonstrated in detail. Tapes 3 and 4 feature interviews with German professional handlers and
SV Judges.

Price: $59.95

DVD-GSD-4

The German Shepherd Dog, the German Way Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

The complete set of our highly praised German Shepherd Dog show videos. Ideal for anyone
interested in the structure, biomechanics and culture of showing the German Shepherd Dog!

Price: $189.80 $239.80

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BREED RELATED
Gone to Ground: The Jack Russell Terrier

with Eddie Chapman, Geoff Burnhill, John Lowery, Barbara Cooper-Lowery, Terri Batzer, 71 minutes,
1997, NTSC DVD- English.
This Award-Winning production illustrates today’s Jack Russell Terrier, featuring sections on
history, working structure, racing, go-to-ground, hunting cautions, equipment and advice and
interviews with English Terriermen regarding this fiesty terrier. Filmed in England and the U.S.A,
beautifully done, a must for every Jack Russell owner’s library!
A Dog Writer’s Association of America Awards Finalist and Runner-Up in 1998.

Price: $39.95

DVD-JRT

Grooming the Jack Russell Terrier for Companionship, Work
and Show

with Michelle Ward, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This multi Award-Winning video details how to groom your terrier whether a natural earthworker,
sparkling show ring competitor or lively and companionable pet. This production includes
information on, preparing your dog for grooming, basic coat care, properly cleaning eyes and ears,
caring for toenails and teeth, the tools required for caring for all three coat types, stripping the
coat, rolling the coat, finishing touches for the show ring and more.

Price: $39.95

DVD-JRTG

The Jack Russell Terrier Product Set

Book- by Catherine Romaine Brown, 176 pages, 1999, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Jack Russell Terrier: Courageous Companion (Book)
Gone to Ground: The Jack Russell Terrier (DVD)
Grooming the Jack Russell Terrier for Companionship, Work and Show with Michelle Ward (DVD)

Price: $93.85 $103.85

JRT-SET

In the Ribbons, The Dog Show Game: The Australian Shepherd
by Canine Training Systems®, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This series of titles is designed for the novice dog owner/handler with regard to each breed.
Special emphasis is placed on the utilitarian aspects of this breed. Information from professional
handlers, judges and enthusiasts is contained in these broadcast quality titles. Interview footage
with Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor and Las Racosas Aussies are featured.

Price: $19.95

DVD-RIB-AUS

In the Ribbons, The Dog Show Game: The Brittany
by Canine Training Systems®, 75 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This series of titles is designed for the novice dog owner/handler with regard to each breed.
Special emphasis is placed on the utilitarian aspects of this breed. Information from professional
handlers, judges and enthusiasts is contained in these broadcast quality titles.
Chapters in this title include: Why Show?, The Breed, Problems in the Breed, Preparing your dog
for the show ring, Grooming and Conditioning and Handling and Showing.

Price: $19.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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BREED RELATED
In the Ribbons, The Dog Show Game: The Cocker Spaniel
by Canine Training Systems®, 66 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This series of titles is designed for the novice dog owner/handler with regard to each breed.
Special emphasis is placed on the utilitarian aspects of this breed. Information from professional
handlers, judges and enthusiasts is contained in these broadcast quality titles.
Chapters in this title include: Why Show?, The Breed, Problems in the Breed, Preparing your dog
for the show ring, Grooming and Conditioning and Handling and Showing.

Price: $19.95

DVD-RIB-CS

In the Ribbons, The Dog Show Game: The Golden Retriever
by Canine Training Systems®, 63 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This series of titles is designed for the novice dog owner/handler with regard to each breed.
Special emphasis is placed on the utilitarian aspects of this breed. Information from professional
handlers, judges and enthusiasts is contained in these broadcast quality titles.
Chapters in this title include: Why Show?, The Breed, Problems in the Breed, Preparing your dog
for the show ring, Grooming and Conditioning and Handling and Showing.

Price: $19.95

DVD-RIB-GR

In the Ribbons, The Dog Show Game: The Labrador Retriever
by Canine Training Systems®, 66 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This series of titles is designed for the novice dog owner/handler with regard to each breed.
Special emphasis is placed on the utilitarian aspects of this breed. Information from professional
handlers, judges and enthusiasts is contained in these broadcast quality titles.
Chapters in this title include: Why Show?, The Breed, Problems in the Breed, Preparing your dog
for the show ring, Grooming and Conditioning and Handling and Showing.

Price: $19.95

DVD-RIB-LAB

In the Ribbons, The Dog Show Game: The Rottweiler
by Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This series of titles is designed for the novice dog owner/handler with regard to each breed.
Special emphasis is placed on the utilitarian aspects of this breed. Information from professional
handlers, judges and enthusiasts is contained in these broadcast quality titles.
Chapters in this title include: Why Show?, The Breed, Problems in the Breed, Preparing your dog
for the show ring, Grooming and Conditioning and Handling and Showing.

Price: $19.95

DVD-RIB-ROT

The Ultimate Goals for Today’s Rottweiler
with Joan Klem, 66 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The Ultimate Goals for Today’s Rottweiler conveys the opinions and experience of this world
traveler about the “correct” Rottweiler. Utilizes timeless footage, past and present, to showcase the
tasks available for the Rottweiler in today’s society. Includes Herding Instinct Tests, Schutzhund,
Carting, Variable Surface Tracking, Agility, Search and Rescue and structural assessments. German
Sieger Show footage is shown in addition to a brief discussion on puppy testing.

Price: $24.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BREED RELATED
The Rottweiler Video Set

by Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
with Joan Klem, 66 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This combination set includes both of our broadcast quality Rottweiler specific video titles. Please
visit our obedience and Schutzhund sections for training titles for your working dogs!

Price: $39.95 $44.90

DVD-ROT-SET

The German Shepherd Book

720 pages, 2nd Revision, 2006, coffee table quality.
Widely reviewed as the most complete GSD book on the market, it is encyclopedic in style with
abundant content. This book covers the GSD from A to Z covering topics from health and title
descriptions to character testing. 970 color and black and white photos. A magnificent coffee
table book.

Price: $79.95

B-GSD

The Jack Russell Terrier- Courageous Companion
by Catherine Romaine Brown, 176 pages, 1999, hardcover.

Another “must-have” for the Jack Russell lover. Covers special needs of these feisty little dogs,
many of the influential dogs in the breed, as well as many fun activities to do with your terrier.
Sections on selecting puppies, activities, hunting and history.

Price: $23.95

B-JRT

Structure in Action- The Making of a Durable Dog
by Pat Hastings, 162 pages, B+W photos, 2011, paperback.

Canine judge and evaluator, Pat Hastings, explores the dog from head to tail in this fascinating
book and details how a dog’s structure can enhance or inhibit its ability to perform. Structure in
Action is a well illustrated evaluation of a dog’s ability to perform his intended purpose whether
retrieving game, guarding livestock, tracking lost people or pulling sleds. This book is FULL of
photographic examples and will be an instant classic!

Price: $25.95

B-STRUCTURE

The German Shepherd Dog in Word and Picture
by Max von Stephanitz, 700+ page reprint of the 1923 original.

An English translation of the original by the founder of the German Shepherd breed. It is a real
classic with wonderful pictures and prose. Coffee table quality- every German Shepherd lover
needs this in their library.

Price: $75.00
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CLICKER TRAINING
Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Go:
Getting Started
with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 33 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This video presents the basic principles of clicker training. Techniques presented include shaping,
luring, and targeting. This is an excellent overview for anyone interested in learning how to clicker
train effectively and correctly. This DVD comes with one clicker.
Winner of the Dog Writer’s Association of America’s “Best Video of the Year” in 1999.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-GO

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Fetch:
The Clicker Retrieve
with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 35 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The retrieve is one of the most useful behaviors your dog can perform. Whether for fun, practical
use, or competition, you can teach your dog an enthusiastic retrieve using this method. The
video shows you how to build a strong reliable retrieve using only positive techniques. Common
problems and solutions in retrieve training are highlighted. This video comes with one clicker.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-F

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Fix:
Positive Solutions to Behavior Problems

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This video shows you how to “fix” your dogs behavior problems while using fair and humane
techniques, rather than force and punishment. The focus is on the problem-solving methods of
prevention, management, extinction and differential reinforcement. Problems such as chewing,
nipping, destructiveness, jumping, barking and hyperactivity are highlighted. This video comes
with one clicker.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-FX

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones: The Series
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 33 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 35 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The complete Clicker Fun Series in one stroke of the mouse! This series comes with three clickers.

Price: $84.95 $89.95

DVD-CL-DJ-SET

Clicker Training Beginner Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
A great starter set for anyone interested in learning about operant techniques. We’ve put together
our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to click and teach, but is unsure
where to start.
Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Go: Getting Started
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

Price: $65.95 $71.85

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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CLICKER TRAINING
Clicker Training Advanced Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 33, 35 and 40 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
We’ve put together our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to delve into
clicker training with wild abandon, but is unsure where to start.
The Clicker Fun Series (3 DVD Set)
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book), Click Here for a Well Trained Dog (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

Price: $146.70 $156.70

CL-ADV-SET

Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games

by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
Dr. Deb Jones’ book on clicker training is a great starter book! You can learn the fundamentals of
operant conditioning, then enjoy teaching fun tricks and practical behaviors. Your dog can learn
to wave, put away toys, turn on a light switch and more. The book even includes all kinds of games
to sharpen your teamwork skills.

Price: $19.95

B-CL-FUN

Click Here for a Well Trained Dog

by Dr. Deborah Jones, 148 pages, 2002, paperpback.
Dr. Deb Jones’ new title on clicker training the pet dog. Introduces operant techniques for working
with your companion to create willing compliance to commands, and exercises to make day to
day life more enjoyable with your canine partner. Includes “clicker training guidelines”, “puppy
stuff” and information on behavioral problem solving.

Price: $24.95

B-CL-HERE

Click for Joy- Questions and Answers from Clicker Trainers
and their Dogs

by Melissa C. Alexander with foreward by Robert Bailey, 208 pages, 2002, paperback.
This book covers all of the basic questions, terminology and techniques necessary to be a
successful clicker trainer! The author shares the encouragement, advice and success of clicker
trainers all over the world in this easy-to-use cross referenced clicker title. Practical instructions,
positive solutions and clear explanations with a complete glossary of clicker training terms and
concepts. A must have for anyone interested in learning more about operant techniques!

Price: $24.95

B-CL-JOY

Clicker Training for Obedience

by Morgan Spector with foreward by Karen Pryor, 325 pages, 1999, paperback.
Shaping top performance positively! Build precision, speed, reliability, and joy the clicker training
way. A ground breaking step-by-step competitive obedience book featuring clicker training
techniques. This book is written for anyone who wants to be competitive in the obedience ring
using clicker techniques.

Price: $27.95
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CLICKER TRAINING
Teaching Clicker Classes
8.5” X 11”, 118 pages, wirebound.

For obedience instructors teaching either group or private classes using clicker training. The
purpose of this book is to make it easier for instructors to switch from traditional training methods
to the use of the clicker. Manual can be followed as written, or used as a flexible guide for
developing individualized lesson plans.
A recipient of the 1997 Dog Writer’s Association of America’s Certificate of Achievement!

Price: $27.95

B-TEACH

The Clicker Workbook
8.5” X 11”, 72 pages, wirebound.

A Beginner’s Guide. A comprehensive guide to the new and exciting way to train your dog with
a clicker... no jerking, pulling or using force here! Includes lesson plans and question and answer
reviews for each of the ten steps, plus training logs so you can keep track of your progress.
Develop trust, bonding and a REAL working partnership between you and your dog.

Price: $15.95

B-WORKBOOK

Lads Before the Wind

by Karen Pryor, 278 pages, Third Printing- 1994, paperback.
One of our favorite books related to training! It is an easy and fun read, yet filled with scientific
information. It began the wave of inducive dog training that now has become widespread. Karen
relates many humorous experiences while developing one of the first dolphin and whale shows in
the country. Read this, and you will be ready for Deb Jones’ Clicker Training series.

Price: $14.95

B-LADS

Train Your Dog Like a Pro

by Jean Donaldson, 212 pages, DVD 2 hr 30 min, 2010, hardcover.
If you’re like most dog owners, you treat your four-legged friend as a valued member of the family
who enjoys the full run of the house-which is why good behavior is so important. Train Your Dog
Like a Pro offers a trusted, systematic approach to positive dog training that anyone can follow.
You’ll get clear, detailed instructions for teaching essential behaviors, more advanced skills, and
even some fun tricks. Plus, a bonus DVD shows you exactly how to accomplish each technique.

Price: $19.99

B-TRN-PRO

Premiere®Gentle Leader® Treat Pouch
Designed by renowned trainer Terry Ryan by Premier® pet products, the Gentle Leader ® Treat
Pouch has a super strong hinge, water resistant lining, two storage pockets, a ring attachment and
is roomy enough to fit your entire hand- so lots of treats!
Available in four colors: red, blue, green and black. Includes a Canine Training Systems® Clicker.

Price: $16.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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CLICKER TRAINING
Training Apron

by Canine Training Systems®, nylon.
Our training apron has changed little over the years. You’ve seen it in many of our DVD’s and it’s
made of strong, durable nylon with 3 large pockets and an adjustable waist strap. It’s ideal for
holding your training supplies; food, articles, tugs, toys, clickers, tabs and more. Currently available
in any color as long as it’s black.

Price: $14.99

APRON

Premiere® Gentle Leader® Headcollar

by Premiere®
The Gentle Leader® offers a fast, gentle and effective way to control unwanted behavior without
harsh methods or devices. Because it’s scientifically designed to work with your dog’s natural
instincts, behavior changes in minutes, not weeks! Where your dog’s head goes, his body must
follow! See it used in the award winning video series by Dr. Deborah Jones. (Includes Headcollar
with quick-release clasp, instruction sheet.) Colors may vary. Instructional DVD included when
available.
Small: 5-25 lbs., Medium: 25-60 lbs., Large: Over 60 lbs.

Price: $19.95

GL

Clickers

by Canine Training Systems®, small, plastic, awesome.
Clickers are a great way to mark desired behaviors. You’ll want extras around to reinforce at the
right moment. Sold in sets of five. These clickers fit perfectly into the pocket of our clicker treat
pouches! (hint, hint)
Colors may vary, please visit the website for color options.

Price: $5.00 for 5 Clickers

CLICKERS

The Jolly Flyer

by Jolly Pets
The Jolly Flyer™ is made of a secret non-toxic rubber compound which is engineered to be
titanium tough yet velvety soft. This floating flyer won’t puncture and is gently on your dogs gums
and teeth when catching or playing with it. Specially contoured ridges gently clean teeth and
massage gums as well as making the disk easy to grip by the thrower. Vanilla Scented, made from
100% non-toxic rubber.We also use this item as a targeting pad for clicker training and the object
guard in ring sport. Colors: Orange or Blue. Each disc is sold separately.
7.5” Small ($8.00), 9.5” Large ($11.50)

Price: $8.00
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Clothing & training vests
Roca Sport Training Vest

by Roca Sport
This durable vest follows in the tradition of Roca Sport Bite Suits, Scratch Pants and Trial Jackets.
It’s ideal for Schutzhund, IPO, Mondio & French Ring, Agility, Obedience, Rally and Tracking
trainers. Features include 2 front pockets, deep rear pockets, dual layer breathable mesh through
front and back, reflective piping on chest and back, tab ring on front and back, adjustable waist
drawstring, low profile neckband for comfort and generous cut for mobility.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL Note: Vests run about 1 size large for mobility and multi-season use.

Price: $95.00

ROCA-VEST

Roca Sport Scratch Pants

by Roca Sport
These Scratch Pants are ideal for Schutzhund, IPO, Police K9 work and personal protection dog
training. Features include unobtrusive metal shoulder snaps with adjustable straps, all metal
interior front waist buckle with adjustable strap, all metal rear exterior buckle with adjustable
strap, full padding from the waist down, front and rear, lower leg zippers cover velcro closure for
easy on and off, mesh lined for breathability throughout and vented eyelets for breathability in
legs.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL in multiple colored logos.

Price: $225.00

ROCA-SCRATCH

Roca Sport Trial Jacket

by Roca Sport
Roca Sports Trial Jackets are eye catching, durable, light weight and provide excellent protection.
This fully padded trial jacket is ideal for Schutzhund, IPO, Police K9 work and personal protection
dog training. A protective jacket is required under the FCI Rules and this jacket is ideal. Features
include full padding in body and sleeve, leather lined wrist cuff and neck, heavy duty adjustable
velcro wrist closure, mesh lined for breathability, reflective piping on chest, shoulder and back.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL Note: Jackets run about 1 size large.

Price: $185.00

ROCA-JACKET

Training Apron

by Canine Training Systems®, nylon.
Our training apron has changed little over the years. You’ve seen it in many of our DVD’s and it’s
made of strong, durable nylon with 3 large pockets and an adjustable waist strap. It’s ideal for
holding your training supplies; food, articles, tugs, toys, clickers, tabs and more. Currently available
in any color as long as it’s black.

Price: $14.99

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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COLLARS, lines & leads
Lupine Combo Collar

Designed to prevent a dog from ‘backing out’ of its collar, the Combo has a limited slip choker
action. It also has become the training collar of choice among many dog trainers.
Guaranteed for Life- even if Chewed!
Sizes:
Medium- 3/4” wide- 10”-14”
Large- 1” wide- 15”-22”
Note: This collar should not be left on an unattended or unleashed dog.

Price: $13.00

COLLAR-LUPINE

Amish Leather Martingale Collar

by Canine Training Systems®
This limited-slip Martingale style collar is designed exclusively for Canine Training Systems®.
Handcrafted from premium leather, no detail was overlooked. This versatile collar looks great and
can also be worn during AKC obedience competition. Black leather or brown English bridle leather
with nickle plated hardware. This collar is ideal for travel or to leave hanging on the leash.
Small: 3/8” wide, 9-13” around
($12.00)
Medium: 3/4” wide, 15-25” around ($17.00)
Large: 3/4” wide, 18-31” around ($21.50) Available in Black and Brown (English Bridle Leather)

Price: $12.00

COLLAR-S

CTS Leather Alternative Collar

by Canine Training Systems®
Our new CTS Leather Alternative Collars with solid brass hardware are waterproof, durable and
amazingly easy to care for. Our collars are in use with pet owners, sport dog competitors, K9 units,
and many of our technical experts and their students.
Compare to other vendors that charge up to double the price for identical products!
3/4”W X 12”-14.5”L ($9.95)- CTS-COLLAR-S
1”W X 17”-21”L
($11.95)- CTS-COLLAR-M
1”W X 20”-27”L
($13.95)- CTS-COLLAR-L

Price: $10.95

CTS-COLLAR-S

CTS Leather Alternative Lead

by Canine Training Systems®
The same material we use for our CTS Leather Alternative Collars available in multiple options.
Don’t spend another minute treating your leather leads, a quick wipe down with a moist cloth
removes mud, grass and grit and they’re ready to go.
CTS Lead 1/2”W X 4’L ($9.95)- CTS-L-1
CTS Lead 3/4”W X 4’L ($11.95)- CTS-L-2
CTS Lead 1/2”W X 6’L ($11.95)- CTS-L-3
CTS Lead 3/4”W X 6’L ($14.95)- CTS-L-4

Price: $9.95

CTS-L

CTS Leather Alternative Obedience Lead

by Canine Training Systems®
The same material and brass snaps we use for our CTS Leather Alternative Leads but these have
a brass o-ring to convert to a waist lead during trialing or off-lead work. They can be used in
conjunction with our CTS Tab as an extender or to maintain control during off-lead work.
CTS Lead 1/2”W X 36”L w/ring ($14.95)- CTS-WL-1
CTS Lead 3/4”W X 36”L w/ring ($16.95)- CTS-WL-2
CTS Lead 1/2”W X 42”L w/ring ($16.95)- CTS-WL-3
CTS Lead 3/4”W X 42”L w/ring ($18.95)- CTS-WL-4

Price: $14.95
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COLLARS, lines & leads
CTS Leather Alternative 9 inch Tab with O-ring
by Canine Training Systems®.

Our new CTS Tab with solid brass hardware is waterproof, durable and amazingly easy to care for.
We use it on our own dogs and love it’s ability to clean up easily, soften like leather and retain a
like new appearance over time. A quick wipe down with a moist cloth removes mud, grass and
grit. It can be used as an extender for our CTS Leather Alternative Obedience Leads to maintain
control during off-lead work or alone during obedience work.

Price: $8.95

CTS-TAB

Amish Leather Agitation Collar

by Canine Training Systems®
This is a fantastic agitation collar! With two layers of premium leather sewn together and
high quality brass buckles, this truly is one of the best made collars available. It is excellent for
schutzhund, ring and police protection work or any pursuit that requires complete reliability.
Small- 1.5”W X 18”-22”L
($27.00)
Medium- 1.5”W X 22”-26”L ($28.00)
Large- 1.5”W X 26”-30”L ($30.00)		

Price: $28.00

COLLAR-AGIT-SM

CTS Amish Leather Collar

by Canine Training Systems®
The CTS Amish Leather Collar is made of high quality black leather and features solid brass
hardware. This collar is ideal for daily wear, tracking, obedience, schutzhund/ipo, ring, agility or
any active pursuit. We’ve sampled the work of numerous vendors to obtain this quality and we’re
impressed with not only the quality of the leather but consistency in stitching and edge finish.
This high quality leather collar is made in America by craftsmen for Canine Training Systems.
Sizes: 22”, 24”, 26”
Note: Collar lengths are listed in total length not neck size.

Price: $14.95

COLLAR-CTS-LTHR

CTS Padded Leather Harness

The CTS Padded Leather Harness is made of high quality black leather and features a heavy fleece
padded breast plate. This harness is ideal for tracking or protection sports and features all brass
buckles and rings. Once adjusted to fit your dog, the harness is easily removed with easy access
quick-release halter clips to avoid having to re-adjust buckles every training session. The stitched,
double riveted handle runs lengthwise above the main o-ring and is out of the way when not
used. This high quality leather harness is made in America by craftsmen for Canine Training
Systems.
Sizes: S (20”-30” girth), M (20”-35”), L (25”-35”), XXL (30”-40” girth)

Price: $59.95

CTS-HARNESS

Braided Amish Leather Lead

by Canine Training Systems®
Our new Braided Amish Leather Leads are among the best available! We’ve received samples from
around a dozen vendors and are proud to offer these in multiple colors and combinations. They’re
available in burgundy, brown (English bridle leather) or black with solid brass hardware. They can
be ordered with or without a brass o-ring.
3 ft, 4 ft (+2.00), 6ft (+3.50)
Black, Brown or Burgundy
With or without brass 0-ring

Price: $14.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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COLLARS, lines & leads
Amish Leather Lead

by Canine Training Systems®
Our new Amish Leather Leads are the best available! We’ve received samples from around a dozen
vendors and are proud to offer these in multiple colors and combinations. They’re available in
burgundy (latigo), brown (English bridle leather) or black with solid brass hardware. The 3’ and 4’
lines can be ordered with an o-ring for looping around your waist or shoulder during offlead or
trial work. These new leads are in the hands of a few of our technical experts and their students
with excellent feedback!
Sizes: 3.8” X 3’ , 1/2” X 4’ (+2.50), 1/2” X 6’ (+3.50) *in any of 3 colors with or without o-ring

Price: $14.50

LEAD-SEWN

Obedience Lead with Brass O-Ring
by Canine Training Systems®

This is a fantastic lead for the price! It’s handcrafted from luxurious burgundy latigo leather with
solid brass hardware. It’s sure to last! They both have a brass ring on the handle to create a loop
around your shoulder or waist during off-lead heeling.
Sizes: 3/8” X 4’ or 1/2” X 4’

Price: $8.95		

LEAD-BRASS

Double Leather Agitation Lead

This is the last leash you will ever need to buy!! To say this a heavy duty leash is a understatement.
This double leather leash, sewn completely from the handle to the clip with heavy 277 thread is
heavy duty! Because the leather is doubled and sewn it takes a little time for the leash to break
in and soften. It measures 1/2” X 48” and has a brass ring on the handle. We also offer a 1/2” X6’
without a brass ring.
1/2”W X 48”L with o-ring ($26.99)- LEAD-DOUBLE-48”
1/2”W X 6’L without ring ($28.99)- LEAD-DOUBLE-6’

Price: $26.99

LEAD-DOUBLE-48”

Terrier Field Lead

by Canine Training Systems®.
This lead is excellent. It’s 6 feet long with a floating ring between the handle and the swivel at the
half way point. The handle incorporates a brass snap that can be linked to this floating ring around
a tree or post to act as a tie out when afield. The bottom half incorporates a martingale style collar
with a brass stop that keeps the collar end from going slack and opening so that the dog can’t
back out. The collar rings are brass flat sided rings that keep the collar flat to the dog’s neck unlike
cheaper collars that use round rings. All stitched areas are tapered, sewn and riveted for durability.
All hardware is solid brass. This lead will last.

Price: $17.95

LEAD-TERRIER

CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Line

by Canine Training Systems®.
Our new CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Lines with solid brass hardware are waterproof, durable
and amazingly easy to care for. They’re riveted for additional strength in two places- the handle
and snap for extra strength and durability. Our new lines come in two lengths- both a regulation
10M (33 ft) line for trialing as well as a 15’ line for training tracks. The 1/2” wide lines are rated at
500 pounds tensile strength! Compare to other vendors that charge up to 40% more!
1/2”W X 15’L ($14.95)
1/2”W X 33’L ($24.95)

Price: $14.95
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COLLARS, lines & leads
10M Braided Tracking Line
This soft, braided, nylon, weatherproof long line is a regulation 10 meters with a strong bolt hook.
12 mm diameter. A great line for tracking but we don’t recommend it for agitation.
Color: Any color you want as long as it’s Black.

Price: $19.99

LEAD-TRACK-ROPE

10M Tubular Tracking Line
This 10 meter regulation nylon line is great for tracking, protection, tie outs and post work
because of it’s strength. A go-to line for a variety of uses. These heavy duty, 1” wide, tubular nylon
lines are ideal as they won’t burn your hands like flat nylon lines. They Come standard with heavy
duty brass snaps and are machine washable. Colors: blue, black and red.

Price: $24.95

LEAD-TRACK-TUBE

Herm Sprenger Stainless Steel Fur Saver Collar

by Herm Sprenger
Whether you are an avid trainer or just want a quality collar for your pet, the Herm Sprenger
Stainless Steel Fur Saver is a beautiful, durable collar that is constructed of the highest quality
German Stainless Steel. Nothing gives you the strength in a Fursaver like stainless steel. The
large 2” links are precision engineered and manufactured to protect your dog’s coat while the
environmental resistance of stainless steel will give you a lifetime of use.
Sizes: 21”, 23” 25”. 27” all in 4.0 mm steel
Herm Sprenger guarantees these collars for life!

Price: $30.00

COLLAR-HS-SS-SAVER

Herm Sprenger Stainless Steel Prong Collar

by Herm Sprenger
Whether you are an avid trainer or just want a quality collar for your pet, the Herm Sprenger
Stainless Steel Prong Collar is a precisely engineered and manufactured collar that is constructed
of the highest quality German Stainless Steel. Nothing gives you the strength in a Prong Collar like
stainless steel. Each section of the collar contains two carefully rounded prongs to prevent injury
to your dog.
Sizes: 2.25 mm X 14” (Small), 3.25 mm X 23” (Large), 4.0 mm X 26” (X-Large)
Herm Sprenger guarantees these collars for life!

Price: $30.00

COLLAR-HS-SS-PRONG

Herm Sprenger Stainless Steel Prong Link

by Herm Sprenger
Whether you are an avid trainer or just want a quality collar for your pet, the Herm Sprenger
Stainless Steel Prong Collar is a precisely engineered and manufactured collar that is constructed
of the highest quality German Stainless Steel. Nothing gives you the strength in a Prong Collar like
stainless steel. Each link of the collar contains two carefully rounded prongs to prevent injury to
your dog. We offer replacement links for each size collar we stock.
Sizes: 2.25 mm (Small), 3.25 mm (Large), 4.0 mm (X-Large)Herm Sprenger guarantees these links
for life!

Price: $2.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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COLLARS, lines & leads
Premiere® Gentle Leader® Headcollar
The Gentle Leader® offers a fast, gentle and effective way to control unwanted behavior without
harsh methods or devices. Because it’s scientifically designed to work with your dog’s natural
instincts, behavior changes in minutes, not weeks! Where your dog’s head goes, his body must
follow! See it used in the award winning video series by Dr. Deborah Jones. (Includes Headcollar
with quick-release clasp, instruction sheet.) Colors may vary. Instructional DVD included when
available.
Small: 5-25 lbs., Medium: 25-60 lbs., Large: Over 60 lbs.

Price: $19.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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e-books
Aggression in Dogs- Practical Management, Prevention &
Behaviour Modification

by Brenda Aloff, 425 pages, 2002, eBook.
The book that has become the “bible” for identifying, understanding, and resolving aggression
problems in dogs. It contains detailed training protocols to use in specific types of aggression
situations and how to manage the aggressive dog for his safety and the community’s. This title is
for anyone who wants to know more about aggression or dog behavior, it does not just discuss
aggression. It describes in great detail protocols to use for behavior modification...

Price: $27.95

EB-AGGRESSION

Between Dog and Wolf

by Jessica Adams and Andrew Miller, 184 pages, 2012, eBook.
This eBook is in FULL color just like the print version.
Dogs are dogs and wolves are wolves. Except when they aren’t! Most scientists now agree that the
dog is a subspecies of wolf—Canis lupus familiaris. And while most wolves look and act differently
from most dogs, it can be very hard to make accurate identifications, especially since wolves and
dogs can and do interbreed and certain breeds of dogs look and act a lot like wolves.
As with all CTS eBooks, you will receive 3 files types to work with Nook, Kindle, iPad or your PC
among others.

Price: $12.95

EB-BTWNDOGWOLF

Canine Behavior- A Photo Illustrated Handbook

by Barbara Handelman, M.Ed., CDBC, 347 pages, 2008, eBook.
Dogs have deliberate, subtle, and often humorous ways of expressing themselves. Canine
Behavior - A Photo Illustrated Handbook includes 1,000 images of dogs, wolves, coyotes, and
foxes. It was created for everyone interested in dogs—pet owners, trainers, veterinarians,
ethologists, and behaviorists. Using the interdisciplinary language of photography, Barbara
Handelman illustrates and explains canine behavior and communication. Her book establishes a
common understanding and vocabulary for people interested in, and working with dogs.

Price: $27.95

EB-CANINEBEHAVIOR

Changing Problem Behavior

by James O’Heare, 140 pages, 2011, eBook.
Changing Problem Behavior is a manual for managing behavior change projects from the
functional assessment of problem behaviors, through constructing and implementing a behavior
change program and transitioning to the ongoing maintenance of changes. The strategies and
procedures are applicable to all species. When you purchase an eBook from Canine Training
Systems, your download instructions will arrive in your order confirmation email. You will receive
3 files types to work with: Nook, Kindle, iPad or your PC among others. Our files work on mobile
devices or your home computer.

Price: $14.95

EB-CHANGEBEHAV

Dog InSight

by Pamela Reid, Ph.D., CAAB, 224 pages, 2012, eBook, NEW!
Trainers and animal behaviorists around the globe consider Pam Reid’s EXCEL-erated Learning one
of the most important and influential books ever written in the field of dog behavior. Although
that’s a hard act to follow, Dog InSight, Pam’s second book, does not disappoint. In over forty
fascinating essays, Pam explores a wide range of topics, including learning theory, training
techniques and behavior problems.As with all CTS eBooks, you will receive 3 files types to work
with Nook, Kindle, iPad or your PC among others.

Price: $9.49

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

EB-DOG-INSIGHT
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e-books
The Evolution of Canine Social Behavior, 2nd Edition

by Roger Abrantes Ph.D., 96 pages, 2005, eBook.
This 2nd Edition is updated, revised, and expanded. This title leads the reader step-by-step
through the various aspects involved in the development of social behavior patterns. It is a
comparative study that dismisses many common beliefs and assumptions and leaves the reader
with simple, sound explanations. This title is for all students of animal behavior- dog sport
enthusiasts, rescue organizations, pet owners and instructors. Dr. Abrantes has titled hunting dogs
as well as trained police, drug and customs dogs in Denmark.

Price: $9.49

EB-EVOLK9SOCBEH

The Healthy Way to Stretch Your Dog-A Physical Therapy
Approach

by Sasha Foster, MSPT and Ashley Foster, CPDT, 218 pages, 2009, eBook.
You have probably heard that humans need to stretch for good health. So do dogs. Now you can
learn how to safely and effectively stretch your dog to prevent injuries, maintain joint integrity,
and improve you dog’s fitness whether he is an elite canine athlete or a lap dog. Authors Sasha
and Ashley Foster have applied this latest research to dogs, many of whom compete in vigorous
canine sporting events.

Price: $14.95

EB-HEALTHYSTRETCH

Oh Behave! - Dogs from Premack to Premack to Pinker

by Jean Donaldson, 2008, 264 pages, eBook.
In 55 essays, Jean tackles issues ranging from the nature vs nurture debate, to the role of
dominance in domestic dogs, to what are the most effective ways to train dogs. Along with her
other best selling books, Oh Behave! is destined to be a classic in the literature on dog behavior.
When you purchase an eBook from Canine Training Systems, your download instructions will
arrive in your order confirmation email. You will receive 3 files types to work with: Nook, Kindle,
iPad or your PC among others. Our files work on mobile devices or your home computer.

Price: $9.49

EB-OHBEHAVE

Peak Performance- Coaching the Canine Athlete

by M. Christine Zink DVM, PhD, 239 pages, 2004, eBook.
Selecting, conditioning, and coaching the canine athlete, whether for obedience, herding,
sledding, hunting, frisbee, agility, dock diving, ipo, mondio ring--whatever the pursuit! Completely
revised. This title includes information on how structure affects function; locomotion; selecting a
performance dog; routine maintenance; conditioning; lameness and performance-related injuries;
problems that affect performance(eyes, ears, teeth,scenting, etc.); medications and performance;
stress and the performance dog. This book helps you bring your dog to his highest physical
potential!

Price: $12.95

EB-PEAK

Performance Dog Nutrition-Optimize Performance with
Nutrition

by Jocelynn Jacobs, DVM, 224 pages, 2005, eBook.
Learn about the special needs of your performance dog and how to meet them with a sound
nutrition program. Explains how to read dog food labels and select appropriate food for your dog.
Learn abou the importance of protein, carb, fat, vitamin selection as well as the importance of
understanding dog food labels and much more.

Price: $13.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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e-books
Purely Positive Training

by Sheila Booth, 380 pages, 1998, eBook.
Positive training made easy! This eBook is a complete manual on how to train your dog using
positive reinforcement. This title is a down to earth read for the competitor or pet owner. It
includes how to raise your puppy positively, building a strong relationship, instilling manners, and
teaching a really reliable recall. There are special instructions in each section for companion dogs,
competition obedience, agility and Schutzhund.
“Written with love and understanding- love of dogs and understanding of training”.

Price: $15.95

EB-POS

Competitive Obedience Training For The Small Dog

by Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell, 192 pages, 2004, eBook.
Gerianne Darnell and Barbara Cecil have a combined 40 years of experience in the sport of dogs.
Between them they have earned over 100 High-in-Trial awards and 127 titles on 18 different dogs
in obedience, tracking, agility, and conformation. This title is the ideal compliment to our Small
Dog Fun Series of videotapes. These veterans share their techniques for, not only competing,
but winning with a small dog. The methods of handling a smaller dog are detailed as well as
how to train your dog through all levels of kennel club obedience. An invaluable resource with a
completely different outlook on how we work with our dogs.

Price: $9.95

EB-SMALL

The Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog

by Terry Ryan, 164 pages, 2011, eBook.
In The Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog, Terry presents a complete guide to help families
raise a happy and well-mannered dog using techniques and games that are both fun and
effective. The focus of this book is the family dog and all that phrase implies including the
interactions between kids and dogs, household management strategies, common behavioral
problems and training games the whole family (and dog!) can enjoy.
You will receive 3 files types to work with: Nook, Kindle, iPad or your PC among others. Our files
work on mobile devices or your home computer.

Price: $9.95

EB-TOOLBOX

Schutzhund Obedience- Training in Drive

by Sheila Booth with Gottfried Dildei, 300 pages, 1992, eBook.
This ebook is a step-by-step manual of motivational obedience training techniques. Clear concise
directions to teach to heel, sit, down, stand, recall, finish, retrieve, jump, and send away. Four
chapters on theory, including the explanation of drive. Includes puppy imprinting, proofing,
retraining, trial preparation and handling. More than 70 “how to” photos. The Dildei method
conditions effort and focuses on establishing a habit of correct performance. This product
dovetails with our 8 disc DVD series with the trainer of International Working Dog Champions!

Price: $14.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

EB-TRD
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grooming
Safari 7.25” Grooming Comb

by Safari
Safari produces an excellent all around grooming comb. The wide and narrow spacing of the
teeth provide complete grooming for all coat types. The long teeth penetrate to the root of the
hair. You’ll achieve excellent grooming results when used with Safari pin, slicker or bristle brush
depending on your breed. This is an ideal comb for working burrs, stickers or mud out of your
dog’s coat after work whether tracking, hunting, K9 pursuit or any other venue of work. Easily
carried in a training bag, it’s durable and also includes a hook for hanging in a grooming room or
kennel.

Price: $9.95

GR-COMB

Safari Dematting Comb
by Safari

The Safari De-Matting Comb will help remove mats and tangles from your dog’s coat. The stainless
steel, serrated blades will comb out most tangles. The De-Matting Comb can be used on most
medium to longhaired dogs of any breed. It is especially helpful on coarse or long, matted coats.

Price: $9.95

GR-DEMATTING-COMB

Safari Professional Nail Trimmer
by Safari

The Safari Professional Nail Trimmer is made from high quality Stainless Steel which will provide
a long-lasting, sharp cutting edge. Nail trimming should be a regular part of your pet’s grooming.
Nails kept at a correct length reduces the incidence of injury in working dog feet. Injuries to feet
and toes often take a long time to heal and a few minutes a week to trim nails will reap dividends.
Sizes: Standard and Large

Price: $9.95

GR-NAILTRIMMER

Safari Undercoat Rake
by Safari

Designed for breeds with thick, heavy coats and with undercoats, the precision tapered pins of
this rake penetrate deep into your dog’s coat to remove loose undercoat. Helps prevent matting
when used regularly. Apply minimal pressure when using this tool.

Price: $9.95

GR-RAKE

Safari Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush
by Safari

The Safari Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush is great for any coat type. Whether routine brushing or
seasonal brushing for removal of heavy undercoat, with the touch of a button, the pins retract,
hair falls away and the pad can be wiped clean. Release the button and you’re ready to brush
again. The comfort grip handle and stainless steel pins provide excellent grooming results with
minimal effort.

Price: $9.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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grooming
Safari Styptic Powder
by Safari

Safari Styptic Powder quickly stops the bleeding caused by nail clipping or minor cuts. A great
product to have in every first aid or grooming kit.

Price: $6.95

GR-STYPTIC

The CTS Grooming Set
by Canine Training Systems

Our Grooming Kit contains all the items you need for basic grooming! This kit includes the Safari
Undercoat Rake, the Safari Professional Nail Trimmer, the Safari Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush, the
Safari 7.25” Medium-Coarse Tooth Comb and Safari Styptic Powder. We’ve taken all of our high
quality grooming items and bundled them at a reduced price!
Please choose Standard Nail Trimmer or Large Nail Trimmer.

Price: $39.95 $46.75

GR-SET

Evolution Shed Magic De-Shedding Tool for Dogs
by Evolution

The Shed Magic De-Shedding Tool works great on dog breeds with thick, heavy undercoat.
Regular use will remove loose undercoat and help bring the coats natural oils to the surface
for optimum health and luster. Regular use greatly reduces pet hair on furniture and carpeting
reducing cleaning time. This rust-resistant stainless steel comb is angled for quick de-shedding.
The angled head and ergonomic 6” long handle ensure comfortable grooming.

Price: $19.95

GR-SHED-MAGIC

Tropiclean Fresh Breath Chews
by Tropiclean

The first sign of periodontal disease is bad breath. Help fight the disease with a LOW FAT, LOW
CALORIE chew! Natural breath freshening ingredients include: dill, parsley and mint. The
consistency of the treat will help clean your pets teeth and help aid in the removal of plaque and
tartar while the natural protein ingredient will have your pet wanting more! Treat your pets to
Fresh Breath today!

Price: $10.98

TROP-CHEWS

Tropiclean Liquid Floss + TriFlossBall

by Tropiclean
Combine cleaning with fun! Use LiquidFloss on the TriFlossRopeBall for hours of fun and
entertainment for your pet. Tri-colored chew toy absorbs LiquidFloss, massages gums and
flosses teeth all in one. Directions: Simply spray your dog’s TriFlossBall or favorite rope toy with
LiquidFloss and start a game of tug o-war or fetch. LiquidFloss goes to work on your dog’s teeth
working on particles while fighting plaque and tartar buildup.
Size: Small, Large (+$1.00)

Price: $14.98

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

TROP-FLOSS
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grooming
Tropiclean Clean Teeth Gel
by Tropiclean

NO Brushing Necessary! Works fast and naturally to help reduce plaque and tartar on dogs and
cats -- no toothbrush required. A proprietary blend of natural, holistic ingredients produce a
healthy oral environment. Tropiclean Clean Teeth Gel kills the germs that cause bad breath, plaque
and gingivitis. Tropiclean Clean Teeth Gel also soothes minor gum irritations.
For clean teeth and ‘up close’ fresh breath everyday!
Size: 4 fl oz

Price: $17.98

TROP-GEL

Tropiclean Fresh Breath Oral Care Water Additive

by Tropiclean
Tropiclean’s Natural Oral Care Water Additive is developed to provide dogs and cats with essential
daily oral hygiene care. Without proper dental care, 70% of dogs and cats start to show signs
of oral disease by age 3. Oral disease can eventually lead to tooth loss or other serious health
problems. Tropiclean’s Natural Oral Care Water Additive promotes healthy gums and eliminates
bad breath for up to 12 hours.
Size: 16 fluid ouces

Price: $13.98

TROP-WATER

Grooming the Jack Russell Terrier for Companionship, Work
and Show

with Michelle Ward, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This multi Award-Winning video details how to groom your terrier whether a natural earthworker,
sparkling show ring competitor or lively and companionable pet. This production includes
information on, preparing your dog for grooming, basic coat care, properly cleaning eyes and ears,
caring for toenails and teeth, the tools required for caring for all three coat types, stripping the
coat, rolling the coat, finishing touches for the show ring and more.

Price: $39.95

DVD-JRTG

The Jack Russell Terrier Product Set

Book- by Catherine Romaine Brown, 176 pages, 1999, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Jack Russell Terrier: Courageous Companion (Book)
Gone to Ground: The Jack Russell Terrier (DVD)
Grooming the Jack Russell Terrier for Companionship, Work and Show with Michelle Ward (DVD)

Price: $93.85 $103.85

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
Give Your Dog A Bone

by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 317 pages, 1993, softcover.
Written by reknowned veterinarian Dr. Ian Billinghurst, this book is a best seller world wide and
is based on the concept of feeding a natural raw food diet. The book is a quick but informational
read and provides lots of detail on how to improve your dog’s diet, using natural foods for a
healthier, longer life with fewer problems.

Price: $27.95

B-BONE

Grow Your Pups with Bones

by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 405 pages, 1998., softcover.
The second part of Dr. Ian Billinghurst’s series on feeding a natural raw diet stresses starting the
puppy with the BARF (Bones and Raw Food) system. An added benefit is the reduction of skeletal
diseases such as hip and elbow dysplasia, according to Billinghurst.

Price: $34.95

B-BARF

The Barf Diet

by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 109 pages, 2001, softcover.
A new addition to the already existing books by Dr. Ian Billinghurst. New information regarding
health benefits, scientific principles, diet supplementation, the concept of ‘complete and balanced’
foods, the ongoing debate regarding the fear of feeding raw bones, additional recipes and tips
on preparation. Written for vets, breeders, trainers, pet owners or anyone else seeking to either
understand or expand their knowledge of evolutionary diets.

Price: $17.95

B-BARF-B

The Billinghurst Book Set

Give Your Dog a Bone- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 317 pages, 1993, softcover.
Grown Your Pups wtih Bones- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 405 pages, 1998., softcover.
The Barf Diet- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 109 pages, 2001, softcover.
This set consists of all three nutritional titles that Dr. Ian Billinghurst has written on the subject of
evolutionary canine nutrition and raw food diets.

B-BARF-SET

Price: $69.95 $80.85

Structure in Action- The Making of a Durable Dog
by Pat Hastings, 162 pages, B+W photos, 2011, paperback.

Canine judge and evaluator, Pat Hastings, explores the dog from head to tail in this fascinating
book and details how a dog’s structure can enhance or inhibit its ability to perform. Structure in
Action is a well illustrated evaluation of a dog’s ability to perform his intended purpose whether
retrieving game, guarding livestock, tracking lost people or pulling sleds. This book is FULL of
photographic examples and will be an instant classic!

Price: $25.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
Performance Dog Nutrition-Optimize Performance with
Nutrition

by Jocelynn Jacobs, DVM, 224 pages, 2005, eBook.
Learn about the special needs of your performance dog and how to meet them with a sound
nutrition program. Explains how to read dog food labels and select appropriate food for your dog.
Learn abou the importance of protein, carb, fat, vitamin selection as well as the importance of
understanding dog food labels and much more.

Price: $13.95

EB-PERFDOGNUTR

Fire Emergency Window Sticker
FIRE EMERGENCY Stickers for your home that can alert firefighters that you have a pet inside.
Each Package contains two, 3”x 4”, easy peel and stick, UV protected Emergency Stickers to alert
firefighters or emergency responders that your pet or pets may be inside a home or building in
the event of an emergency. Place stickers on your front and rear doors, windows as well as on the
electric utility meter. In case of a fire, firefighters will attempt to cut electrical service to a building
if possible alerting them to the Emergency Sticker.
Contains 2 stickers.

Price: $4.95

EMERG-STICKER

Extra Tuff Bite-a-Bone

by Fido Pets
A beef flavored chew toy for aggressive and strong chewers. We searched long and hard for a toy
that dogs enjoy and yet is safe and durable.
Mid-Size ($3.95)- ET-BONE-S
Medium ($5.95)- ET-BONE-M
Large ($9.95)- ET-BONE-L

Price: $3.95

ET-BONE-S

Emergency First Aid for Dogs

41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This production contains critical information on how to handle life threatening injuries to your
dog as well as how to do routine procedures such as eye care and ear cleaning. From traffic
accidents to a cut paw, this video will guide you step by step in how to handle emergencies when
the worst possible happens.
Topics include: Shock, Poisoning, Burns, Heatstroke, Fractures, CPR and much more! This DVD is a
must have for any competitor, dog club member or pet owner!

Price: $29.95

FIRST-AID-DVD

My Dog’s Health and I.D. Records

My Dog’s Health and I.D. Records™ provides assistance in keeping your dogs’ medical and
other important information in one convenient location. My Dog’s Health and I.D. Records is
particularly valuable for those who travel. Airlines request veterinarian’s health certificates before
allowing pets on board. Most states and other countries require current rabies shots for dogs,
and often other types of vaccines. When signed and stamped by your dog’s veterinarian, My
Dog’s Health and I.D. Records can serve as your Dog’s immunization record for travel or boarding
purposes.

Price: $5.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
K9 Go Dog Total Sports Drink for Dogs
by Animal Naturals

K9 Go Dog Total Sports Drink for Dogs is highly effective! Nobel Prize winning science makes Go
Dog more effective. Go Dog contains O2Boost™, the first natural canine vasodilator, proven to
expand blood vessels, improving oxygen and energy transfer, recovery- even hydration! K9 Go
Dog prevents muscle cannibalization, increases comfort, safety and helps provide better recovery.
Gluten Free!
Size: 1.25 lb jug

Price: $24.49

K9-GO-DOG

K9 Superfuel Total K9 Performance

by Animal Naturals
K9 SuperFuel™Total Canine Performance! helps support the nutritional needs of high performance
dogs! Designed for canine athletes, K9 SuperFuel can help improve the life of any active dog!
Energy Fuels- Energy fuels will be readily available to help combat fatigue.
Multiple Protein Source- Chicken, beef, pork and other premium protein supplies.
Total Body Support- Features nutrients that support many body systems and structures.
Size: 1.25 lb. can, 4.27 lb. jug (+21.00)

Price: $15.95

K9-SUPERFUEL

Tropiclean Fresh Breath Chews
by Tropiclean

The first sign of periodontal disease is bad breath. Help fight the disease with a LOW FAT, LOW
CALORIE chew! Natural breath freshening ingredients include: dill, parsley and mint. The
consistency of the treat will help clean your pets teeth and help aid in the removal of plaque and
tartar while the natural protein ingredient will have your pet wanting more! Treat your pets to
Fresh Breath today!

Price: $10.98

TROP-CHEWS

Tropiclean Liquid Floss + TriFlossBall

by Tropiclean
Combine cleaning with fun! Use LiquidFloss on the TriFlossRopeBall for hours of fun and
entertainment for your pet. Tri-colored chew toy absorbs LiquidFloss, massages gums and
flosses teeth all in one. Directions: Simply spray your dog’s TriFlossBall or favorite rope toy with
LiquidFloss and start a game of tug o-war or fetch. LiquidFloss goes to work on your dog’s teeth
working on particles while fighting plaque and tartar buildup.
Size: Small, Large (+$1.00)

Price: $14.98

TROP-FLOSS

Tropiclean Clean Teeth Gel
by Tropiclean

NO Brushing Necessary! Works fast and naturally to help reduce plaque and tartar on dogs and
cats -- no toothbrush required. A proprietary blend of natural, holistic ingredients produce a
healthy oral environment. Tropiclean Clean Teeth Gel kills the germs that cause bad breath, plaque
and gingivitis. Tropiclean Clean Teeth Gel also soothes minor gum irritations.
For clean teeth and ‘up close’ fresh breath everyday!
Size: 4 fl oz

Price: $17.98

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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HEALTH & WELLNESS
Tropiclean Fresh Breath Oral Care Water Additive

by Tropiclean
Tropiclean’s Natural Oral Care Water Additive is developed to provide dogs and cats with essential
daily oral hygiene care. Without proper dental care, 70% of dogs and cats start to show signs
of oral disease by age 3. Oral disease can eventually lead to tooth loss or other serious health
problems. Tropiclean’s Natural Oral Care Water Additive promotes healthy gums and eliminates
bad breath for up to 12 hours.
Size: 16 fluid ouces

Price: $13.98

TROP-WATER

Thundershirt

by Thundershirt
Thundershirt’s patent-pending design applies gentle, constant pressure to calm your dog,
effectively aiding anxiety, fearfulness, barking and more. And Thundershirt is an excellent training
tool for bringing calm and focus back to your dog while on the leash or while otherwise training.
For most dogs, improvement is achieved with the very first usage. For some, two or three usages
are needed before the desired results are achieved. If for any reason Thundershirt isn’t the right
solution for your dog, return it to Thundershirt within 45 days for a full refund of your purchase
price.

Price: $39.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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HERDING
Herding 1- Overview

with Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor, 30 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
The lively yet practical sport evolved from the day-to-day tasks that sheepherders and ranchers
required of their dogs. The viewer will learn about successful herding from award-winning
author, breeder, trainer, and judge, Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor. This tape is an introduction and
overview of herding. Topics include, selecting a Breed, evaluating the puppy, introducing stock,
teaching commands through play and herding performances.

Price: $34.95

DVD-H-HART-1

Herding 2- Young Dogs

with Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor, 30 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
The lively yet practical sport evolved from the day-to-day tasks that sheepherders and ranchers
required of their dogs. The viewer will learn about successful herding from award-winning author,
breeder, trainer, and judge, Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor. This title deals with the introduction of
young dogs to the skills they will need to be successful. Topics include preparing the dog, formal
training, directional commands, a review of commands and progression in training.

Price: $34.95

DVD-H-HART-2

Herding 3- Penning and Shedding

with Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor, 66 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
The lively yet practical sport evolved from the day-to-day tasks that sheepherders and ranchers
required of their dogs. The viewer will learn about successful herding from award-winning author,
breeder, trainer, and judge, Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor. Separating the stock and penning them
are just two of the advanced skills needed in actual herding situations. Both are introduced on
this tape. Topics include review of concepts, driving, cross driving, penning, shedding, whistle
commands, multiple dogs as a team, ranch work and progression in training.

Price: $34.95

DVD-H-HART-3

The Herding Series

with Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor, 30 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English.
These videos are one of our groundbreaking series. Excellent for those wanting an introduction to
the sport of herding!
This series includes:
Herding 1- Overview
Herding 2- Young Dogs
Herding 3- Penning and Shedding

Price: $104.85 $119.85

DVD-H-HART-4

Shepherds Whistle

by Acme
Used by shepherds to control their dogs and flocks, ranchers and professional dog handlers.
You insert this whistle into your mouth and produce a piercing whistle sound by manipuling the
airflow with your tongue. Instructions included.
When this item is purchased, your confirmation email will include a link to the downloadable
instructions.
Colors: White, Red or Blue

Price: $8.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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HERDING
Windsor Clarion Whistle with lanyard
A high quality Solid Brass Nickel Plated metal whistle. Packaged with a black lanyard. Traditional
coaches whistle with a cork pea.
Ideal for Ring Sport, hunting or sports applications.

Price: $9.78

WHI-CLARION

Round Whistle Lanyard
Soft nylon material woven to a 6 warp thickness. Approximtely 18” in length. Available in 4 Colors.
The metal “J” Hook attachment fits any whistle with an o-ring.

Colors: Blue, Red, Green or Black

Price: $2.00

WHI-LANYARD

Acme Thunderer no 558 Whistle

by Acme
Introduced in 1884 - the Acme Thunderer was the worlds first and is still the leading pea whistle.
The Acme Thunderer no 558 is a classic big Thunderer with deep tone and reliably loud made
from Polycarbonate. Tough and bite resistant - longer life than standard plastics.
This whistle is ideal for dog training, hunting and sports applications. It’s officially approved world
wide by over 200 sports bodies and referee associations covering over 50 sports and recreational
activities. Over 200 million sold. Look no further.

Price: $7.95

WHI-THUNDER

Tornado Slim Line Whistle
by Acme

SOLAS approved pealess safety whistle unaffected by immersion in water. Approved for life
jackets, immersion suits, life rafts and rescue craft. Very high frequency. Small size fits nicely in a
purse or in your pocket. This is a great general purpose safety or sport whistle. Now available in 3
Colors - Official Black - Safety Orange -Yellow

Price: $4.50
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interactive games & Toys
Aerobee® DogobieTM Disc

Have you every wondered how those guys throw frisbees for their dogs so well? Part of it is a
great disc. These discs are made by the makers of innovative discs and flying toys. The Aerobie®
DogobieTM flying disc’s flexible but tear and puncture resistant material is gentle on your dog’s
mouth and teeth but sturdy enough to endure fetch after fetch. With its patented spoiler rim
design, the Dogobie disc is made for long, stable flights even when thrown by a beginner. In
addition, it floats and is ideal for water play.
Size: 8 inch diameter. Available in blue and yellow, both easily seen by dogs. Made in the U.S.A.

Price: $6.00

AE-DOGOBIE-DISC

Aerobee® Squidgee® Ball

Squeeze the Aerobie Squidgie ball and you won’t want to let go. Made of soft molded rubber
fins, the Squidgie ball is designed for kids as young as three but players of all ages enjoy it both
indoors and outdoors. Ideal for kids and dogs learning to play catch. Floats in water. Dogs love it.
Available in yellow, blue, purple, magenta, orange, green and glow in the dark. For kids ages 3
and up. Quality made in the U.S.A.
We make every effort to fill orders to color specification however can’t guarantee color availability.
Please call if color is critical to your order.

Price: $6.00

AE-SQUIDGEE-BALL

Busy Buddy- The Chuckle
by Premiere®

The Chuckle is a fantastic toy that will keep your pet or worker entertained for hours. The holes
in the ends are sized perfectly for your favorite treats and the toy produces a funky sound when
shaken by your dog. One size only.

Price: $10.99

BB-CHK

Busy Buddy Biscuit Bouncer

by Premiere®
The Football features the patented Treat Trapper(TM), which firmly grips and holds a variety of
treats, gradually releasing them as your dog chews. The solid natural rubber, in the shape of a
football, provides incredible durability and a wild, unpredictable bounce. These toys are very
durable and float.
Small (<20lbs) ($5.50)
Med (20-50 lbs) ($6.99)
Large (>50 lbs) ($12.50)

Price: $5.50

BB-RBR-PUR-FTBL

Busy Buddy- The Squirrel Dude
by Premiere®

Introducing Squirrel Dude, the newest in the line of Busy Buddy. Random bounce and treat
dispensing makes this a fun toy your dog will play with over and over. Available in two sizes, there
is a perfect size for any dog.
Small ($7.99)
M/Lg ($9.99)

Price: $7.99

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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interactive games & Toys
Busy Buddy Twist ‘n Treat

by Premiere®
The Twist ‘n Treat toy is ideal for multiple types of treats and degrees of interest. The toy unscrews
for easy loading and cleaning but can also be adjusted wider for easier access to treats for less
driven dogs or closed down tighter for the most determined of dogs. The adjustable opening
allows for a variety of treats ranging from peanut butter to cheese bits to kibble. Dishwasher safe.
S ($7.99)
M ($10.99)
Lg ($16.99)

Price: $7.99

BB-TNT-S

Busy Buddy- The Waggle
by Premiere®

The Waggle has a super flexible middle that allows the toy to be playfully “wagged” and shaken
back and forth. The patent-pending Treat Meter randomly dispenses treats for kibble-loving dogs.
Small ($7.99)
M/Lg ($9.99)

Price: $7.99

BB-WAG-S-M

Chuckit! Classic Ball Launcher

by Chuckit!
The Chuckit! is one sweet way to exercise your dog...without wearing out your arm. With the
Chuckit!, you can throw that ball out of the ballpark over and over again. Use it in the park, in your
backyard, or anywhere there is plenty of room. With a little practice you can consistently throw the
ball 100 to 140 feet. Colors: Blue, Green or Orange
Note- We make every effort to accomodate color requests, however inventory varies. If color is
critical, please call.

Price: $11.95

CH-BALL-LAUNCH

Chuckit! Flying Squirrel

by Chuckit!
A far flung game of fetch! Here is one squirrel who won’t mind being chased down. Just grab him
by a paw and throw like a flying disk. Remember to snap your wrist while throwing to give him a
good spin. His spinning feet create visual excitement for you and your pet, and the raised sides
make him easy to pick up!
Description: Squirrel-shaped throwing toy with raised sides for easy pick up, glow in the dark
paws, and durable rubber feet. Also floats in water!
Size: 10”x10” Blue and Green or Blue and Orange. Each sold separately.

Price: $12.50

CH-FLYING-SQ

Chuckit! Tennis Balls
by Chuckit!

Ready… Set… Fetch! Give your dog something to jump for. Extra tennis balls that are high quality
and designed for the game of fetch.
Description: Extra Thick Rubber Core. High quality tennis balls. Attractive colors with improved
visibility!
Size: 2-pack compatible with Chuckit! Classic Ball Launcher

Price: $3.50
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interactive games & Toys
Superflex Flyer Doggy Disk
by Phydeaux Enterprises

This disk is soft and safe and is designed to be easy on your dog’s teeth. We’ve used this one in
house and our toughest dogs love it and it lasts. Space-age material outlasts regular disks by at
least 10 times. Vanilla flavor.
Small (7”) ($8.95) DD-SMALL
Large (9”) ($10.95) DD-LARGE

Price: $8.95

DD-SMALL

eGGe® Toy
The eGGe® is a unique, almost indestructible dog toy that is especially designed for the most
high-energy, toy-destroying dogs! If regular dog toys can’t quite drain the energy out of your
ball-crazy dog, unleash the eGGe®! eGGe floats and is excellent for trips to the beach. One of the
most abuse-resistant dog toys in existence.
Size: The eGGe is 13” long Available in Green, Orange or Yellow

Price: $18.99

EGGE

Extra Tuff Bite-a-Bone

by Fido Pets
A beef flavored chew toy for aggressive and strong chewers. We searched long and hard for a toy
that dogs enjoy and yet is safe and durable.
Mid-Size ($3.95)- ET-BONE-S
Medium ($5.95)- ET-BONE-M
Large ($9.95)- ET-BONE-L

Price: $3.95

ET-BONE-S

The Booda Soft Bite Floppy Disc
You’ve seen them everywhere and now they’re here. A durable retrieve toy ideal for working dogs
of all types, this disc floats, flies and is flexible making it usable as a tug toy as well. It even doubles
as a water bowl in a pinch.
Available in two sizes:
10” ($11.50)
12” ($15.50)

Price: $11.50

FLOPPYDISC-10”

The Jolly Flyer

by Jolly Pets
The Jolly Flyer™ is made of a secret non-toxic rubber compound which is engineered to be
titanium tough yet velvety soft. This floating flyer won’t puncture and is gently on your dogs gums
and teeth when catching or playing with it. Specially contoured ridges gently clean teeth and
massage gums as well as making the disk easy to grip by the thrower. Vanilla Scented, made from
100% non-toxic rubber.We also use this item as a targeting pad for clicker training and the object
guard in ring sport. Colors: Orange or Blue. Each disc is sold separately.
7.5” Small ($8.00), 9.5” Large ($11.50)

Price: $8.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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interactive games & Toys
The Push-n-Play Ball

by Jolly Pets
The Push-n-Play™ Ball is a fantastic exercise toy for every dog. We’ve used these products for
nearly 15 years with our Shepherds and terriers. The hard plastic design doesn’t allow the dog to
get a good hold on the toy and it takes on a life of it’s own as it rolls and is pushed about by the
dog. The large toy has a plug so that sand or water can be added to build strength and endurance.
Note: Only the large toy has a plug. Colors: Red, Purple, Blue
6” for sm/med dogs ($11.50)
10” for lg dogs
($20.50)
Please call if color is critical to your order.

Price: $11.50

JT-PUSH-N-PLAY

The Teaser Ball

by Jolly Pets
The Teaser Ball™ has a unique ball within a ball design that provides hours of stimulation. The
hard, non-toxic polyethylene plastic makes this toy extra durable for aggressive dogs and it floats!
The Teaser Ball is available in two sizes and multiple colors. Colors: Red, Purple, Blue
8” for med sized dogs ($17.00)
10” for lg dogs
($21.50)
We make every effort to fill orders to color specification however can’t guarantee color availability.
Please call if color is critical to your order.

Price: $13.99

JT-TEASER-BALL

The Original Kong

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for aggressive chewers.
Original ($7.50)- KONG-ORG
Ultimate($11.95)- KONG-ULT

Price: $7.50

KONG-BLK-ULT

The Kong (Red)

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for small to medium sized breeds.
Medium ($5.95)
Large ($6.99)

Price: $5.95

KONG-RED-M

Sandblast Hose Tug/Retrieve Toy

by Canine Training Systems®
These are AWESOME and we’ve used them ourselves for years and years. These are perhaps the
last tug toy you’ll ever buy. Sandblast hose is incredibly durable, easily cleaned (we put ours in the
dishwasher) and easy to pack- our dogs love them. They have some heft so they don’t bounce and
although somewhat flexible, at 10” long they provide excellent rigidity to be used as a tug toy. We
offer them in two sizes, sold in pairs, color varies.
Med- 10” long, 1-3/16” o.d., .5” i.d. ($12.99)- TUG-HOSE-MED
Large- 10” long, 1.5” o.d., .75” i.d. ($14.99)- TUG-HOSE-LAR

Price: $12.99
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interactive games & Toys
The Dog Brick
by Nina Ottoson

This clever and inventive game from Nina Ottoson Games lets you hide treats in the recesses
located under a series of interlocking sliding blocks. Since the blocks can’t be removed, your
dog must locate the treats by scent and then slide the blocks with his paw or nose to retrieve his
reward. This is considered a Level 1 or beginner level game and is a great activity toward teaching
your dog to be an active problem solver. This toy is great for dogs of all sizes.

Price: $59.95

NO-DOG-BRICK

The Dog Fighter
by Nina Ottoson

This challenging new puzzle from Nina Ottoson Games is sure to make your dog think. Treats
are placed under the wooden blocks, which he or she must slide through a channel to be able to
remove. This puzzle can be made more difficult with the addition of two larger included pegs used
to block the channels. This is considered a Level 2 game and is a great activity toward teaching
your dog to be an active problem solver. This toy is great for dogs of all sizes.

Price: $62.95

NO-DOG-FIGHTER

The Dog Pyramid
by Nina Ottoson

Remember Weeble-Wobbles? This toy won’t fall down either. The Dog Pyramid will always right
itself so your dog has to keep working to get the treats inside. This toy provides hours of fun as
your dog pushes it around. The treats will fall out randomly as your dog works and any small treat
will work. A fantastic toy that fosters persistence and operates on random reinforcement.

Price: $27.95 $17.95

NO-DOG-PYRAMID

The Dog Smart
by Nina Ottoson

This toy from Nina Ottoson Games is available for both large and small breeds. Toys are hidden in
the recesses which are covered by hollow blocks. Your dog must locate the hidden treat by sense
of smell and, because the blocks can’t be knocked over, lift them with his teeth in order to obtain
reward. This is considered a Level 1 or beginner game and is a great activity toward teaching your
dog to be an active problem solver. Available in small or large.

Price: $52.95

NO-DOG-SMART

The Dog Tornado
by Nina Ottoson

This interactive puzzle from Nina Ottoson Games has four layers with 3 rotating discs. Three of
these layers have recesses for concealing treats. Your dog will have to rotate the discs with his paw
or nose to reveal and obtain treats! This is a Level 2 game and is a great activity toward teaching
your dog to be an active problem solver. This toy is great for dogs of all sizes.

Price: $59.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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interactive games & Toys
Premier® Tennis Tug
by Premiere®

It’s a Tennis Ball and a Tug!
Introducing the new Tennis Tug from Premier®. The new Tennis Tug combines your dog’s two
favorite things - tennis balls and a fun tug toy. An excellent exercise toy and reinforcer for your
favorite dog activity. Great for agility and obedience training, this fun tug toy will be a hit with
both dogs and owners. Includes “Rules of Tug” with Dr. Ian Dunbar. Works for dogs of all sizes; One
size only - 20 x 1.5 x 1 Inch.

Price: $15.99
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mondio & french ring
Amish Leather Agitation Collar
This is a fantastic agitation collar! With two layers of premium leather sewn together and
high quality brass buckles, this truly is one of the best made collars available. It is excellent for
schutzhund, ring and police protection work or any pursuit that requires complete reliability.
Small- 1.5”W X 18”-22”L
($27.00)
Medium- 1.5”W X 22”-26”L ($28.00)
Large- 1.5”W X 26”-30”L ($30.00)		

Price: $28.00

COLLAR-AGIT-SM

CTS Amish Leather Collar
The CTS Amish Leather Collar is made of high quality black leather and features solid brass
hardware. This collar is ideal for daily wear, tracking, obedience, schutzhund/ipo, ring, agility or
any active pursuit. We’ve sampled the work of numerous vendors to obtain this quality and we’re
impressed with not only the quality of the leather but consistency in stitching and edge finish.
This high quality leather collar is made in America by craftsmen for Canine Training Systems.
Sizes: 22”, 24”, 26”
Note: Collar lengths are listed in total length not neck size.

Price: $14.95

COLLAR-CTS-LTHR

CTS Padded Leather Harness

The CTS Padded Leather Harness is made of high quality black leather and features a heavy fleece
padded breast plate. This harness is ideal for tracking or protection sports and features all brass
buckles and rings. Once adjusted to fit your dog, the harness is easily removed with easy access
quick-release halter clips to avoid having to re-adjust buckles every training session. The stitched,
double riveted handle runs lengthwise above the main o-ring and is out of the way when not
used. This high quality leather harness is made in America by craftsmen for Canine Training
Systems.
Sizes: S (20”-30” girth), M (20”-35”), L (25”-35”), XXL (30”-40” girth)

Price: $59.95

CTS-HARNESS

The Body Bite Suit

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard, 83 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Packed full of dramatic bite work, this broadcast-quality production demonstrates every detail of
caring for, repairing and training with your body bite suit. The Body Bite Suit includes problems
and solutions for training young sport dogs to work on the suit, handler and agitator safety,
introducing the suit, developing indiscriminateness through leg bites, the back, biting “Inside” and
the body.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PD-HIL-BIT

Obedience Without Conflict 1- Clear Communication

with Ivan Balabanov, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
This beautiful production details how to establish clear communication with your dog, to use the
release command as a bridge, the proper use of the release command, reassurance command,
and reward, the relationship between fast performance, the release, and reward, the interaction
between primary, secondary, and tertiary reinforcers, the use of signaled non-reward, the
relationship between “passive” and “active” obedience exercises and an introduction to “The
Game”.

Price: $69.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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mondio & french ring
Obedience Without Conflict 2- The Game

with Ivan Balabanov, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
This production details “The Game” as the motivational engine behind Ivan’s obedience system.
Utilizing prey motivation while eliminating the negative side effects encountered in other
systems, teaching the out command as an instrumental exercise, creating immediate response to
sit and down commands by voice command alone, teaching static attention; both two-way and
one-way attention, teaching the major passive skill of heeling by ‘finding the leg’, the gymnastic
skills of correct left, right and about turn, teaching the stand in motion and the integration of
active and passive exercises into the obedience routine.

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-2

Obedience Without Conflict 3- The Retrieve

with Ivan Balabanov, 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English. English, German and Spanish subtitles.
Ivan demonstrates this innovative technique for creating a world class retrieve through the
isolation of the “hold” behavior. The distinction between holding and gripping is made clear and
the topography of the retrieve is discussed and taught step by step. Through discrimination
exercises the dog is also taught the cues for jumping and climbing through distraction while
building a foundation for fast retrieving through un-conflicted play. This title focuses on isolating
speed while teaching correct holding through the use of a Retrieve Dowel.

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-3

Obedience Without Conflict 4- The Motion Exercises, Recall and
Send-Away

with Ivan Balabanov, 55 min, with 17 min. bonus, NTSC DVD- English. English, German and Spanish
subtitles.
The integration of the sit, down and stand into the obedience routine is demonstrated. The Recall
is taught through the use of discrimination exercises while fading prompts and gestural cues
utilizing the principle of backchaining. The Send-Away is taught in detail from start to finish. The
importance of a cue, establishing a habit through handling, the 9 stages of development…..

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-4

Obedience without Conflict DVD 1 & 2 Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
The first two discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $129.90 $139.90

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-1

Obedience without Conflict DVD 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 72 minutes & 55 min, with 17 min. bonus, NTSC DVD- English. English, German
and Spanish subtitles.
The third and fourth discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World
Champion Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $135.90 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $148.85
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mondio & french ring
Obedience without Conflict DVD 1, 2, & 3 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 3 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
The first three discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion
Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $185.85 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $218.30

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-3

Obedience without Conflict 1, 2, 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 3 & 4 72 & 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
All four discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $245.80 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $288.75

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-4

Windsor Clarion Whistle with lanyard
A high quality Solid Brass Nickel Plated metal whistle. Packaged with a black lanyard. Traditional
coaches whistle with a cork pea.
Ideal for Ring Sport, hunting or sports applications.

Price: $9.78

WHI-CLARION

Round Whistle Lanyard
Soft nylon material woven to a 6 warp thickness. Approximtely 18” in length. Available in 4 Colors.
The metal “J” Hook attachment fits any whistle with an o-ring.

Colors: Blue, Red, Green or Black

Price: $2.00

WHI-LANYARD

Acme Thunderer no 558 Whistle

by Acme
Introduced in 1884 - the Acme Thunderer was the worlds first and is still the leading pea whistle.
The Acme Thunderer no 558 is a classic big Thunderer with deep tone and reliably loud made
from Polycarbonate. Tough and bite resistant - longer life than standard plastics.
This whistle is ideal for dog training, hunting and sports applications. It’s officially approved world
wide by over 200 sports bodies and referee associations covering over 50 sports and recreational
activities. Over 200 million sold. Look no further.

Price: $7.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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mondio & french ring
Tornado Slim Line Whistle
by Acme

SOLAS approved pealess safety whistle unaffected by immersion in water. Approved for life
jackets, immersion suits, life rafts and rescue craft. Very high frequency. Small size fits nicely in a
purse or in your pocket. This is a great general purpose safety or sport whistle. Now available in 3
Colors - Official Black - Safety Orange -Yellow

Price: $4.50

WHI-TORNADO

The Booda Soft Bite Floppy Disc
You’ve seen them everywhere and now they’re here. A durable retrieve toy ideal for working dogs
of all types, this disc floats, flies and is flexible making it usable as a tug toy as well. It even doubles
as a water bowl in a pinch.
Available in two sizes:
10” ($11.50)
12” ($15.50)

Price: $11.50

FLOPPYDISC-10”

The Jolly Flyer

by Jolly Pets
The Jolly Flyer™ is made of a secret non-toxic rubber compound which is engineered to be
titanium tough yet velvety soft. This floating flyer won’t puncture and is gently on your dogs gums
and teeth when catching or playing with it. Specially contoured ridges gently clean teeth and
massage gums as well as making the disk easy to grip by the thrower. Vanilla Scented, made from
100% non-toxic rubber.We also use this item as a targeting pad for clicker training and the object
guard in ring sport. Colors: Orange or Blue. Each disc is sold separately.
7.5” Small ($8.00), 9.5” Large ($11.50)

Price: $8.00
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nose work
Fun Nosework for Dogs

by Roy Hunter,116 pages, 1996, softcover.
While working for the Metro Police as a senior police dog instructor, Roy had many occasions
to depend on his dog’s amazing scenting ability. Now you can benefit and learn dozens of
games to relieve boredom, teach important skills and build confidence. From tracking to scent
discrimination, Roy shows how to train your dog and have fun yourself. This book will teach your
dog to enjoy using his nose, his primary source of information.

Price: $14.95

B-NOSE

Nose Work Training Kit

by Canine Training Systems®
Nose Work is a rapidly growing sport that every dog can enjoy from the competitive sport dog
to the housepet. The power of the canine nose is untapped in most PET dogs and this activity
provides every dog the opportunity to use his most prominent and likely under-utilized sense- his
sense of smell.
Nose Work is for dogs of any age, breed or activity level. The Canine Training Systems Nose Work
Kit contains all of the items necessary to get started.
Colors: Blue, Yellow, Transluscent or Black ABS cases

Price: $34.95 $39.95

NOS-KIT

Nose Work Bottles
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Bottles with pre-scented swabs in each of the three scents used
in the exciting new sport of Nose Work. We offer each bottle- Anise, Birch or Clove separately or a
set of 3 refills at a reduced price.
Options: Anise, Birch or Clove

Price: $7.00/bottle or Set of 3/$18.00

NOS-BOTTLES

Nose Work Essential Oil Refills
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. We offer Nose Work refills containing each of the three scents used in the exciting
new sport of Nose Work.
We offer each Essential Oil Refill- Anise, Birch or Clove individually or as a set of three 1 dram
bottles at a reduced price. Please select your preference.

Price: $6.00/bottle or Set of 3/$16.00

NOS-REFILLS

Nose Work Swabs

by Canine Training Systems®
Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. Our Black Nose Work Swabs are 3 inches long and are ideal to be cut to a range of
lengths to be secreted in a variety of tins or containers to be used in the exciting new sport of
Nose Work.
Our swabs are uncut and unscented and are sold in counts of 100.

Price: $6.50

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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nose work
Nose Work Tin

by Canine Training Systems®
Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose
Work Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Tins in a range of sizes and dimensions to be used in the
exciting new sport of Nose Work. Due to popularity, and because many trainers want to practice
with multiple scents within a session and not clean a tin between searches, we’re offering our tins
separately.
The Canine Training Systems Nose Work Tin is our original ½ oz aerated Tin which holds swabs
presented with any of the three Essential Oil scents common to Nose Work.

Price: $3.00

NOS-TIN

Slide Top Nose Work Tin

by Canine Training Systems®
Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are similar in quality to the originals that our
Nose Work Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Tins in a range of sizes and dimensions to be used in
the exciting new sport of Nose Work.
The Canine Training Systems Sliding Nose Work Tin holds swabs presented with any of the three
Essential Oil scents common to Nose Work- Anise, Birch and Clove.
Size: 1.88 in X .90 in X .35 in

Price: $2.00

NOS-TIN-2

Nose Work Swab Tube
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are similar in quality to the originals that our
Nose Work Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Tubes for use with our Professional Quality Nose Work
Kit in the exciting new sport of Nose Work.
The Canine Training Systems Nose Work Tube holds swabs presented with any of the three
Essential Oil scents common to Nosework.

Price: $1.00

NOS-TUBE

Nose Work Tweezer
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. Our Stainless Steel Nose Work Tweezers are 1-7/8 inch long and are ideal to remove
swabs from our Nose Work Bottles. These tweezers are ideal for plucking a swab from the 1 oz jar
without getting target odor on your hands. The swabs can then be placed in your tin and secreted
for a search.

Price: $1.00

NOS-TWEEZER

Nose Work Magnet
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work Magnets are identical to the originals that our Nose Work Kits
contain. Our rare earth magnets are incredibly powerful, rated at over 6 pounds of pull force.
When you purchase Nose Work products from Canine Training Systems, you’re receiving the
highest quality product available, at a great price- designed to work with our professional quality
Nose Work Kit perfectly.

Price: $2.50
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Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Go:
Getting Started
with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 33 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This video presents the basic principles of clicker training. Techniques presented include shaping,
luring, and targeting. This is an excellent overview for anyone interested in learning how to clicker
train effectively and correctly. This DVD comes with one clicker.
Winner of the Dog Writer’s Association of America’s “Best Video of the Year” in 1999.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-GO

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Fetch:
The Clicker Retrieve
with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 35 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The retrieve is one of the most useful behaviors your dog can perform. Whether for fun, practical
use, or competition, you can teach your dog an enthusiastic retrieve using this method. The
video shows you how to build a strong reliable retrieve using only positive techniques. Common
problems and solutions in retrieve training are highlighted. This video comes with one clicker.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-F

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Fix:
Positive Solutions to Behavior Problems

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This video shows you how to “fix” your dogs behavior problems while using fair and humane
techniques, rather than force and punishment. The focus is on the problem-solving methods of
prevention, management, extinction and differential reinforcement. Problems such as chewing,
nipping, destructiveness, jumping, barking and hyperactivity are highlighted. This video comes
with one clicker.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-FX

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones: The Series
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 33 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 35 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The complete Clicker Fun Series in one stroke of the mouse! This series comes with three clickers.

Price: $84.95 $89.95

DVD-CL-DJ-SET

Clicker Training Beginner Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
A great starter set for anyone interested in learning about operant techniques. We’ve put together
our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to click and teach, but is unsure
where to start.
Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Go: Getting Started
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

Price: $65.95 $71.85

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.

CL-BEG-SET
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Clicker Training Advanced Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 33, 35 and 40 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
We’ve put together our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to delve into
clicker training with wild abandon, but is unsure where to start.
The Clicker Fun Series (3 DVD Set)
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book), Click Here for a Well Trained Dog (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

Price: $146.70 $156.70

CL-ADV-SET

Competitive Obedience with AnneMarie Silverton- Competitive
Puppy
with AnneMarie Silverton, 43 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This disc includes information on selecting a puppy, a successful environment, the moving
watch, the front and come, the sit, the down, the puppy recall, the puppy go-out, teaching “stay”,
introducing jumps and discussing puppy adolescence.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-AMS-1

Competitive Obedience with AnneMarie Silverton- Novice
Obedience
with AnneMarie Silverton, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This disc includes the foundation concepts of teaching, correction and proofing, stationary
attention and proofing, the moving watch, the sit, down and stays, the stand and stand for
examination, formal heeling, the automatic sit, the turns, the recall and front sit, the finish, the
retrieve: “the hold”, signals, jumping and the go-out and handling.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-AMS-2

Competitive Obedience with AnneMarie Silverton- Open
Obedience
with AnneMarie Silverton, 43 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This production continues training where Novice left off. This disc includes the formal retrieve, the
high jump, the broad jump, the drop on recall and long sits and downs.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-AMS-3

Competitive Obedience with AnneMarie Silverton- Utility
Obedience

with AnneMarie Silverton, 43 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This production continues from where Open left off. Utility is the highest level of AKC obedience.
This disc includes the go-out, the turn and sit, the gloves, directed jumping, the signals, the scent
articles, the moving stand, stand for exam and teamwork and motivation. A review of the go-out,
directed jumping, the gloves, the moving stand, exam and finish, the signals and scent articles are
also presented.

Price: $49.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Competitive Obedience with AnneMarie Silverton- Problem
Solving in Heeling- Focused Attention

with AnneMarie Silverton, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Intense, focused attention is the bedrock foundation for all obedience training. Viewers learn how
to polish attention in dogs who have had training but lack focus. This disc includes a prerequisites
and teaching review, footwork and turns, the corrective and proofing stage, polishing heel with
the stick, the back and the stand, the changes of pace, the doodling commands and turns, the
in-place turns and up-sit and more. (Please see the website for more!)

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-AMS-5

Competitive Obedience with AnneMarie Silverton- Problem
Solving in Open

with AnneMarie Silverton, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
All dog training should proceed flawlessly, right? Sooner or later, problems arise, often to the
bewilderment of the trainer. This video will help you analyze the source and the solution of
common problems encountered at the Open level of obedience training. This disc includes drop
on recall, front and finishes, the retrieve on the flat, the retrieve over the high jump, the broad
jump and the group exercises.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-AMS-6

Competitive Obedience with AnneMarie Silverton- Problem
Solving Utility

with AnneMarie Silverton, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Many trainers encounter puzzling and seemingly insoluble problems that have led more than
one frustrated competitor to label the class “futility” training. This video traces most Utility-level
problems to their source and provides a logical, careful explanation of the solution. This disc
includes common mistakes, review of training concepts, the signal exercises, scent discrimination,
the directed search, the moving stand and examination, the competitive go-out and the jumps.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-AMS-7

The Competitive Obedience Series Starter Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 43 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The ideal starter set of videos for anyone interested in kennel club obedience!
Competitive Puppy
Novice Obedience
Open Obedience

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-OB-AMS-8

The Competitive Obedience Series Advanced Set
DVD 5- Canine Training Systems®, 43 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 6- Canine Training Systems®, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 7- Canine Training Systems®, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The problem solving video set in our AnneMarie Silverton series!
Focused Attention
Problem Solving in Open
Problem Solving in Utility

Price: $119.85 $149.85

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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The Competitive Obedience Series Complete Set
DVD 1-7, Canine Training Systems®, NTSC DVD’s- English.

AnneMarie Silverton has been hailed one of the top obedience trainers and competitors in the
country. Using a variety of different- and difficult- breeds, she and her students have received
multiple Gaines wins, perfect 200 scores, and countless other awards. This is the benchmark series
that has set the standard in competitive obedience videos! Ideal for anyone interested in kennel
club obedience!

Price: $244.65 $349.65

V-OB-AMS-FULLSET

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 1Basic Skills

with Joanne Fleming, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Demonstrates inducive techniques to teach your dog or puppy to be a willing, active learner;
to develop active, dynamic attention; to teach constructive play and drive containment; and to
create eager performance of sit, down, heel, come-fore, and recall. Basic Skills Tape 1 introduces
drive containment, correction, and motivational training methods for puppies, adults and retrains
as well as guidance on how to handle dogs of different body types and drive levels.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PLUMB-OB-1

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 2Teaching Precision

with Joanne Fleming, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
This title explores how to teach your dog or puppy precise gymnastic skills, the finish and true
attention. In addition Joanne teaches the dog to respond positively to correction and to develop
correct, spirited heeling through collection. Teaching Precision teaches the dog the gymnastic
skills required to be consistently precise without the use of compulsion, teaching a positive
response to correction and cuing the dog in a subtle way for trials for an increase in drive.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PLUMB-OB-2

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 3Heeling, the Recall and Motion Exercises

with Joanne Fleming, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German,16X9 widesceen.
This production details the final steps in preparation for world-class performance. The steps in
attaining correct, animated, polished heeling, turns and the motion exercises are shown in detail.
The use of food in obedience is detailed while teaching the concepts of progression, upping-theante and drive containment. Conditioning the correct behavior marker as a secondary reinforcer
and the use of an incorrect response marker to extinguish… (Please visit the website for more.)

Price: $59.95

DVD-PLUMB-OB-3

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 4The Retrieve, Meter Hurdle and Scaling Wall
with Joanne Fleming, ?? minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German,16X9 widesceen.
Coming Soon!

Price: COMING SOON

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™
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The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience Disc
1 & 2 Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

A great starter for anyone interested in the Fleming Method of training. Ideal for anyone
interested in kennel club or schutzhund obedience!

Price: $94.90 $99.90

DVD-PLUMB-OB-5

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience Disc
3 & 4 Set
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, ?? minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Coming Soon!

Price: COMING SOON

DVD-PLUMB-OB-6

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 3
Disc Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Title 4 Coming Soon!

Price: $129.85 $159.85

DVD-PLUMB-OB-7

Obedience Without Conflict 1- Clear Communication

with Ivan Balabanov, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
This beautiful production details how to establish clear communication with your dog, to use the
release command as a bridge, the proper use of the release command, reassurance command,
and reward, the relationship between fast performance, the release, and reward, the interaction
between primary, secondary, and tertiary reinforcers, the use of signaled non-reward, the
relationship between “passive” and “active” obedience exercises and an introduction to “The
Game”.

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-1

Obedience Without Conflict 2- The Game

with Ivan Balabanov, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
This production details “The Game” as the motivational engine behind Ivan’s obedience system.
Utilizing prey motivation while eliminating the negative side effects encountered in other
systems, teaching the out command as an instrumental exercise, creating immediate response to
sit and down commands by voice command alone, teaching static attention; both two-way and
one-way attention, teaching the major passive skill of heeling by ‘finding the leg’, the gymnastic
skills of correct left, right and about turn, teaching the stand in motion and the integration of
active and passive exercises into the obedience routine.

Price: $69.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Obedience Without Conflict 3- The Retrieve

with Ivan Balabanov, 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English. English, German and Spanish subtitles.
Ivan demonstrates this innovative technique for creating a world class retrieve through the
isolation of the “hold” behavior. The distinction between holding and gripping is made clear and
the topography of the retrieve is discussed and taught step by step. Through discrimination
exercises the dog is also taught the cues for jumping and climbing through distraction while
building a foundation for fast retrieving through un-conflicted play. This title focuses on isolating
speed while teaching correct holding through the use of a Retrieve Dowel.

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-3

Obedience Without Conflict 4- The Motion Exercises, Recall and
Send-Away

with Ivan Balabanov, 55 min, with 17 min. bonus, NTSC DVD- English. English, German and Spanish
subtitles.
The integration of the sit, down and stand into the obedience routine is demonstrated. The Recall
is taught through the use of discrimination exercises while fading prompts and gestural cues
utilizing the principle of backchaining. The Send-Away is taught in detail from start to finish. The
importance of a cue, establishing a habit through handling, the 9 stages of development…..

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-4

Obedience without Conflict DVD 1 & 2 Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
The first two discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $129.90 $139.90

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-1

Obedience without Conflict DVD 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 72 minutes & 55 min, with 17 min. bonus, NTSC DVD- English. English, German
and Spanish subtitles.
The third and fourth discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World
Champion Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $135.90 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $148.85

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-2

Obedience without Conflict DVD 1, 2, & 3 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 3 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
The first three discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion
Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $185.85 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $218.80

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Obedience without Conflict 1, 2, 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 3 & 4 72 & 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
All four discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $245.80 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $288.75

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-4

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Basic Obedience
with Gottfried Dildei, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production covers the use of food in obedience training: teaching attention, conditioning
activity in the dog, heeling, the halt, and the sit and down in motion. Basic Obedience stresses
the importance of pattern training to create anticipation for commands for reliable, immediate
performance in trial situations. An excellent video for Schutzhund and Kennel Club Obedience.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-1

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Advanced Obedience
with Gottfried Dildei, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production demonstrates the Dildei method for teaching all of the advanced exercises in
Schutzhund obedience: the recall and finish, stand in motion, retrieves, and send away. Advanced
Obedience includes the retrieve, jump, wall and send away.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-2

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- A Modern View of Correction
with Gottfried Dildei, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

Using the concept of generalization, Gottfried demonstrates the kind, humane use of correction
to extinguish incorrect behaviors in the obedience phase. He also shows how to utilize the
benefits of prey behavior without encountering the disadvantages. This production also
demonstrates how to introduce correction, it’s application in the training of a low drive dog as
well as how to solidify behaviors using the concept of generalization.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-5

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Obedience Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 5- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
The Obedience set from our most successful series!

Price: $119.85 $149.85

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Small Dog Fun Competing with a Small Dog- Novice Obedience

with Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Gerianne Darnell and Barbara Cecil have a combined 40 years of experience in the sport of dogs.
The Small Dog Training series is for every small-dog owner training in obedience, the trainer
working with a soft dog of any size, and every trainer eager to utilize the why and how of inducive
training. This title discusses training philosophy with small dogs. Teaches pre-heeling, puppy
activities, attention, sit, down, stand, stays, recalls, fronts & finishes, and competition heeling. All
training encourages fast and happy work. Ideal for dogs of any size.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-DAR-C-N

Small Dog Fun Competing with a Small Dog- Open Obedience

with Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell, 58 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Gerianne Darnell and Barbara Cecil have a combined 40 years of experience in the sport of dogs.
The Small Dog Training series is for every small-dog owner training in obedience, the trainer
working with a soft dog of any size, and every trainer eager to utilize the why and how of inducive
training. This title demonstrates all of the Open exercises. Teaches the drop on recall, figure eight,
high jump and broad jump. Presents both a motivational and minimum-force retrieve. You will
also view several dogs being “shaped” to do a retrieve. Ideal for dogs of any size.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-DAR-C-O

Small Dog Fun Competing with a Small Dog- Utility Obedience

with Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell, 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Gerianne Darnell and Barbara Cecil have a combined 40 years of experience in the sport of
dogs. The Small Dog Training series is for every small-dog owner training in obedience, the
trainer working with a soft dog of any size, and every trainer eager to utilize the why and how
of inducive training. The title demonstrates all the Utility exercises. Teaches the signals, scent
articles, directed retrieve. Introduces a new system using cheese and booze to instill confidence
in learning the scent articles, as well as a way to start even the youngest puppies on the directed
retrieve. Ideal for dogs of any size.

Price: $49.95

DVD-OB-DAR-C-U

Small Dog Fun Competing with a Small Dog- The Series

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 58 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Gerianne Darnell and Barbara Cecil have a combined 40 years of experience in the sport of dogs.
Between them they have earned over 100 High-in-Trial awards and 127 titles on 18 different dogs
in obedience, tracking, agility, and conformation. This set comprises the entire Small Dog Series
in one package!

Price: $119.85 $149.85
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Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Training the Companion Parrot 1- Winning Trust

with Sally Blanchard, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Winning your companion parrot’s trust through proper handling techniques is a step-by-step
guide to fostering mutual trust and setting up handling sessions that are safe and fun for you
and your parrot. Features specific handling methods, behavioral principles, and Sally’s trademark
techniques, including use of vocal commands in a “neutral” room.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PAR-1

Training the Companion Parrot 2- Nurturing Guidance

with Sally Blanchard, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
In “Providing Nurturing Guidance for the Best Companion Possible”, Sally discusses the
“instinctively wild” nature of your parrot, and shows you how to understand its behavior and
integrate it successfully into the artificial environment of your home. Emphasis is on how you can
control confused, aggressive, sexual and fear-motivated behaviors by being the “flock leader” in
your relationship with your companion parrot.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PAR-2

Training the Companion Parrot 3- Socializing Baby Parrots

with Sally Blanchard, 62 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Socializing Baby Parrots to Create Pet Potential (with Phoebe Linden), demonstrates how to
raise your baby parrot so that he retains his tameness and trust and also develops into a healthy,
well-adjusted adult bird, full of curiosity and a sense of adventure. This video will demystify those
tough issues like, “Is it okay for me to hand-feed my baby if he won’t eat?” and “Should I pay
attention to him when he screams?” The information in this tape is also helpful for people with
older parrots.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PAR-3

Training the Companion Parrot 4- Preventing and Solving
Common Behavioral Problems

with Sally Blanchard, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Preventing and Solving the Most Common Behavioral Problems covers Sally’s principles of
nurturing guidance and trust building demonstrate how to understand and gradually change the
most common behavioral problems in companion parrots, including aggressive biting, excessive
screaming, food rigidity, phobic behavior and behavioral feather picking.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PAR-4

Training the Companion Parrot- The Series

DVD 1- Avian Training Systems®, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Avian Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Avian Training Systems®, 62 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 4- Avian Training Systems®, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
The premiere set of parrot behavior videos on the market! Sally Blanchard is editor of The
Companion Parrot Quarterly and is nationally reknowned as one of premiere experts on parrot
behavior.

Price: $159.80 $199.80

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Aerobee® Squidgee® Ball

Squeeze the Aerobie Squidgie ball and you won’t want to let go. Made of soft molded rubber
fins, the Squidgie ball is designed for kids as young as three but players of all ages enjoy it both
indoors and outdoors. Ideal for kids and dogs learning to play catch. Floats in water. Dogs love it.
Available in yellow, blue, purple, magenta, orange, green and glow in the dark. For kids ages 3
and up. Quality made in the U.S.A.
We make every effort to fill orders to color specification however can’t guarantee color availability.
Please call if color is critical to your order.

Price: $6.00

AE-SQUIDGEE-BALL

Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games

by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
Dr. Deb Jones’ book on clicker training is a great starter book! You can learn the fundamentals of
operant conditioning, then enjoy teaching fun tricks and practical behaviors. Your dog can learn
to wave, put away toys, turn on a light switch and more. The book even includes all kinds of games
to sharpen your teamwork skills.

Price: $19.95

B-CL-FUN

Click Here for a Well Trained Dog

by Dr. Deborah Jones, 148 pages, 2002, paperpback.
Dr. Deb Jones’ new title on clicker training the pet dog. Introduces operant techniques for working
with your companion to create willing compliance to commands, and exercises to make day to
day life more enjoyable with your canine partner. Includes “clicker training guidelines”, “puppy
stuff” and information on behavioral problem solving.

Price: $24.95

B-CL-HERE

Click for Joy- Questions and Answers from Clicker Trainers
and their Dogs

by Melissa C. Alexander with foreward by Robert Bailey, 208 pages, 2002, paperback.
This book covers all of the basic questions, terminology and techniques necessary to be a
successful clicker trainer! The author shares the encouragement, advice and success of clicker
trainers all over the world in this easy-to-use cross referenced clicker title. Practical instructions,
positive solutions and clear explanations with a complete glossary of clicker training terms and
concepts. A must have for anyone interested in learning more about operant techniques!

Price: $24.95

B-CL-JOY

Clicker Training for Obedience

by Morgan Spector with foreward by Karen Pryor, 325 pages, 1999, paperback.
Shaping top performance positively! Build precision, speed, reliability, and joy the clicker training
way. A ground breaking step-by-step competitive obedience book featuring clicker training
techniques. This book is written for anyone who wants to be competitive in the obedience ring
using clicker techniques.

Price: $27.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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The Clicker Workbook
8.5” X 11”, 72 pages, wirebound.

A Beginner’s Guide. A comprehensive guide to the new and exciting way to train your dog with
a clicker... no jerking, pulling or using force here! Includes lesson plans and question and answer
reviews for each of the ten steps, plus training logs so you can keep track of your progress.
Develop trust, bonding and a REAL working partnership between you and your dog.

Price: $15.95

B-WORKBOOK

The Culture Clash

by Jean Donaldson, 222 pages, 2005, Second Edition, paperback.
The Culture Clash is special! It is utterly unique, fascinating to the extreme, and literally
overflowing with information that is so new it virtually redefines state of the art in dog behavior
and training. Generations of dogs have been labeled training-lemons for requiring actual
motivation when all along they were perfectly normal. All too often, when the dog’s way of life
conflicts with human rules and standards, many dogs are discarded and summarily put to death.
That’s quite the Culture Clash.

Price: $17.95

B-CUL

Dog Insight

by Pamela Reid, PhD, CAAB, 224 pages, 2012, paperback.
Trainers and animal behaviorists around the globe consider Pam Reid’s Excel-erated Learning one
of the most important and influential books ever written in the field of dog behavior. Although
that’s a hard act to follow, Dog InSight, Pam’s second book, does not disappoint. In over forty
fascinating essays, Pam explores a wide range of topics, including learning theory, training
techniques and behavior problems.

Price: $12.95

B-DOG-INSIGHT

Dog InSight

by Pamela Reid, Ph.D., CAAB, 224 pages, 2012, eBook, NEW!
Trainers and animal behaviorists around the globe consider Pam Reid’s EXCEL-erated Learning one
of the most important and influential books ever written in the field of dog behavior. Although
that’s a hard act to follow, Dog InSight, Pam’s second book, does not disappoint. In over forty
fascinating essays, Pam explores a wide range of topics, including learning theory, training
techniques and behavior problems.As with all CTS eBooks, you will receive 3 files types to work
with Nook, Kindle, iPad or your PC among others.

Price: $9.49

EB-DOG-INSIGHT

How to Housebreak Your Dog in 7 Days
by Shirley Kalstone, 80 pages, 2004, softcover.

This step-by-step program is for everyone, apartment dwellers and home owners, for those
at home all day and those who work all day. Hour-by-hour schedules, paper training vs
housebreaking, how to cope with lapses and problem dogs, and understanding how your dog
thinks to help train! This book utilizes crate training as a tool.

Price: $7.99

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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How to Teach A New Dog Old Tricks

by Dr. Ian Dunbar, 194 pages, 2005, Third Edition, paperback.
Heralded by many dog trainers as ‘the best dog training book ever written’. A comprehensive
workbook for the motivated dog owner, comprising sections on basic off-leash obedience,
temperament modification, behavior troubleshooting, training theory and health care. The
definitive text for lure/reward training philosophy.

Price: $15.99

B-HOW-TEACH

Lads Before the Wind

by Karen Pryor, 278 pages, Third Printing- 1994, paperback.
One of our favorite books related to training! It is an easy and fun read, yet filled with scientific
information. It began the wave of inducive dog training that now has become widespread. Karen
relates many humorous experiences while developing one of the first dolphin and whale shows in
the country. Read this, and you will be ready for Deb Jones’ Clicker Training series.

Price: $14.95

B-LADS

Structure in Action- The Making of a Durable Dog
by Pat Hastings, 162 pages, B+W photos, 2011, paperback.

Canine judge and evaluator, Pat Hastings, explores the dog from head to tail in this fascinating
book and details how a dog’s structure can enhance or inhibit its ability to perform. Structure in
Action is a well illustrated evaluation of a dog’s ability to perform his intended purpose whether
retrieving game, guarding livestock, tracking lost people or pulling sleds. This book is FULL of
photographic examples and will be an instant classic!

Price: $25.95

B-STRUCTURE

Terry Ryan’s Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog
by Terry Ryan, 164 pages, 2011, paperback.

In The Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog, Terry presents a complete guide to help families
raise a happy and well-mannered dog using techniques and games that are both fun and
effective. The focus of this book is the family dog and all that phrase implies including the
interactions between kids and dogs, household management strategies, common behavioral
problems and training games the whole family (and dog!) can enjoy.

Price: $16.95

B-TOOLBOX

Train Your Dog Like a Pro

by Jean Donaldson, 212 pages, DVD 2 hr 30 min, 2010, hardcover.
If you’re like most dog owners, you treat your four-legged friend as a valued member of the family
who enjoys the full run of the house-which is why good behavior is so important. Train Your Dog
Like a Pro offers a trusted, systematic approach to positive dog training that anyone can follow.
You’ll get clear, detailed instructions for teaching essential behaviors, more advanced skills, and
even some fun tricks. Plus, a bonus DVD shows you exactly how to accomplish each technique.

Price: $19.99

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™
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Busy Buddy- The Chuckle
by Premiere®

The Chuckle is a fantastic toy that will keep your pet or worker entertained for hours. The holes
in the ends are sized perfectly for your favorite treats and the toy produces a funky sound when
shaken by your dog. One size only.

Price: $10.99

BB-CHK

Busy Buddy Biscuit Bouncer

by Premiere®
The Football features the patented Treat Trapper(TM), which firmly grips and holds a variety of
treats, gradually releasing them as your dog chews. The solid natural rubber, in the shape of a
football, provides incredible durability and a wild, unpredictable bounce. These toys are very
durable and float.
Small (<20lbs) ($5.50)
Med (20-50 lbs) ($6.99)
Large (>50 lbs) ($12.50)

Price: $5.50

BB-RBR-PUR-FTBL

Busy Buddy- The Squirrel Dude
by Premiere®

Introducing Squirrel Dude, the newest in the line of Busy Buddy. Random bounce and treat
dispensing makes this a fun toy your dog will play with over and over. Available in two sizes, there
is a perfect size for any dog.
Small ($7.99)
M/Lg ($9.99)

Price: $7.99

B-SQRL-S-M

Busy Buddy Twist ‘n Treat

by Premiere®
The Twist ‘n Treat toy is ideal for multiple types of treats and degrees of interest. The toy unscrews
for easy loading and cleaning but can also be adjusted wider for easier access to treats for less
driven dogs or closed down tighter for the most determined of dogs. The adjustable opening
allows for a variety of treats ranging from peanut butter to cheese bits to kibble. Dishwasher safe.
S ($7.99)
M ($10.99)
Lg ($16.99)

Price: $7.99

BB-TNT-S

Busy Buddy- The Waggle
by Premiere®

The Waggle has a super flexible middle that allows the toy to be playfully “wagged” and shaken
back and forth. The patent-pending Treat Meter randomly dispenses treats for kibble-loving dogs.
Small ($7.99)
M/Lg ($9.99)

Price: $7.99

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Dog Aggression- Biting

90 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1998.
Veterinarian and animal behaviorist Dr. Ian Dunbar addresses the two most worrisome behavior
problems any dog owner can face- dogs that bite and dogs that fight. Dr. Dunbar offers a
thoughtful analysis of why dogs bite, outlining numerous common-sense preventative measures
and a variety of practical remedial training techniques. Topics include: The relative influence of
nature and nurture on the development of canine aggression. But most important: a detailed
program of simple and effective behavior modification and temperament training techniques to
prevent dog bites.

Price: $30.00

BE-AG-B

Dog Aggression- Fighting

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1998.
Dr. Dunbar offers a thoughtful analysis of why dogs fight, outlining numerous common-sense
preventative measures and a variety of practical remedial training techniques. Dr. Dunbar’s goal
is to make every dog a friendly dog. Topics include: The causes of dog-to-dog aggression in the
context of pack hierarchy. How to assess whether a dog has a serious and dangerous fighting
problem. How castration defuses aggressive encounters. How to use precise timing, praise and
reprimands to reduce and phase out aggression and build up a dog’s confidence and social
contact.

Price: $30.00

BE-AG-F

Clicker Training Beginner Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
A great starter set for anyone interested in learning about operant techniques. We’ve put together
our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to click and teach, but is unsure
where to start.
Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Go: Getting Started
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

CL-BEG-SET

Price: $65.95 $71.85

Clicker Training Advanced Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 33, 35 and 40 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
We’ve put together our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to delve into
clicker training with wild abandon, but is unsure where to start.
The Clicker Fun Series (3 DVD Set)
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book), Click Here for a Well Trained Dog (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

Price: $146.70 $156.70

CL-ADV-SET

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones: The Series
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 33 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 35 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The complete Clicker Fun Series in one stroke of the mouse! This series comes with three clickers.

Price: $84.95 $89.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™
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Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Go:
Getting Started
with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 33 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

This video presents the basic principles of clicker training. Techniques presented include shaping,
luring, and targeting. This is an excellent overview for anyone interested in learning how to clicker
train effectively and correctly. This DVD comes with one clicker.
Winner of the Dog Writer’s Association of America’s “Best Video of the Year” in 1999.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-GO

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Fetch:
The Clicker Retrieve
with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 35 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The retrieve is one of the most useful behaviors your dog can perform. Whether for fun, practical
use, or competition, you can teach your dog an enthusiastic retrieve using this method. The
video shows you how to build a strong reliable retrieve using only positive techniques. Common
problems and solutions in retrieve training are highlighted. This video comes with one clicker.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-F

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Fix:
Positive Solutions to Behavior Problems

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This video shows you how to “fix” your dogs behavior problems while using fair and humane
techniques, rather than force and punishment. The focus is on the problem-solving methods of
prevention, management, extinction and differential reinforcement. Problems such as chewing,
nipping, destructiveness, jumping, barking and hyperactivity are highlighted. This video comes
with one clicker.

Price: $29.95

DVD-CL-FX

Premiere®Gentle Leader® Treat Pouch
Designed by renowned trainer Terry Ryan by Premier® pet products, the Gentle Leader ® Treat
Pouch has a super strong hinge, water resistant lining, two storage pockets, a ring attachment and
is roomy enough to fit your entire hand- so lots of treats!
Available in four colors: red, blue, green and black. Includes a Canine Training Systems® Clicker.

Price: $16.95

CL-POUCH

Clickers

by Canine Training Systems®, small, plastic, awesome.
Clickers are a great way to mark desired behaviors. You’ll want extras around to reinforce at the
right moment. Sold in sets of five. These clickers fit perfectly into the pocket of our clicker treat
pouches! (hint, hint)
Colors may vary, please visit the website for color options.

Price: $5.00 for 5 Clickers

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Emergency First Aid for Dogs

41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This production contains critical information on how to handle life threatening injuries to your
dog as well as how to do routine procedures such as eye care and ear cleaning. From traffic
accidents to a cut paw, this video will guide you step by step in how to handle emergencies when
the worst possible happens.
Topics include: Shock, Poisoning, Burns, Heatstroke, Fractures, CPR and much more! This DVD is a
must have for any competitor, dog club member or pet owner!

Price: $29.95

FIRST-AID-DVD

Raising Your Dog with the Monks of New Skete
173 minutes, 2 Disc Set, NTSC DVD- English, 1996.

The Monks of New Skete have been breeding, raising and training dogs for over 30 years. This
video series brings their acclaimed philosophy and training methods to the visual medium. Their
training system provides owners with a comprehensive understanding of dog behavior and the
tools for having a healthy relationship with their dog. The two-disc set includes 173 minutes of
practical instruction and philosophy. An excellent series for the first-time owner.

Price: $59.95

GI-MONKS-SW

Training the Companion Dog 1- Socialization & Beginning
Obedience

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises
so you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Socialization, communication, early
training (sit, down and stand using food), reading body language, recall training and basic
handling are covered.

Price: $30.00

PU-DUN-1

Training the Companion Dog 2- Behavior Training and
Household Etiquette

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises
so you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Deals with a series of specific-and
common-behavior problems, such as digging, house breaking problems, settling down, crate
training, chewing, barking and biting.

Price: $30.00

PU-DUN-2

Training the Companion Dog 3- Walk on Leash, at Heel &
Jumping Up

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises
so you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Following exercises, leash training,
stopping jumping up, teaching heel position and heeling are covered.

Price: $30.00

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™
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Training the Companion Dog 4- Recalls, Stays and Distance
Commands

60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.
Dr. Dunbar demonstrates the methods and discusses the techniques needed to teach your dog
to be a well mannered pet. It also provides practical demonstrations of basic training exercises so
you will know exactly how to put the advice to practice. Using play in training, the ‘stay’ command,
the ‘off’ command, increasing stay distance, distance commands and proofing the ‘stay’ and
discussed.

Price: $30.00

PU-DUN-4

Training the Companion Dog Series
60 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.

This set includes:
Training the Companion Dog Tape 1- Socialization & Beginning Obedience
Training the Companion Dog Tape 2- Behavior Training & Household Etiquette
Training the Companion Dog Tape 3- Walk on Leash, at Heel & Jumping
Training the Companion Dog Tape 4- Recalls, Stays & Distance

Price: $100.00 $120.00

PU-DUN-5

Dogs Bite But Balloons and Slippers Are More Dangerous
by Janice Brandley, 177 pages, 2005, paperback.

This engaging title delves into the culture of dog bites, the worry, hype and misinformation
surrounding statistics and common rumors heard relating to growling and the danger of Canis
lupus familiarus (your pet). An easy read and one that puts perspective on the dangers of the
household pet and how to recognize and understand what your dog is telling you and simple
strategies for reducing dog bites.

Price: $13.45

B-DOGSBITE

How to Teach A New Dog Old Tricks

by Dr. Ian Dunbar, 194 pages, 2005, Third Edition, paperback.
Heralded by many dog trainers as ‘the best dog training book ever written’. A comprehensive
workbook for the motivated dog owner, comprising sections on basic off-leash obedience,
temperament modification, behavior troubleshooting, training theory and health care. The
definitive text for lure/reward training philosophy.

Price: $15.99

B-HOW-TEACH

Lads Before the Wind

by Karen Pryor, 278 pages, Third Printing- 1994, paperback.
One of our favorite books related to training! It is an easy and fun read, yet filled with scientific
information. It began the wave of inducive dog training that now has become widespread. Karen
relates many humorous experiences while developing one of the first dolphin and whale shows in
the country. Read this, and you will be ready for Deb Jones’ Clicker Training series.

Price: $14.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Terry Ryan’s Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog
by Terry Ryan, 164 pages, 2011, paperback.

In The Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog, Terry presents a complete guide to help families
raise a happy and well-mannered dog using techniques and games that are both fun and
effective. The focus of this book is the family dog and all that phrase implies including the
interactions between kids and dogs, household management strategies, common behavioral
problems and training games the whole family (and dog!) can enjoy.

Price: $16.95

B-TOOLBOX

The Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog

by Terry Ryan, 164 pages, 2011, eBook.
In The Toolbox for Building a Great Family Dog, Terry presents a complete guide to help families
raise a happy and well-mannered dog using techniques and games that are both fun and
effective. The focus of this book is the family dog and all that phrase implies including the
interactions between kids and dogs, household management strategies, common behavioral
problems and training games the whole family (and dog!) can enjoy.
You will receive 3 files types to work with: Nook, Kindle, iPad or your PC among others. Our files
work on mobile devices or your home computer.

Price: $9.95

EB-TOOLBOX

Train Your Dog Like a Pro

by Jean Donaldson, 212 pages, DVD 2 hr 30 min, 2010, hardcover.
If you’re like most dog owners, you treat your four-legged friend as a valued member of the family
who enjoys the full run of the house-which is why good behavior is so important. Train Your Dog
Like a Pro offers a trusted, systematic approach to positive dog training that anyone can follow.
You’ll get clear, detailed instructions for teaching essential behaviors, more advanced skills, and
even some fun tricks. Plus, a bonus DVD shows you exactly how to accomplish each technique.

Price: $19.99

B-TRN-PRO

Premiere® Gentle Leader® Headcollar

by Premiere®
The Gentle Leader® offers a fast, gentle and effective way to control unwanted behavior without
harsh methods or devices. Because it’s scientifically designed to work with your dog’s natural
instincts, behavior changes in minutes, not weeks! Where your dog’s head goes, his body must
follow! See it used in the award winning video series by Dr. Deborah Jones. (Includes Headcollar
with quick-release clasp, instruction sheet.) Colors may vary. Instructional DVD included when
available.
Small: 5-25 lbs., Medium: 25-60 lbs., Large: Over 60 lbs.

Price: $19.95

GL

Premier® Tennis Tug
by Premiere®

It’s a Tennis Ball and a Tug!
Introducing the new Tennis Tug from Premier®. The new Tennis Tug combines your dog’s two
favorite things - tennis balls and a fun tug toy. An excellent exercise toy and reinforcer for your
favorite dog activity. Great for agility and obedience training, this fun tug toy will be a hit with
both dogs and owners. Includes “Rules of Tug” with Dr. Ian Dunbar. Works for dogs of all sizes; One
size only - 20 x 1.5 x 1 Inch.

Price: $15.99

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™
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Thundershirt

by Thundershirt
Thundershirt’s patent-pending design applies gentle, constant pressure to calm your dog,
effectively aiding anxiety, fearfulness, barking and more. And Thundershirt is an excellent training
tool for bringing calm and focus back to your dog while on the leash or while otherwise training.
For most dogs, improvement is achieved with the very first usage. For some, two or three usages
are needed before the desired results are achieved. If for any reason Thundershirt isn’t the right
solution for your dog, return it to Thundershirt within 45 days for a full refund of your purchase
price. Sizes: S, M, L, XL Color: Heather Grey

Price: $39.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs- Detection 1

with Randy Hare, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This practical and thought-provoking video introduces Randy Hare’s revolutionary methods for
training substance (drug, explosives, accelerants, biologicals) detector dogs. It begins with a
critical analysis and review of conventional detector dog training methods, and then presents
the core ideas of the Hare Method- The handler is not the teacher, the dog teaches himself, the
dog is not just taught what odors and stimuli to respond to; he is also explicitly taught what NOT
to respond to, the dog is taught to ignore primary reward (ball) odors and stimuli unless they are
encountered in conjunction with target odor. (Please read more on the website!)

Price: $79.95

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-1

On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs- Detection 2

with Randy Hare, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Video two of this series shows how to use Randy Hare’s ground-breaking methods to accomplish
the next five learning objectives in the training of substance detector dogs. Once these objectives
are achieved, then the student detector dog will have achieved the special attributes of the
Hare-trained detector dog: The dog will possess a crystal-clear understanding of his task, and he
will display the kind of obedience to odor that makes it virtually impossible to disturb or distract
him during search or indication. He will also exhibit an extraordinary degree of independence
and self-belief while searching. Finally, the dog will display... (Please read more on the website!)

Price: $79.95

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-2

On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs- Detection 3

with Randy Hare, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This third and final video in this award-winning series details Randy’s procedure for finishing the
detector dog’s education in real world situations while learning the final six objectives. In addition,
the training of the passive detection dog is taught in detail using a contact or close acknowledgement response to pinpoint target substance.
This title details:
09) Recognizing additional target substances
10) The Oral and Acknowledgement Game 1... (Please read more on the website!)

Price: $79.95

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-3

On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs with Randy Hare
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The entire Award-Winning Series that everyone is talking about!

Price: $194.85 $239.85

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-SET

The Body Bite Suit

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard, 83 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Packed full of dramatic bite work, this broadcast-quality production demonstrates every detail of
caring for, repairing and training with your body bite suit. The Body Bite Suit includes problems
and solutions for training young sport dogs to work on the suit, handler and agitator safety,
introducing the suit, developing indiscriminateness through leg bites, the back, biting “Inside” and
the body.

Price: $49.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Canine Aggression and the Basics of Bitework

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard, 46 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This production teaches the police dog to bite powerfully and courageously, on both the suit and
sleeve as well as in real life situations. This title also analyzes the character of a variety of dogs
suitable and unsuitable for police service work.
Canine Aggression and the Basics of Bitework should not to be purchased in conjunction
with Protection 1,2,3 with Hilliard (it is derived from those titles). The Protection Series is more
expanded and offers 141 minutes of content.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PD-HIL-CAB

Narcotics Detection 1

with Charles Kirchner, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Narcotics 1 describes everything a prospective handler or canine supervisor needs to know about
the initial steps of organizing a narcotics-detector dog program including: testing and selecting
prospective detector dogs, correctly handling narcotics used in training, motivating the dog
to search, teaching a strong alert and the first major transition in training. Other topics include
confounds, ingestion accidents, choice of reward, passive vs aggressive alerts, increasing difficulty
and lengthening duration of the search and handler direction.
This product must be ordered on Police or Military letterhead.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PD-KIR-NAR-1

Narcotics Detection 2

with Charles Kirchner, 86 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Narcotics 2 details the more advanced stages of forming a narcotics-detector dog program
including: making the transition from marijuana to cocaine and heroin, problem solving,
employment and use in active service, and legal guidelines for handlers. Other topics include
problem solving, deployment and use of the dog, search warrants, maintenance and in-service
training, establishing probable cause, the D.E.A. and state licenses, and more....
This product must be ordered on Police or Military letterhead.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PD-KIR-NAR-2

Narcotics Detection with Charles Kirchner Set

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 86 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Charles Kirchner retired in 1980 after 20 years as an officer, dog handler, senior trainer, and canine
instructor for the Metro Police Department in Washington D.C. During that time, he trained the
first explosive-detector dog in the world. Since 1980 he has remained very active in the field of
service-dog training, teaching countless seminars and continuing to train narcotics dogs for a
number of police departments.

Price: $99.90

DVD-PD-KIR-NAR-SET

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Agitation, Mood and Bite
Problems

with Gottfried Dildei, 63 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
This production explains ideal “mood” and its relationship to a powerful, full-mouthed bite.
Demonstrates the methods of agitation and fence work that Gottfried uses to create correct
“mood” in your dog. An excellent video for anyone wanting to better understand the “why and
how” of bitework. Agitation, Mood and Bite Problems is excellent for anyone wanting to further
their understanding of drives and provides clear examples of problems and how to solve them.

Price: $49.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Schutzhund Protection 1

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This is our original Schutzhund series with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew. This
series demonstrates a traditional approach to agitation while focusing on the increments that
build a reliable performance dog that bites enthusiastically under distraction with minimal stress.
Title 1 details the different types of canine aggression, molding them through agitation, and
starting the puppy in bite work.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-HIL-1

Schutzhund Protection 2

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, 49 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This is our original Schutzhund series with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew. This
series demonstrates a traditional approach to agitation while focusing on the increments that
build a reliable performance dog that bites enthusiastically under distraction with minimal stress.
Title 2 details how to introduce the dog to the sleeve, character-test the adult dog and teach the
defense-oriented dog to make prey.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-HIL-2

Schutzhund Protection 3

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This is our original Schutzhund series with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew. This
series demonstrates a traditional approach to agitation while focusing on the increments that
build a reliable performance dog that bites enthusiastically under distraction with minimal stress.
Title 3 details teaching the prey-oriented dog to bite defensively, run-aways, stick-work and the
courage test.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-HIL-3

The Schutzhund Protection Series

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 49 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Our original Schutzhund series, this set provides you with clear examples and instruction, in
what many consider the most exciting phase of the sport! Veteran ring sport and schutzhund
trainers and lecturers, Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, discuss the dynamics of the
Schutzhund protection dog.

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-HIL-4

Search and Rescue Dogs- Training the K-9 Hero

by The American Rescue Dog Association, 275 pages, Second Edition, 2002, paperback.
Chapters describe cutting-edge training techniques used for wilderness, disaster, cadaver dogs,
and water searches, and by state and federal disaster organizations such as FEMA. Extensive
photographs illustrate real-life missions, including images of Ground Zero and the Pentagon taken
by ARDA volunteers after September 11, 2001.

Price: $24.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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POLICE
The Randy Hare Detection Box
These are the boxes used in the Award Winning video series, On Target: Training Substance
Detector Dogs with Randy Hare. Each box is 24” tall x 16” wide x 5 ½” deep. The specification
of these boxes has been fine tuned based on years of substance detector dog training, box
revision, trial and error and redesign to create this final form. The Randy Hare Detection Box
has been crafted to be consistent in odor delivery, target chamber size, strength, durability and
concomitant odor resistance.

Price: $745.00 for set of 5 boxes

DET-BOX

The Randy Hare Detection Box Rack

This is the original, collapsable Detection Rack which is designed and utilized by Randy Hare at his
Detector Dog Trainers Course at his school in Jackson, MS. Randy is a highly sought after seminar
presenter, having been contracted to provide his Detector Dog Trainers Course for the Military,
FBI Academy in Quantico, VA and Special Forces in addition to police departments on nearly every
continent. Randy travels each location with all of his gear which includes dogs, his original boxes
and this collapsable rack. It’s easy to set up and take down yet durable enough to withstand the
pressures of detection dog training. This design is used week in and week out having traveled all
over North America.

Price: $1400.00

DET-RACK

Double Leather Agitation Lead

This is the last leash you will ever need to buy!! To say this a heavy duty leash is a understatement.
This double leather leash, sewn completely from the handle to the clip with heavy 277 thread is
heavy duty! Because the leather is doubled and sewn it takes a little time for the leash to break
in and soften. It measures 1/2” X 48” and has a brass ring on the handle. We also offer a 1/2” X6’
without a brass ring.
1/2”W X 48”L with o-ring ($26.99)- LEAD-DOUBLE-48”
1/2”W X 6’L without ring ($28.99)- LEAD-DOUBLE-6’

Price: $26.99

LEAD-DOUBLE-48”

CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Line

by Canine Training Systems®.
Our new CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Lines with solid brass hardware are waterproof, durable
and amazingly easy to care for. They’re riveted for additional strength in two places- the handle
and snap for extra strength and durability. Our new lines come in two lengths- both a regulation
10M (33 ft) line for trialing as well as a 15’ line for training tracks. The 1/2” wide lines are rated at
500 pounds tensile strength! Compare to other vendors that charge up to 40% more!
1/2”W X 15’L ($14.95)
1/2”W X 33’L ($24.95)

Price: $14.95

CTS-TRACK

10M Tubular Tracking Line
This 10 meter regulation nylon line is great for tracking, protection, tie outs and post work
because of it’s strength. A go-to line for a variety of uses. These heavy duty, 1” wide, tubular nylon
lines are ideal as they won’t burn your hands like flat nylon lines. They Come standard with heavy
duty brass snaps and are machine washable. Colors: blue, black and red.

Price: $24.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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POLICE
Herm Sprenger Stainless Steel Prong Collar

by Herm Sprenger
Whether you are an avid trainer or just want a quality collar for your pet, the Herm Sprenger
Stainless Steel Prong Collar is a precisely engineered and manufactured collar that is constructed
of the highest quality German Stainless Steel. Nothing gives you the strength in a Prong Collar like
stainless steel. Each section of the collar contains two carefully rounded prongs to prevent injury
to your dog.
Sizes: 2.25 mm X 14” (Small), 3.25 mm X 23” (Large), 4.0 mm X 26” (X-Large)
Herm Sprenger guarantees these collars for life!

Price: $30.00

COLLAR-HS-SS-PRONG

Herm Sprenger Stainless Steel Fur Saver Collar

by Herm Sprenger
Whether you are an avid trainer or just want a quality collar for your pet, the Herm Sprenger
Stainless Steel Fur Saver is a beautiful, durable collar that is constructed of the highest quality
German Stainless Steel. Nothing gives you the strength in a Fursaver like stainless steel. The
large 2” links are precision engineered and manufactured to protect your dog’s coat while the
environmental resistance of stainless steel will give you a lifetime of use.
Sizes: 21”, 23” 25”. 27” all in 4.0 mm steel
Herm Sprenger guarantees these collars for life!

Price: $30.00

COLLAR-HS-SS-SAVER

Amish Leather Agitation Collar
This is a fantastic agitation collar! With two layers of premium leather sewn together and
high quality brass buckles, this truly is one of the best made collars available. It is excellent for
schutzhund, ring and police protection work or any pursuit that requires complete reliability.
Small- 1.5”W X 18”-22”L
($27.00)
Medium- 1.5”W X 22”-26”L ($28.00)
Large- 1.5”W X 26”-30”L ($30.00)		

Price: $28.00

COLLAR-AGIT-SM

CTS Amish Leather Collar

by Canine Training Systems®
The CTS Amish Leather Collar is made of high quality black leather and features solid brass
hardware. This collar is ideal for daily wear, tracking, obedience, schutzhund/ipo, ring, agility or
any active pursuit. We’ve sampled the work of numerous vendors to obtain this quality and we’re
impressed with not only the quality of the leather but consistency in stitching and edge finish.
This high quality leather collar is made in America by craftsmen for Canine Training Systems.
Sizes: 22”, 24”, 26”
Note: Collar lengths are listed in total length not neck size.

Price: $14.95

COLLAR-CTS-LTHR

CTS Padded Leather Harness

The CTS Padded Leather Harness is made of high quality black leather and features a heavy fleece
padded breast plate. This harness is ideal for tracking or protection sports and features all brass
buckles and rings. Once adjusted to fit your dog, the harness is easily removed with easy access
quick-release halter clips to avoid having to re-adjust buckles every training session. The stitched,
double riveted handle runs lengthwise above the main o-ring and is out of the way when not
used. This high quality leather harness is made in America by craftsmen for Canine Training
Systems.
Sizes: S (20”-30” girth), M (20”-35”), L (25”-35”), XXL (30”-40” girth)

Price: $59.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
Obedience Without Conflict 1- Clear Communication

with Ivan Balabanov, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
This beautiful production details how to establish clear communication with your dog, to use the
release command as a bridge, the proper use of the release command, reassurance command,
and reward, the relationship between fast performance, the release, and reward, the interaction
between primary, secondary, and tertiary reinforcers, the use of signaled non-reward, the
relationship between “passive” and “active” obedience exercises and an introduction to “The
Game”.

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-1

Obedience Without Conflict 2- The Game

with Ivan Balabanov, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
This production details “The Game” as the motivational engine behind Ivan’s obedience system.
Utilizing prey motivation while eliminating the negative side effects encountered in other
systems, teaching the out command as an instrumental exercise, creating immediate response to
sit and down commands by voice command alone, teaching static attention; both two-way and
one-way attention, teaching the major passive skill of heeling by ‘finding the leg’, the gymnastic
skills of correct left, right and about turn, teaching the stand in motion and the integration of
active and passive exercises into the obedience routine.

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-2

Obedience Without Conflict 3- The Retrieve

with Ivan Balabanov, 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English. English, German and Spanish subtitles.
Ivan demonstrates this innovative technique for creating a world class retrieve through the
isolation of the “hold” behavior. The distinction between holding and gripping is made clear and
the topography of the retrieve is discussed and taught step by step. Through discrimination
exercises the dog is also taught the cues for jumping and climbing through distraction while
building a foundation for fast retrieving through un-conflicted play. This title focuses on isolating
speed while teaching correct holding through the use of a Retrieve Dowel.

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-3

Obedience Without Conflict 4- The Motion Exercises, Recall and
Send-Away

with Ivan Balabanov, 55 min, with 17 min. bonus, NTSC DVD- English. English, German and Spanish
subtitles.
The integration of the sit, down and stand into the obedience routine is demonstrated. The Recall
is taught through the use of discrimination exercises while fading prompts and gestural cues
utilizing the principle of backchaining. The Send-Away is taught in detail from start to finish. The
importance of a cue, establishing a habit through handling, the 9 stages of development…..

Price: $69.95

DVD-SCH-BAL-4

Obedience without Conflict DVD 1 & 2 Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
The first two discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $129.90 $139.90

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
Obedience without Conflict DVD 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 72 minutes & 55 min, with 17 min. bonus, NTSC DVD- English. English, German
and Spanish subtitles.
The third and fourth discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World
Champion Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $135.90 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $148.85

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-2

Obedience without Conflict DVD 1, 2, & 3 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Disc 3 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
The first three discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion
Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $185.85 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $218.80

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-3

Obedience without Conflict 1, 2, 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 3 & 4 72 & 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
All four discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $245.80 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $288.75

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-4

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Basic Obedience
with Gottfried Dildei, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production covers the use of food in obedience training: teaching attention, conditioning
activity in the dog, heeling, the halt, and the sit and down in motion. Basic Obedience stresses
the importance of pattern training to create anticipation for commands for reliable, immediate
performance in trial situations. An excellent video for Schutzhund and Kennel Club Obedience.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-1

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Advanced Obedience
with Gottfried Dildei, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production demonstrates the Dildei method for teaching all of the advanced exercises in
Schutzhund obedience: the recall and finish, stand in motion, retrieves, and send away. Advanced
Obedience includes the retrieve, jump, wall and send away.

Price: $49.95

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Protection
with Gottfried Dildei, 89 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production details how to teach your dog to understand his work fully and to develop
aggressive drives at the correct growth stages. Content includes setting the bite, teaching a
strong hold and bark, teaching a motivational ‘out’, obtaining basic control for Schutzhund I, and
teaching a six blind search.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-3

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Tracking
with Gottfried Dildei, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production demonstrates how to teach the dog to work intensely, confidently, and slowly,
from footstep to footstep, all the way to the end of a winning Schutzhund III track. Content
includes tracking for various temperament types, teaching articles on the track, proper track
construction, weaning food from the track, ideas on trial preparation

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-4

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- A Modern View of Correction
with Gottfried Dildei, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

Using the concept of generalization, Gottfried demonstrates the kind, humane use of correction
to extinguish incorrect behaviors in the obedience phase. He also shows how to utilize the
benefits of prey behavior without encountering the disadvantages. This production also
demonstrates how to introduce correction, it’s application in the training of a low drive dog as
well as how to solidify behaviors using the concept of generalization.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-5

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Problem Solving in Protection
with Gottfried Dildei, 86 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

If control has been a problem, this production is for you! Emphasis is given to control work on the
protection field, with exercises such as the out, call back, escape, transport and escort. Although
most of these exercises are taught inducively, Gottfried demonstrates how correction is used to
polish the dog. The detail within completes control work for Schutzhund II and III.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-6

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Problem Solving in Tracking
with Gottfried Dildei, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

Gottfried problem-solves issues such as the start, articles, and speed as they relate to his
motivational tracking techniques. Strong emphasis is placed on weaning from bait while
maintaining correct style, speed and accuracy. Problem Solving in Tracking introduces correction
on the track, proper track construction, the issues of dealing with poor starts, corners and articles.

Price: $49.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Agitation, Mood and Bite
Problems

with Gottfried Dildei, 63 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
This production explains ideal “mood” and its relationship to a powerful, full-mouthed bite.
Demonstrates the methods of agitation and fence work that Gottfried uses to create correct
“mood” in your dog. An excellent video for anyone wanting to better understand the “why and
how” of bitework. Agitation, Mood and Bite Problems is excellent for anyone wanting to further
their understanding of drives and provides clear examples of problems and how to solve them.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-8

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Obedience Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 5- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

Basic Obedience, Advanced Obedience and A Modern View of Correction; The Obedience set from
our most successful series!

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-DIL-OB

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Tracking Set
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 7- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This set includes both tracking titles in the Schutzhund set that started it all!

Price: $99.90

DVD-SCH-DIL-TR

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Basic Set

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 89 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Basic Obedience, Tracking and Protection; the ideal introduction to the Dildei system! A
production for each phase to get you on your way to understanding Gottfried’s motivational
techniques for the sport of Schutzhund. Our most popular Schutzhund starter set for those
completely new to the sport or looking for a more motivational approach.

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-DIL-SS

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Advanced Set

DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 86 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 7- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Advanced Obedience, Problem Solving in Protection and Problem Solving in Tracking; the ideal
continuation to the Dildei system in one set! A production for each phase to get you on your way
to understanding Gottfried’s more advanced motivational techniques for the sport of Schutzhund.
The logical next step in the Dildei system to get you and your dog on the podium!

Price: $119.85 $149.85

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Series
with Gottfried Dildei, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

The entire Dildei series in a discounted set. Get the series that has molded the trends in the sport
of Schutzhund worldwide! This set includes the entire Dildei series- all eight productions at this
tremendously discounted price.

Price: $299.60 $399.60

DVD-SCH-DIL-ALL

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 1Basic Skills

with Joanne Fleming, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Demonstrates inducive techniques to teach your dog or puppy to be a willing, active learner;
to develop active, dynamic attention; to teach constructive play and drive containment; and to
create eager performance of sit, down, heel, come-fore, and recall. Basic Skills Tape 1 introduces
drive containment, correction, and motivational training methods for puppies, adults and retrains
as well as guidance on how to handle dogs of different body types and drive levels.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PLUMB-OB-1

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 2Teaching Precision

with Joanne Fleming, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
This title explores how to teach your dog or puppy precise gymnastic skills, the finish and true
attention. In addition Joanne teaches the dog to respond positively to correction and to develop
correct, spirited heeling through collection. Teaching Precision teaches the dog the gymnastic
skills required to be consistently precise without the use of compulsion, teaching a positive
response to correction and cuing the dog in a subtle way for trials for an increase in drive.

Price: $49.95

DVD-PLUMB-OB-2

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 3Heeling, the Recall and Motion Exercises

with Joanne Fleming, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German,16X9 widesceen.
This production details the final steps in preparation for world-class performance. The steps in
attaining correct, animated, polished heeling, turns and the motion exercises are shown in detail.
The use of food in obedience is detailed while teaching the concepts of progression, upping-theante and drive containment. Conditioning the correct behavior marker as a secondary reinforcer
and the use of an incorrect response marker to extinguish… (Please visit the website for more.)

Price: $59.95

DVD-PLUMB-OB-3

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 4The Retrieve, Meter Hurdle and Scaling Wall
with Joanne Fleming, ?? minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German,16X9 widesceen.
Coming Soon!

Price: COMING SOON

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Tracking 1
with Joanne Fleming, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

Tracking 1 teaches your dog scent discrimination through the use of a scent box so that the dog
develops calmness and confidence. The progression through serpentine tracks and multiple
terrains is covered while emphasizing the dog’s learning with minimal handler interference. An
emphasis is placed on allowing the dog to learn from his mistakes without the consequence of
compulsion.

Price: $54.95

DVD-PLUMB-TR-1

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Tracking 2
with Joanne Fleming, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

Learn how to properly construct your track, using serpentines to minimize handler interference.
Joanne also demonstrates her method of teaching article indication off the track. In addition, how
to wean the dog from food and to develop independent problem-solving ability while dealing
with changes in terrain and issues of speed and distraction are addressed.

Price: $54.95

DVD-PLUMB-TR-2

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience Disc
1 & 2 Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

A great starter for anyone interested in the Fleming Method of training. Ideal for anyone
interested in kennel club or schutzhund obedience!

Price: $94.90 $99.90

DVD-PLUMB-OB-5

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience Disc
3 & 4 Set
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, ?? minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Coming Soon!

Price: COMING SOON

DVD-PLUMB-OB-6

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 3
Disc Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Title 4 Coming Soon!

Price: $129.85 $159.85

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Tracking Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

A great starter for anyone interested in the Fleming Method of training. Ideal for anyone
interested in kennel club or schutzhund tracking!

Price: $104.90 $109.90

DVD-PLUMB-TR-3

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Set

OB-DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
OB-DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German
OB-DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German..
TR-DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
TR-DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
The entire Fleming Series- all 5 Productions at a reduced price!

Price: $219.75 $269.75

DVD-PLUMB-OB-FULLSET

Schutzhund Protection 1

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This is our original Schutzhund series with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew. This
series demonstrates a traditional approach to agitation while focusing on the increments that
build a reliable performance dog that bites enthusiastically under distraction with minimal stress.
Title 1 details the different types of canine aggression, molding them through agitation, and
starting the puppy in bite work.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-HIL-1

Schutzhund Protection 2

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, 49 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This is our original Schutzhund series with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew. This
series demonstrates a traditional approach to agitation while focusing on the increments that
build a reliable performance dog that bites enthusiastically under distraction with minimal stress.
Title 2 details how to introduce the dog to the sleeve, character-test the adult dog and teach the
defense-oriented dog to make prey.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-HIL-2

Schutzhund Protection 3

with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This is our original Schutzhund series with Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew. This
series demonstrates a traditional approach to agitation while focusing on the increments that
build a reliable performance dog that bites enthusiastically under distraction with minimal stress.
Title 3 details teaching the prey-oriented dog to bite defensively, run-aways, stick-work and the
courage test.

Price: $49.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
The Schutzhund Protection Series

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 49 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Our original Schutzhund series, this set provides you with clear examples and instruction, in
what many consider the most exciting phase of the sport! Veteran ring sport and schutzhund
trainers and lecturers, Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, discuss the dynamics of the
Schutzhund protection dog.

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-HIL-4

Schutzhund Overview

with Canine Training Systems®, 58 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Designed to excite and inform the public, the novice and the experienced Schutzhunder about
the joys of the sport and its three phases-tracking, obedience, and protection.

Price: $24.95

DVD-SCH-HIL-OV

Pocket Tracker

4” X 5.5”, records 50 tracks, wirebound.
A pocket sized notebook with pre-printed grids for easy map making and record keeping of
the tracking progress of your dog. It’s handy size and spiral binding makes it easy to carry and
use when track laying for help with designing tracks in regard to wind direction, obstacles,
distractions and changes of terrain. We recommend this extremely handy item for use with The
Foundations of Competitive Tracking with Joanne Plumb in our Schutzhund section.

Price: $6.95

B-POC-TRACK

Purely Positive Training

by Sheila Booth, 380 pages, 1998, paperback.
Positive training made easy! Complete manual on how to train your dog using positive
reinforcement. Includes how to raise your puppy positively, build a strong relationship, train
manners, and teach a really reliable recall. Special instructions in each section for companion
dogs, competition obedience, agility and Schutzhund. “Written with love and understanding- love
of dogs and understanding of training”.
The Dog Writer’s Assoc of America Best Book of the Year 1998!

Price: $27.95

B-POS

Advanced Schutzhund

by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
This book clearly demonstrates Ivan Balabanov’s techniques for advanced Schutzhund work. All
three phases are dealt with individually utilizing operant conditioning techniques to create a
clear partnership between you and your dog. Special attention is given to common problems and
their solutions while creating a lasting working relationship. This book also includes sections on
preparing for competition and traveling with your dog. An excellent book that stresses getting the
best performance from your dog.

Price: $24.95
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SCHUTZHUND/IPO
Schutzhund Theory and Training Methods
by Susan Barwig and Stewart Hilliard, 244 pages, 1991, hardcover.

Explains Schutzhund and its components including philosophy and training techniques for all 3
phases; tracking, obedience and protection. An excellent overview of the sport. Includes point
breakdowns of all three phases and a section on testing a puppy or prospect and numerous
photos and illustrations to help the enthusiast better understand the sport. The finest book of it’s
kind!

Price: $24.95

B-SCH-BAR

Schutzhund Obedience, Training in Drive

by Sheila Booth with Gottfried Dildei, 300 pages, 1992, paperback.
A step-by-step manual of motivational obedience training techniques. Clear concise directions
to teach to heel, sit, down, stand, recall, finish, retrieve, jump, and send away. Four chapters on
theory, including the explanation of drive. Includes puppy imprinting, proofing, retraining, trial
preparation and handling. More than 70 “how to” photos.

Price: $24.95

B-TRD

The German Shepherd Book

720 pages, 2nd Revision, 2006, coffee table quality.
Widely reviewed as the most complete GSD book on the market, it is encyclopedic in style with
abundant content. This book covers the GSD from A to Z covering topics from health and title
descriptions to character testing. 970 color and black and white photos. A magnificent coffee
table book.

Price: $79.95

B-GSD

The German Shepherd Dog in Word and Picture
by Max von Stephanitz, 700+ page reprint of the 1923 original.

An English translation of the original by the founder of the German Shepherd breed. It is a real
classic with wonderful pictures and prose. Coffee table quality- every German Shepherd lover
needs this in their library.

Price: $75.00

B-VON

Fear No More- Competing with Confidence
by Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell, 208 pages, 2002, paperback.

The ideal complement to our Small Dog Fun DVD Series. Barbara and Gerianne share the
psychology of success. This book is geared toward helping you succeed in the ring and reach
your training potential through affirmation, goal setting, breathing and relaxation techniques
and more. This book is excellent for the novice and veteran and will help anyone compete more
comfortably and enjoy the competition ring more fully with their training partner.

Price: $22.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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scratch pants
Roca Sport Training Vest

by Roca Sport
This durable vest follows in the tradition of Roca Sport Bite Suits, Scratch Pants and Trial Jackets.
It’s ideal for Schutzhund, IPO, Mondio & French Ring, Agility, Obedience, Rally and Tracking
trainers. Features include 2 front pockets, deep rear pockets, dual layer breathable mesh through
front and back, reflective piping on chest and back, tab ring on front and back, adjustable waist
drawstring, low profile neckband for comfort and generous cut for mobility.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL Note: Vests run about 1 size large for mobility and multi-season use.

Price: $95.00

ROCA-VEST

Roca Sport Scratch Pants

by Roca Sport
These Scratch Pants are ideal for Schutzhund, IPO, Police K9 work and personal protection dog
training. Features include
unobtrusive metal shoulder snaps with adjustable straps, all metal interior front waist buckle with
adjustable strap, all metal rear exterior buckle with adjustable strap, full padding from the waist
down, front and rear, lower leg zippers cover velcro closure for easy on and off, mesh lined for
breathability throughout and vented eyelets for breathability in legs.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL in multiple colored logos.

Price: $225.00

ROCA-SCRATCH

Roca Sport Trial Jacket

by Roca Sport
Roca Sports Trial Jackets are eye catching, durable, light weight and provide excellent protection.
This fully padded trial jacket is ideal for Schutzhund, IPO, Police K9 work and personal protection
dog training. A protective jacket is required under the FCI Rules and this jacket is ideal. Features
include Features include full padding in body and sleevem leather lined wrist cuff and neck,
heavy duty adjustable velcro wrist closure, mesh lined for breathability, reflective piping on chest,
shoulder and back.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, XXL Note: Jackets run about 1 size large.

Price: $185.00
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Tracking & scent work
Training Apron

by Canine Training Systems®, nylon.
Our training apron has changed little over the years. You’ve seen it in many of our DVD’s and it’s
made of strong, durable nylon with 3 large pockets and an adjustable waist strap. It’s ideal for
holding your training supplies; food, articles, tugs, toys, clickers, tabs and more. Currently available
in any color as long as it’s black.

Price: $14.99

APRON

Tracking Articles
5 tracking articles (1 leather, 3 cloth and 1 wood) for the new rules.

Price: $8.00

ARTICLES

Fun Nosework for Dogs

by Roy Hunter,116 pages, 1996, softcover.
While working for the Metro Police as a senior police dog instructor, Roy had many occasions
to depend on his dog’s amazing scenting ability. Now you can benefit and learn dozens of
games to relieve boredom, teach important skills and build confidence. From tracking to scent
discrimination, Roy shows how to train your dog and have fun yourself. This book will teach your
dog to enjoy using his nose, his primary source of information.

Price: $14.95

B-NOSE

Pocket Tracker

4” X 5.5”, records 50 tracks, wirebound.
A pocket sized notebook with pre-printed grids for easy map making and record keeping of
the tracking progress of your dog. It’s handy size and spiral binding makes it easy to carry and
use when track laying for help with designing tracks in regard to wind direction, obstacles,
distractions and changes of terrain. We recommend this extremely handy item for use with The
Foundations of Competitive Tracking with Joanne Plumb in our Schutzhund section.

Price: $6.95

B-POC-TRACK

Search and Rescue Dogs- Training the K-9 Hero

by The American Rescue Dog Association, 275 pages, Second Edition, 2002, paperback.
Chapters describe cutting-edge training techniques used for wilderness, disaster, cadaver dogs,
and water searches, and by state and federal disaster organizations such as FEMA. Extensive
photographs illustrate real-life missions, including images of Ground Zero and the Pentagon taken
by ARDA volunteers after September 11, 2001.

Price: $24.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Tracking & scent work
The Randy Hare Detection Box
These are the boxes used in the Award Winning video series, On Target: Training Substance
Detector Dogs with Randy Hare. Each box is 24” tall x 16” wide x 5 ½” deep. The specification
of these boxes has been fine tuned based on years of substance detector dog training, box
revision, trial and error and redesign to create this final form. The Randy Hare Detection Box
has been crafted to be consistent in odor delivery, target chamber size, strength, durability and
concomitant odor resistance.

Price: $745.00 for set of 5 boxes

DET-BOX

The Randy Hare Detection Box Rack

This is the original, collapsable Detection Rack which is designed and utilized by Randy Hare at his
Detector Dog Trainers Course at his school in Jackson, MS. Randy is a highly sought after seminar
presenter, having been contracted to provide his Detector Dog Trainers Course for the Military,
FBI Academy in Quantico, VA and Special Forces in addition to police departments on nearly every
continent. Randy travels each location with all of his gear which includes dogs, his original boxes
and this collapsable rack. It’s easy to set up and take down yet durable enough to withstand the
pressures of detection dog training. This design is used week in and week out having traveled all
over North America.

Price: $1400.00

DET-RACK

CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Line

by Canine Training Systems®.
Our new CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Lines with solid brass hardware are waterproof, durable
and amazingly easy to care for. They’re riveted for additional strength in two places- the handle
and snap for extra strength and durability. Our new lines come in two lengths- both a regulation
10M (33 ft) line for trialing as well as a 15’ line for training tracks. The 1/2” wide lines are rated at
500 pounds tensile strength! Compare to other vendors that charge up to 40% more!
1/2”W X 15’L ($14.95)
1/2”W X 33’L ($24.95)

Price: $14.95

CTS-TRACK

10M Tubular Tracking Line
This 10 meter regulation nylon line is great for tracking, protection, tie outs and post work
because of it’s strength. A go-to line for a variety of uses. These heavy duty, 1” wide, tubular nylon
lines are ideal as they won’t burn your hands like flat nylon lines. They Come standard with heavy
duty brass snaps and are machine washable. Colors: blue, black and red.

Price: $24.95

LEAD-TRACK-TUBE

10M Braided Tracking Line
This soft, braided, nylon, weatherproof long line is a regulation 10 meters with a strong bolt hook.
12 mm diameter. A great line for tracking but we don’t recommend it for agitation.
Color: Any color you want as long as it’s Black.

Price: $19.99
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Tracking & scent work
Nose Work Training Kit

by Canine Training Systems®
Nose Work is a rapidly growing sport that every dog can enjoy from the competitive sport dog
to the housepet. The power of the canine nose is untapped in most PET dogs and this activity
provides every dog the opportunity to use his most prominent and likely under-utilized sense- his
sense of smell.
Nose Work is for dogs of any age, breed or activity level. The Canine Training Systems Nose Work
Kit contains all of the items necessary to get started.
Colors: Blue, Yellow, Transluscent or Black ABS cases

Price: $34.95 $39.95

NOS-KIT

Nose Work Bottles
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Bottles with pre-scented swabs in each of the three scents used
in the exciting new sport of Nose Work. We offer each bottle- Anise, Birch or Clove separately or a
set of 3 refills at a reduced price.
Options: Anise, Birch or Clove

Price: $7.00/bottle or Set of 3/$18.00

NOS-BOTTLES

Nose Work Essential Oil Refills
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. We offer Nose Work refills containing each of the three scents used in the exciting
new sport of Nose Work.
We offer each Essential Oil Refill- Anise, Birch or Clove individually or as a set of three 1 dram
bottles at a reduced price. Please select your preference.

Price: $6.00/bottle or Set of 3/$16.00

NOS-REFILLS

Nose Work Swabs

by Canine Training Systems®
Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. Our Black Nose Work Swabs are 3 inches long and are ideal to be cut to a range of
lengths to be secreted in a variety of tins or containers to be used in the exciting new sport of
Nose Work.
Our swabs are uncut and unscented and are sold in counts of 100.

Price: $6.50

NOS-SWABS

Nose Work Tin

by Canine Training Systems®
Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose
Work Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Tins in a range of sizes and dimensions to be used in the
exciting new sport of Nose Work. Due to popularity, and because many trainers want to practice
with multiple scents within a session and not clean a tin between searches, we’re offering our tins
separately.
The Canine Training Systems Nose Work Tin is our original ½ oz aerated Tin which holds swabs
presented with any of the three Essential Oil scents common to Nose Work.

Price: $3.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Tracking & scent work
Slide Top Nose Work Tin

by Canine Training Systems®
Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are similar in quality to the originals that our
Nose Work Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Tins in a range of sizes and dimensions to be used in
the exciting new sport of Nose Work.
The Canine Training Systems Sliding Nose Work Tin holds swabs presented with any of the three
Essential Oil scents common to Nose Work- Anise, Birch and Clove.
Size: 1.88 in X .90 in X .35 in

Price: $2.00

NOS-TIN-2

Nose Work Swab Tube
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are similar in quality to the originals that our
Nose Work Kits contain. We offer Nose Work Tubes for use with our Professional Quality Nose Work
Kit in the exciting new sport of Nose Work.
The Canine Training Systems Nose Work Tube holds swabs presented with any of the three
Essential Oil scents common to Nosework.

Price: $1.00

NOS-TUBE

Nose Work Tweezer
by Canine Training Systems®

Canine Training Systems Nose Work training aids are identical to the originals that our Nose Work
Kits contain. Our Stainless Steel Nose Work Tweezers are 1-7/8 inch long and are ideal to remove
swabs from our Nose Work Bottles. These tweezers are ideal for plucking a swab from the 1 oz jar
without getting target odor on your hands. The swabs can then be placed in your tin and secreted
for a search.

Price: $1.00

NOS-TWEEZER

Tracking Combo

by Canine Training Systems®
This set has all the gear you need to get tracking! Our soft braided nylon line is regulation 10M
and waterproof with a strong bolt hook. We’ve added 10 articles (3 leather, 6 cloth and 1 wood),
our nylon training apron and a 7” X 18” mesh drying bag for your wet training items to protect
your vehicle upholstery and clothing.
Our tubular nylon line or CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Line can be substituted. (+2.00)

Price: $44.99 $51.00

TR-SET

On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs- Detection 1

with Randy Hare, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This practical and thought-provoking video introduces Randy Hare’s revolutionary methods for
training substance (drug, explosives, accelerants, biologicals) detector dogs. It begins with a
critical analysis and review of conventional detector dog training methods, and then presents
the core ideas of the Hare Method- The handler is not the teacher, the dog teaches himself, the
dog is not just taught what odors and stimuli to respond to; he is also explicitly taught what NOT
to respond to, the dog is taught to ignore primary reward (ball) odors and stimuli unless they are
encountered in conjunction with target odor. (Please read more on the website!)

Price: $79.95
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Tracking & scent work
On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs- Detection 2

with Randy Hare, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Video two of this series shows how to use Randy Hare’s ground-breaking methods to accomplish
the next five learning objectives in the training of substance detector dogs. Once these objectives
are achieved, then the student detector dog will have achieved the special attributes of the
Hare-trained detector dog: The dog will possess a crystal-clear understanding of his task, and he
will display the kind of obedience to odor that makes it virtually impossible to disturb or distract
him during search or indication. He will also exhibit an extraordinary degree of independence
and self-belief while searching. Finally, the dog will display... (Please read more on the website!)

Price: $79.95

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-2

On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs- Detection 3

with Randy Hare, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This third and final video in this award-winning series details Randy’s procedure for finishing the
detector dog’s education in real world situations while learning the final six objectives. In addition,
the training of the passive detection dog is taught in detail using a contact or close acknowledgement response to pinpoint target substance.
This title details:
09) Recognizing additional target substances
10) The Oral and Acknowledgement Game 1... (Please read more on the website!)

Price: $79.95

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-3

On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs with Randy Hare
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The entire Award-Winning Series that everyone is talking about!

Price: $194.85 $239.85

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-SET

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Tracking 1
with Joanne Fleming, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

Tracking 1 teaches your dog scent discrimination through the use of a scent box so that the dog
develops calmness and confidence. The progression through serpentine tracks and multiple
terrains is covered while emphasizing the dog’s learning with minimal handler interference. An
emphasis is placed on allowing the dog to learn from his mistakes without the consequence of
compulsion.

Price: $54.95

DVD-PLUMB-TR-1

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Tracking 2
with Joanne Fleming, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

Learn how to properly construct your track, using serpentines to minimize handler interference.
Joanne also demonstrates her method of teaching article indication off the track. In addition, how
to wean the dog from food and to develop independent problem-solving ability while dealing
with changes in terrain and issues of speed and distraction are addressed.

Price: $54.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Tracking & scent work
The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Tracking Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

A great starter for anyone interested in the Fleming Method of training. Ideal for anyone
interested in kennel club or schutzhund tracking!

Price: $104.90 $109.90

DVD-PLUMB-TR-3

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Tracking
with Gottfried Dildei, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This production demonstrates how to teach the dog to work intensely, confidently, and slowly,
from footstep to footstep, all the way to the end of a winning Schutzhund III track. Content
includes tracking for various temperament types, teaching articles on the track, proper track
construction, weaning food from the track, ideas on trial preparation

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-4

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- Problem Solving in Tracking
with Gottfried Dildei, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

Gottfried problem-solves issues such as the start, articles, and speed as they relate to his
motivational tracking techniques. Strong emphasis is placed on weaning from bait while
maintaining correct style, speed and accuracy. Problem Solving in Tracking introduces correction
on the track, proper track construction, the issues of dealing with poor starts, corners and articles.

Price: $49.95

DVD-SCH-DIL-7

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Tracking Set
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 7- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This set includes both tracking titles in the Schutzhund set that started it all!

Price: $99.90

DVD-SCH-DIL-TR

CTS Padded Leather Harness

The CTS Padded Leather Harness is made of high quality black leather and features a heavy fleece
padded breast plate. This harness is ideal for tracking or protection sports and features all brass
buckles and rings. Once adjusted to fit your dog, the harness is easily removed with easy access
quick-release halter clips to avoid having to re-adjust buckles every training session. The stitched,
double riveted handle runs lengthwise above the main o-ring and is out of the way when not
used. This high quality leather harness is made in America by craftsmen for Canine Training
Systems.
Sizes: S (20”-30” girth), M (20”-35”), L (25”-35”), XXL (30”-40” girth)

Price: $59.95
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TRAINING ACCESSORIES
Training Apron

by Canine Training Systems®, nylon.
Our training apron has changed little over the years. You’ve seen it in many of our DVD’s and it’s
made of strong, durable nylon with 3 large pockets and an adjustable waist strap. It’s ideal for
holding your training supplies; food, articles, tugs, toys, clickers, tabs and more. Currently available
in any color as long as it’s black.

Price: $14.99

APRON

Tracking Articles
5 tracking articles (1 leather, 3 cloth and 1 wood) for the new rules.

Price: $8.00

ARTICLES

Bite Pillow
Our 3-handled Synthetic Bite Pillow is the ideal introduction for your working dog or prospect to
protection sports. Although it can be used simply as a tug toy, it’s 3 handles, each reinforced with
a tough, durable nylon rope interior, makes it perfect for powerful, high drive dogs of all ages. It’s
ideal for targeting work and grip building.
This item is available in versions- SOFT and FIRM. Also available in jute.
The bite area is 14” wide and 7” deep.

Price: $35.99

BITE-PILLOW

Premiere®Gentle Leader® Treat Pouch
Designed by renowned trainer Terry Ryan by Premier® pet products, the Gentle Leader ® Treat
Pouch has a super strong hinge, water resistant lining, two storage pockets, a ring attachment and
is roomy enough to fit your entire hand- so lots of treats!
Available in four colors: red, blue, green and black. Includes a Canine Training Systems® Clicker.

Price: $16.95

CL-POUCH

Clickers

by Canine Training Systems®, small, plastic, awesome.
Clickers are a great way to mark desired behaviors. You’ll want extras around to reinforce at the
right moment. Sold in sets of five. These clickers fit perfectly into the pocket of our clicker treat
pouches! (hint, hint)
Colors may vary, please visit the website for color options.

Price: $5.00 for 5 Clickers

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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TRAINING ACCESSORIES
CTS Leather Alternative 9 inch Tab with O-ring
by Canine Training Systems®.

Our new CTS Tab with solid brass hardware is waterproof, durable and amazingly easy to care for.
We use it on our own dogs and love it’s ability to clean up easily, soften like leather and retain a
like new appearance over time. A quick wipe down with a moist cloth removes mud, grass and
grit. It can be used as an extender for our CTS Leather Alternative Obedience Leads to maintain
control during off-lead work or alone during obedience work.

Price: $8.95

CTS-TAB

The Retrieve Dowel
by Canine Training Systems®

This item is utilized in Canine Training Systems® new Obedience without Conflict 3: The Retrieve
title with Ivan Balabanov. As featured, this Retrieve Dowel is used to isolate “hold” and through
light use of the lanyard, discriminate quality of grip and more quickly isolate the behaviors
needed to create a world class retrieve.
This item should not be used as a tug toy.

Price: $8.95

DOWEL

Schutzhund 1- 650g Dumbbell
These regulation size and weight dumbbells are expertly crafted from high quality hard wood for
long life. Excellent for daily training and trials.
Schutzhund 1- 650 grams

Price: $16.95

DUMBBELL-SCH-1

Schutzhund 2- 1000g Dumbbell
These regulation size and weight dumbbells are expertly crafted from high quality hard wood for
long life. Excellent for daily training and trials.
Schutzhund 2- 1000 grams

Price: $22.50

DUMBBELL-SCH-2

Schutzhund 3- 2000g Dumbbell
These regulation size and weight dumbbells are expertly crafted from high quality hard wood for
long life. Excellent for daily training and trials.
Schutzhund 3- 2000 grams

Price: $29.00
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TRAINING ACCESSORIES
Schutzhund Dumbbell Set
These regulation size and weight dumbbells are expertly crafted from high quality hard wood for
long life. Excellent for daily training and trials.
Schutzhund 1- 650 grams
Schutzhund 2- 1000 grams
Schutzhund 3- 2000 grams

Price: $64.95 $68.45

DUMBBELL-SCH-SET

Tracking Combo

by Canine Training Systems®
This set has all the gear you need to get tracking! Our soft braided nylon line is regulation 10M
and waterproof with a strong bolt hook. We’ve added 10 articles (3 leather, 6 cloth and 1 wood),
our nylon training apron and a 7” X 18” mesh drying bag for your wet training items to protect
your vehicle upholstery and clothing.
Our tubular nylon line or CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Line can be substituted. (+2.00)

Price: $44.99 $51.00

TR-SET

Sandblast Hose Tug/Retrieve Toy

by Canine Training Systems®
These are AWESOME and we’ve used them ourselves for years and years. These are perhaps the
last tug toy you’ll ever buy. Sandblast hose is incredibly durable, easily cleaned (we put ours in the
dishwasher) and easy to pack- our dogs love them. They have some heft so they don’t bounce and
although somewhat flexible, at 10” long they provide excellent rigidity to be used as a tug toy. We
offer them in two sizes, sold in pairs, color varies.
Med- 10” long, 1-3/16” o.d., .5” i.d. ($12.99)- TUG-HOSE-MED
Large- 10” long, 1.5” o.d., .75” i.d. ($14.99)- TUG-HOSE-LAR

Price: $12.99

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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travel
Busy Buddy- The Chuckle
by Premiere®

The Chuckle is a fantastic toy that will keep your pet or worker entertained for hours. The holes
in the ends are sized perfectly for your favorite treats and the toy produces a funky sound when
shaken by your dog. One size only.

Price: $10.99

BB-CHK

Busy Buddy Biscuit Bouncer

by Premiere®
The Football features the patented Treat Trapper(TM), which firmly grips and holds a variety of
treats, gradually releasing them as your dog chews. The solid natural rubber, in the shape of a
football, provides incredible durability and a wild, unpredictable bounce. These toys are very
durable and float.
Small (<20lbs) ($5.50)
Med (20-50 lbs) ($6.99)
Large (>50 lbs) ($12.50)

Price: $5.50

BB-RBR-PUR-FTBL

Busy Buddy- The Squirrel Dude
by Premiere®

Introducing Squirrel Dude, the newest in the line of Busy Buddy. Random bounce and treat
dispensing makes this a fun toy your dog will play with over and over. Available in two sizes, there
is a perfect size for any dog.
Small ($7.99)
M/Lg ($9.99)

Price: $7.99

B-SQRL-S-M

Busy Buddy Twist ‘n Treat

by Premiere®
The Twist ‘n Treat toy is ideal for multiple types of treats and degrees of interest. The toy unscrews
for easy loading and cleaning but can also be adjusted wider for easier access to treats for less
driven dogs or closed down tighter for the most determined of dogs. The adjustable opening
allows for a variety of treats ranging from peanut butter to cheese bits to kibble. Dishwasher safe.
S ($7.99)
M ($10.99)
Lg ($16.99)

Price: $7.99

BB-TNT-S

Busy Buddy- The Waggle
by Premiere®

The Waggle has a super flexible middle that allows the toy to be playfully “wagged” and shaken
back and forth. The patent-pending Treat Meter randomly dispenses treats for kibble-loving dogs.
Small ($7.99)
M/Lg ($9.99)

Price: $7.99
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travel
Buddy Bowl
The Original Buddy Bowl is a spill/splash-proof water bowl that holds 1.3 Liters or 44 ounces of
water, even when turned upside down. It’s perfect for use in the vehicle or for travel.
Available in Black, Hunter Green or Semi-Transparent White (the latter allows you to see the water
level). 1.3L/44 fluid ounces food grade plastic.

Price: $14.95

BUDDY-BOWL

Lupine Combo Collar

Designed to prevent a dog from ‘backing out’ of its collar, the Combo has a limited slip choker
action. It also has become the training collar of choice among many dog trainers.
Guaranteed for Life- even if Chewed!
Sizes:
Medium- 3/4” wide- 10”-14”
Large- 1” wide- 15”-22”
Note: This collar should not be left on an unattended or unleashed dog.

Price: $13.00

COLLAR-LUPINE

Amish Leather Martingale Collar

by Canine Training Systems®
This limited-slip Martingale style collar is designed exclusively for Canine Training Systems®.
Handcrafted from premium leather, no detail was overlooked. This versatile collar looks great and
can also be worn during AKC obedience competition. Black leather or brown English bridle leather
with nickle plated hardware. This collar is ideal for travel or to leave hanging on the leash.
Small: 3/8” wide, 9-13” around
($12.00)
Medium: 3/4” wide, 15-25” around ($17.00)
Large: 3/4” wide, 18-31” around ($21.50)

Price: $12.00

COLLAR-S

Extra Tuff Bite-a-Bone

by Fido Pets
A beef flavored chew toy for aggressive and strong chewers. We searched long and hard for a toy
that dogs enjoy and yet is safe and durable.
Mid-Size ($3.95)- ET-BONE-S
Medium ($5.95)- ET-BONE-M
Large ($9.95)- ET-BONE-L

Price: $3.95

ET-BONE-S

Emergency First Aid for Dogs

41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This production contains critical information on how to handle life threatening injuries to your
dog as well as how to do routine procedures such as eye care and ear cleaning. From traffic
accidents to a cut paw, this video will guide you step by step in how to handle emergencies when
the worst possible happens.
Topics include: Shock, Poisoning, Burns, Heatstroke, Fractures, CPR and much more! This DVD is a
must have for any competitor, dog club member or pet owner!

Price: $29.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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travel
Premiere® Gentle Leader® Headcollar

by Premiere®
The Gentle Leader® offers a fast, gentle and effective way to control unwanted behavior without
harsh methods or devices. Because it’s scientifically designed to work with your dog’s natural
instincts, behavior changes in minutes, not weeks! Where your dog’s head goes, his body must
follow! See it used in the award winning video series by Dr. Deborah Jones. (Includes Headcollar
with quick-release clasp, instruction sheet.) Colors may vary. Instructional DVD included when
available.
Small: 5-25 lbs., Medium: 25-60 lbs., Large: Over 60 lbs.

Price: $19.95

GL

My Dog’s Health and I.D. Records

My Dog’s Health and I.D. Records™ provides assistance in keeping your dogs’ medical and
other important information in one convenient location. My Dog’s Health and I.D. Records is
particularly valuable for those who travel. Airlines request veterinarian’s health certificates before
allowing pets on board. Most states and other countries require current rabies shots for dogs,
and often other types of vaccines. When signed and stamped by your dog’s veterinarian, My
Dog’s Health and I.D. Records can serve as your Dog’s immunization record for travel or boarding
purposes.

Price: $5.95

HEALTH-RECORD

The Original Kong

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for aggressive chewers.
Original ($7.50)- KONG-ORG
Ultimate($11.95)- KONG-ULT

Price: $7.50

KONG-BLK-ULT

The Kong (Red)

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for small to medium sized breeds.
Medium ($5.95)
Large ($6.99)

Price: $5.95
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Tugs, Balls & rewards
Aerobee® DogobieTM Disc

Have you every wondered how those guys throw frisbees for their dogs so well? Part of it is a
great disc. These discs are made by the makers of innovative discs and flying toys. The Aerobie®
DogobieTM flying disc’s flexible but tear and puncture resistant material is gentle on your dog’s
mouth and teeth but sturdy enough to endure fetch after fetch. With its patented spoiler rim
design, the Dogobie disc is made for long, stable flights even when thrown by a beginner. In
addition, it floats and is ideal for water play.
Size: 8 inch diameter. Available in blue and yellow, both easily seen by dogs. Made in the U.S.A.

Price: $6.00

AE-DOGOBIE-DISC

Aerobee® Squidgee® Ball

Squeeze the Aerobie Squidgie ball and you won’t want to let go. Made of soft molded rubber
fins, the Squidgie ball is designed for kids as young as three but players of all ages enjoy it both
indoors and outdoors. Ideal for kids and dogs learning to play catch. Floats in water. Dogs love it.
Available in yellow, blue, purple, magenta, orange, green and glow in the dark. For kids ages 3
and up. Quality made in the U.S.A.
We make every effort to fill orders to color specification however can’t guarantee color availability.
Please call if color is critical to your order.

Price: $6.00

AE-SQUIDGEE-BALL

The Orbee Tuff - Orbee World Ball

by Planet Dog
How do you innovate the world’s best dog ball? Start by formulating a top-notch material! Planet
Dog worked with chemists for more than a year to develop Orbee-Tuff®, their now-famous
signature compound. Hundreds of hours of field and lab testing later, they had it: the most
durable, pliable, buoyant and bouncy dog toy on the market. But they didn’t stop there. Knowing
dogs love to smell, they threw in some mint scent to take them over the olfactory edge.
Size: Small, Medium (+4.25), Large (+6.50)

Price: $6.25

BALL-ORBEE

Ball on a String

Our Sprenger Ball on a String is the same one used in many of our video productions. It’s used
as a reward object for Agility, Clicker Training, Baiting in the Conformation Ring, Schutzhund,
IPO, Kennel Club Obedience, Mondio and French Ring Sport. It’s ideal as a reward object for any
discipline as it’s easily concealed and has a loop for easy holding. If you prefer a single string,
simply clip one end where it enters the ball and you can adjust the remaining length to your
preference. No toggles or knots to tear the webbing between your dogs toes.
Sizes: Medium: 2.5” ($10.95), Large: 3” ($13.95)

Price: $10.95

BALL-STRING

Chuckit! Classic Ball Launcher

by Chuckit!
The Chuckit! is one sweet way to exercise your dog...without wearing out your arm. With the
Chuckit!, you can throw that ball out of the ballpark over and over again. Use it in the park, in your
backyard, or anywhere there is plenty of room. With a little practice you can consistently throw the
ball 100 to 140 feet. Colors: Blue, Green or Orange
Note- We make every effort to accomodate color requests, however inventory varies. If color is
critical, please call.

Price: $11.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Tugs, Balls & rewards
Chuckit! Flying Squirrel

by Chuckit!
A far flung game of fetch! Here is one squirrel who won’t mind being chased down. Just grab him
by a paw and throw like a flying disk. Remember to snap your wrist while throwing to give him a
good spin. His spinning feet create visual excitement for you and your pet, and the raised sides
make him easy to pick up!
Description: Squirrel-shaped throwing toy with raised sides for easy pick up, glow in the dark
paws, and durable rubber feet. Also floats in water!
Size: 10”x10” Blue and Green or Blue and Orange. Each sold separately.

Price: $12.50

CH-FLYING-SQ

Chuckit! Tennis Balls
by Chuckit!

Ready… Set… Fetch! Give your dog something to jump for. Extra tennis balls that are high quality
and designed for the game of fetch.
Description: Extra Thick Rubber Core. High quality tennis balls. Attractive colors with improved
visibility!
Size: 2-pack compatible with Chuckit! Classic Ball Launcher

Price: $3.50

CH-TENNIS

Superflex Flyer Doggy Disk
by Phydeaux Enterprises

This disk is soft and safe and is designed to be easy on your dog’s teeth. We’ve used this one in
house and our toughest dogs love it and it lasts. Space-age material outlasts regular disks by at
least 10 times. Vanilla flavor.
Small (7”) ($8.95) DD-SMALL
Large (9”) ($10.95) DD-LARGE

Price: $8.95

DD-SMALL

The Booda Soft Bite Floppy Disc
You’ve seen them everywhere and now they’re here. A durable retrieve toy ideal for working dogs
of all types, this disc floats, flies and is flexible making it usable as a tug toy as well. It even doubles
as a water bowl in a pinch.
Available in two sizes:
10” ($11.50)
12” ($15.50)

Price: $11.50

FLOPPYDISC-10”

The Jolly Flyer

by Jolly Pets
The Jolly Flyer™ is made of a secret non-toxic rubber compound which is engineered to be
titanium tough yet velvety soft. This floating flyer won’t puncture and is gently on your dogs gums
and teeth when catching or playing with it. Specially contoured ridges gently clean teeth and
massage gums as well as making the disk easy to grip by the thrower. Vanilla Scented, made from
100% non-toxic rubber.We also use this item as a targeting pad for clicker training and the object
guard in ring sport. Colors: Orange or Blue. Each disc is sold separately.
7.5” Small ($8.00), 9.5” Large ($11.50)

Price: $8.00
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Tugs, Balls & rewards
The Gripper® Flipper
This high quality 100% natural jute toy is a remarkable flying disc! It flies through the air to
increase a dog’s prey instinct, yet the durable jute makes it a perfect tug toy. Measures 10” in
diameter.

Price: $12.95

JUTE-GF

The Original Kong

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for aggressive chewers.
Original ($7.50)- KONG-ORG
Ultimate($11.95)- KONG-ULT

Price: $7.50

KONG-BLK-ULT

The Kong (Red)

by Kong Company
As long time dog trainers and owners we consider this a favorite! The Kong has many applications.
It is a therapeutic toy designed for robust chewers. Stuffed with treats, behaviorists use it to
help dogs suffering from chronic boredom or teething pain. Even many of the large birds such
as Macaws find it an appealing addition to their cage. This durable and long lasting toy is truly a
bargain. Recommended for small to medium sized breeds.
Medium ($5.95)
Large ($6.99)

Price: $5.95

KONG-RED-M

Sandblast Hose Tug/Retrieve Toy

by Canine Training Systems®
These are AWESOME and we’ve used them ourselves for years and years. These are perhaps the
last tug toy you’ll ever buy. Sandblast hose is incredibly durable, easily cleaned (we put ours in the
dishwasher) and easy to pack- our dogs love them. They have some heft so they don’t bounce and
although somewhat flexible, at 10” long they provide excellent rigidity to be used as a tug toy. We
offer them in two sizes, sold in pairs, color varies.
Med- 10” long, 1-3/16” o.d., .5” i.d. ($12.99)- TUG-HOSE-MED
Large- 10” long, 1.5” o.d., .75” i.d. ($14.99)- TUG-HOSE-LAR

Price: $12.99

TUG-HOSE

French Linen Tug-1.5” X 8” with 1 Handle
These durable tugs are made from the same material used for bite suits and hidden sleeves. They
are incredibly tough and a favorite among trainers for obedience, agility, police, military, sar and
schutzhund. Colors vary by dye lot.
They’re ideal for playing “The Game” as featured in our award-winning DVD’s with Ivan Balabanov.

Price: $11.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Tugs, Balls & rewards
Jute Tug with 1 Handle
These durable jute tugs are made from the same material used for bite sleeve covers and many
hidden sleeves. They are incredibly tough and a favorite among trainers for obedience, agility,
police, military, sar and schutzhund/ipo. These one handled tugs are great for puppies, adults or
any dog or activity that only requires one handled. Easily hidden and the durable nylon handle is
securely sewn in ensuring long life.

Price: $9.00

TUG-JUTE

French Linen Tug- 3” X 10” with 1 Handle
These durable tugs are made from the same material used for bite suits and hidden sleeves. They
are incredibly tough and a favorite among trainers for obedience, agility, police, military, sar and
schutzhund. Colors vary by dye lot.
They’re ideal for playing “The Game” as featured in our award-winning DVD’s with Ivan Balabanov.

Price: $13.50

TUG-LINEN-1

French Linen Tug- 3” X 10” with 2 Handles
These durable tugs are made from the same material used for bite suits and hidden sleeves. They
are incredibly tough and a favorite among trainers for obedience, agility, police, military, sar and
schutzhund. Colors vary by dye lot.
They’re ideal for playing “The Game” as featured in our award-winning DVD’s with Ivan Balabanov.

Price: $14.50

TUG-LINEN-2

Rolled Leather Tug- 1.5” X 10” with 2 Handles
These rolled leather tugs are ideal for obedience work. They’re easy to carry and manipulate and
are great for young and adult dogs.
They’re ideal for playing “The Game” as featured in our award-winning DVD’s with Ivan Balabanov.

Price: $12.95

TUG-LTHR-ROLLED

Ultra Leather Tug- 3” X 10” with 2 Handles
The “Ultra Leather” tug is made from ultra heavy chap leather, sewn and double stitched on the
outer edges with heavy duty commercial thread. A nice soft tug with two handles.

Price: $14.95
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Tugs, Balls & rewards
Premier® Tennis Tug
by Premiere®

It’s a Tennis Ball and a Tug!
Introducing the new Tennis Tug from Premier®. The new Tennis Tug combines your dog’s two
favorite things - tennis balls and a fun tug toy. An excellent exercise toy and reinforcer for your
favorite dog activity. Great for agility and obedience training, this fun tug toy will be a hit with
both dogs and owners. Includes “Rules of Tug” with Dr. Ian Dunbar. Works for dogs of all sizes; One
size only - 20 x 1.5 x 1 Inch.

Price: $15.99

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
Excelling at Dog Agility Book Series by Jane Simmons-Moake
Book 1- 184 pages, 2005, Second Edition hardcover.
Book 2- 183 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.
Book 3- 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.

This book set is a must for every agility enthusiast. The complete set of books for anyone
interested in a solid start in the country’s most rapidly growing dog sport!

Price: $69.95 $77.85

B-AG-4-SET

Obstacle Training DVD and Book Combo

Book- by Jane Simmmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2005, Second Edition, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
This is a must for every agility enthusiast. Book 1 in Jane’s popular series for Agility Training with
our own Award-Winning DVD! A perfect compliment of products to get your dog solid on the
obstacles used in this exciting sport.

Price: $69.95 $75.90

B-AG-BOOK-DVD-COMBO1

Sequence Training DVD and Book Combo

Book- by Jane Simmmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Book 3 in Jane’s popular series for Agility Training with our own DVD! A perfect compliment of
products to isolate and train many of the highest-level skills for advanced competition in addition
to strengthening and maintaining existing skills for fast and reliable performances in the ring.

Price: $69.95 $75.90

B-AG-BOOK-DVD-COMBO2

Advanced Skills Training DVD and Book Combo

Book- by Jane Simmmons-Moake, 184 pages, 2007, Second Edition, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Book 3 in Jane’s popular series for Agility Training with our own DVD! A perfect compliment of
products to isolate and train many of the highest-level skills for advanced competition in addition
to strengthening and maintaining existing skills for fast and reliable performances in the ring.

Price: $69.95 $75.90

B-AG-BOOK-DVD-COMBO3

Competitive Agility Training DVD and Book Set
The complete Canine Training Systems® DVD series that sets the standard for agility videos,
beautifully shot at Jane’s reknowned Flashpaws Training Center in Houston, TX couple with Jane’s
revised Agility books! An unrivaled collection of products for agility enthusiasts of all experience
levels.

Price: $179.95 $227.70
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
Competitive Agility Training DVD Set

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
The complete series that sets the standard for agility videos! Beautifully shot at Jane’s reknowned
Flashpaws Training Center in Houston, TX.

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-AG-JSM-4-SET

The German Shepherd Dog, the German Way Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

The complete set of our highly praised German Shepherd Dog show videos. Ideal for anyone
interested in the structure, biomechanics and culture of showing the German Shepherd Dog!

Price: $189.80 $239.80

DVD-GSD-5

The Jack Russell Terrier Product Set

Book- by Catherine Romaine Brown, 176 pages, 1999, hardcover.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Jack Russell Terrier: Courageous Companion (Book)
Gone to Ground: The Jack Russell Terrier (DVD)
Grooming the Jack Russell Terrier for Companionship, Work and Show with Michelle Ward (DVD)

Price: $93.85 $103.85

JRT-SET

The Rottweiler Video Set

by Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
with Joan Klem, 66 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
This combination set includes both of our broadcast quality Rottweiler specific video titles. Please
visit our obedience and Schutzhund sections for training titles for your working dogs!

Price: $39.95 $44.90

ROT-SET

Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones: The Series
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 33 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 35 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The complete Clicker Fun Series in one stroke of the mouse! This series comes with three clickers.

Price: $84.95 $89.95

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
Clicker Training Beginner Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 40 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
A great starter set for anyone interested in learning about operant techniques. We’ve put together
our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to click and teach, but is unsure
where to start.
Clicker Fun with Dr. Deborah Jones Click and Go: Getting Started
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

Price: $65.95 $71.85

CL-BEG-SET

Clicker Training Advanced Set

with Deborah Jones, Ph.D., 33, 35 and 40 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
by Dr. Deborah Jones, 104 pages, 1998, paperback.
We’ve put together our most popular starter items in one set for anyone wanting to delve into
clicker training with wild abandon, but is unsure where to start.
The Clicker Fun Series (3 DVD Set)
Clicker Fun: Tricks and Games (book), Click Here for a Well Trained Dog (book)
Premiere®Gentle Leader®Treat Pouch and 5 Canine Training Systems® Clickers

Price: $146.70 $156.70

CL-ADV-SET

Training the Companion Dog Series
60 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English, 1992.

This set includes:
Training the Companion Dog Tape 1- Socialization & Beginning Obedience
Training the Companion Dog Tape 2- Behavior Training & Household Etiquette
Training the Companion Dog Tape 3- Walk on Leash, at Heel & Jumping
Training the Companion Dog Tape 4- Recalls, Stays & Distance

Price: $108.00 $120.00

PU-DUN-5

The Herding Series

with Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor, 30 minutes each, NTSC DVD- English.
These videos are one of our groundbreaking series. Excellent for those wanting an introduction to
the sport of herding!
This series includes:
Herding 1- Overview
Herding 2- Young Dogs
Herding 3- Penning and Shedding

Price: $104.85 $119.85

DVD-H-HART-4

The Competitive Obedience Series Starter Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 43 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The ideal starter set of videos for anyone interested in kennel club obedience!
Competitive Puppy
Novice Obedience
Open Obedience

Price: $119.85 $149.85
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The Competitive Obedience Series Advanced Set
DVD 5- Canine Training Systems®, 43 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 6- Canine Training Systems®, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 7- Canine Training Systems®, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The problem solving video set in our AnneMarie Silverton series!
Focused Attention
Problem Solving in Open
Problem Solving in Utility

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-OB-AMS-9

The Competitive Obedience Series Complete Set
DVD 1-7, Canine Training Systems®, NTSC DVD’s- English.

AnneMarie Silverton has been hailed one of the top obedience trainers and competitors in the
country. Using a variety of different- and difficult- breeds, she and her students have received
multiple Gaines wins, perfect 200 scores, and countless other awards. This is the benchmark series
that has set the standard in competitive obedience videos! Ideal for anyone interested in kennel
club obedience!

Price: $244.65 $349.65

V-OB-AMS-FULLSET

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience Disc
1 & 2 Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

A great starter for anyone interested in the Fleming Method of training. Ideal for anyone
interested in kennel club or schutzhund obedience!

Price: $94.90 $99.90

DVD-PLUMB-OB-5

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience Disc
3 & 4 Set
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, ?? minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Coming Soon!

Price: COMING SOON

DVD-PLUMB-OB-6

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Obedience 3
Disc Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 65 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Title 4 Coming Soon!

Price: $129.85 $159.85

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Tracking Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 54 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

A great starter for anyone interested in the Fleming Method of training. Ideal for anyone
interested in kennel club or schutzhund tracking!

Price: $104.90 $109.90

DVD-PLUMB-TR-3

The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs Set

OB-DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
OB-DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German
OB-DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 82 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German..
TR-DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
TR-DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
The entire Fleming Series- all 5 Productions at a reduced price!

Price: $219.75 $269.75

DVD-PLUMB-OB-FULLSET

Obedience Without Conflict 1- Clear Communication/Advanced
Schutzhund Book Combo
DVD 1, Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
A fantastic intro into the Balabanov method, both items at a reduced price!

Price: $85.00 $94.95

BAL-VB-1

Obedience Without Conflict 2- The Game/Advanced Schutzhund
Book Combo
DVD 2, Canine Training Systems®, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
A fantastic intro into the Balabanov method, both items at a reduced price!
DVD 2 is reliant upon information in DVD.

Price: $85.00 $94.95

BAL-VB-2

Obedience Without Conflict 1- Clear Communication & 2- The
Game/Advanced Schutzhund Book Combo
DVD 1, Canine Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
DVD 2, Canine Training Systems®, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
The foundation of the Balabanov method at a reduced price!

Price: $149.95 $164.85

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
Obedience Without Conflict 3- The Retrieve/Advanced
Schutzhund Book/ Retrieve Dowel Combo

DVD 3, Canine Training Systems®, 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, Spanish & German subtitles.
by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
The Retrieve, Advanced Schutzhund and the Retrieve Dowel in a reduced package!

Price: $91.00 $103.85

BAL-VBD-4

Obedience Without Conflict 4- The Motion Exercises, Recall and
Send-Away/Advanced Schutzhund Book
DVD 4, Canine Training Systems®, 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, Spanish & German subtitles.
by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.

The Motion Exercises, Recall and Send-Away and Advanced Schutzhund in a reduced package!

Price: $85.00 $94.95

BAL-VB-6

Obedience without Conflict 1, 2, 3/Advanced Schutzhund Book/
Retrieve Dowel Combo
by Canine Training Systems®, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English/German on the same
disc. Disc 3, 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, Spanish & German subtitles.
by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
The first three titles in this Award-Winning Series and the popular book on the subject!

BAL-VB-5

Price: $205.90 $243.75

Obedience without Conflict 1, 2, 3 & 4/Advanced Schutzhund
Book/Retrieve Dowel Combo

by Canine Training Systems®, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English/German on the same
disc. Discs 3 & 4 72 & 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English, Spanish & German subtitles.
by Karen Duet with Ivan Balabanov, 211 pages, 1999, hardcover.
The whole shooting match! All 4 titles, the book and Retrieve Dowel, it’s only missing the man
himself!

Price: $265.85 $313.70

BAL-VB-7

Obedience without Conflict DVD 1 & 2 Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
The first two discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $129.90 $139.90

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
Obedience without Conflict DVD 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, 72 minutes & 55 min, with 17 min. bonus, NTSC DVD- English. English, German
and Spanish subtitles.
The third and fourth discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World
Champion Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $135.90 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $148.85

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-2

Obedience without Conflict DVD 1, 2, & 3 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Disc 3 72 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
The first three discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion
Ivan Balabanov!

Price: $185.85 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $218.80

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-3

Obedience without Conflict 1, 2, 3 & 4 Retrieve Dowel Set

with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 1 & 2 60 & 80 minutes, NTSC DVD- English and German on the same disc.
with Ivan Balabanov, Discs 3 & 4 72 & 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English with subtitles.
All four discs in this immensely popular Award-Winning series with 2X World Champion Ivan
Balabanov!

Price: $245.80 (-$6.00 without Dowel) $288.75

DVD-SCH-BAL-SET-4

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Obedience Set
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 5- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

Basic Obedience, Advanced Obedience and A Modern View of Correction; The Obedience set from
our most successful series!

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-DIL-OB

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Tracking Set
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 7- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

This set includes both tracking titles in the Schutzhund set that started it all!

Price: $99.90

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Basic Set

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 89 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 4- Canine Training Systems®, 84 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Basic Obedience, Tracking and Protection; the ideal introduction to the Dildei system! A
production for each phase to get you on your way to understanding Gottfried’s motivational
techniques for the sport of Schutzhund. Our most popular Schutzhund starter set for those
completely new to the sport or looking for a more motivational approach.

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-DIL-SS

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Advanced Set

DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 73 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 86 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
DVD 7- Canine Training Systems®, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.
Advanced Obedience, Problem Solving in Protection and Problem Solving in Tracking; the ideal
continuation to the Dildei system in one set! A production for each phase to get you on your way
to understanding Gottfried’s more advanced motivational techniques for the sport of Schutzhund.
The logical next step in the Dildei system to get you and your dog on the podium!

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-DIL-AS

Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei- The Series
with Gottfried Dildei, 71 minutes, NTSC DVD- English or German.

The entire Dildei series in a discounted set. Get the series that has molded the trends in the sport
of Schutzhund worldwide! This set includes the entire Dildei series- all eight productions at this
tremendously discounted price.

Price: $299.60 $399.60

DVD-SCH-DIL-ALL

The Schutzhund Protection Series

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 49 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 41 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Our original Schutzhund series, this set provides you with clear examples and instruction, in
what many consider the most exciting phase of the sport! Veteran ring sport and schutzhund
trainers and lecturers, Dr. Stewart Hilliard and Charlie Bartholomew, discuss the dynamics of the
Schutzhund protection dog.

Price: $119.85 $149.85

DVD-SCH-HIL-4

Small Dog Fun Competing with a Small Dog- The Series

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 81 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 58 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 55 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Gerianne Darnell and Barbara Cecil have a combined 40 years of experience in the sport of dogs.
Between them they have earned over 100 High-in-Trial awards and 127 titles on 18 different dogs
in obedience, tracking, agility, and conformation. This set comprises the entire Small Dog Series
in one package!

Price: $119.85 $149.85

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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BUNDLED SPECIAls
On Target- Training Substance Detector Dogs with Randy Hare
DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 70 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Canine Training Systems®, 77 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.

The entire Award-Winning Series that everyone is talking about!

Price: $194.85 $239.85

DVD-PD-HARE-SUB-SET

Narcotics Detection with Charles Kirchner Set

DVD 1- Canine Training Systems®, 78 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Canine Training Systems®, 86 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
Charles Kirchner retired in 1980 after 20 years as an officer, dog handler, senior trainer, and canine
instructor for the Metro Police Department in Washington D.C. During that time, he trained the
first explosive-detector dog in the world. Since 1980 he has remained very active in the field of
service-dog training, teaching countless seminars and continuing to train narcotics dogs for a
number of police departments.

Price: $99.90

DVD-PD-KIR-NAR-SET

Training the Companion Parrot 1- Winning Trust

DVD 1- Avian Training Systems®, 59 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 2- Avian Training Systems®, 60 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 3- Avian Training Systems®, 62 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
DVD 4- Avian Training Systems®, 68 minutes, NTSC DVD- English.
The premiere set of parrot behavior videos on the market! Sally Blanchard is editor of The
Companion Parrot Quarterly and is nationally reknowned as one of premiere experts on parrot
behavior.

Price: $159.80 $199.80

DVD-PAR-5

The Billinghurst Book Set

Give Your Dog a Bone- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 317 pages, 1993, softcover.
Grown Your Pups wtih Bones- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 405 pages, 1998., softcover.
The Barf Diet- by Dr. Ian Billinghurst, 109 pages, 2001, softcover.
This set consists of all three nutritional titles that Dr. Ian Billinghurst has written on the subject of
evolutionary canine nutrition and raw food diets.

Price: $69.95 $80.85

B-BARF-SET

Schutzhund Dumbbell Set
These regulation size and weight dumbbells are expertly crafted from high quality hard wood for
long life. Excellent for daily training and trials.
Schutzhund 1- 650 grams
Schutzhund 2- 1000 grams
Schutzhund 3- 2000 grams

Price: $64.95 $68.45

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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BUNDLED SPECIALS
The CTS Grooming Set
by Canine Training Systems

Our Grooming Kit contains all the items you need for basic grooming! This kit includes the Safari
Undercoat Rake, the Safari Professional Nail Trimmer, the Safari Self-Cleaning Slicker Brush, the
Safari 7.25” Medium-Coarse Tooth Comb and Safari Styptic Powder. We’ve taken all of our high
quality grooming items and bundled them at a reduced price!
Please choose Standard Nail Trimmer or Large Nail Trimmer.

Price: $39.95 $46.75

GR-SET

Tracking Combo

by Canine Training Systems®
This set has all the gear you need to get tracking! Our soft braided nylon line is regulation 10M
and waterproof with a strong bolt hook. We’ve added 10 articles (3 leather, 6 cloth and 1 wood),
our nylon training apron and a 7” X 18” mesh drying bag for your wet training items to protect
your vehicle upholstery and clothing.
Our tubular nylon line or CTS Leather Alternative Tracking Line can be substituted. (+2.00)

Price: $44.99 $51.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Gift certificates
The Canine Training Systems $10 Gift Certificate

by Canine Training Systems®
Gift Certificates are a great way to donate to an event or cause, support your dog club, local K-9
Unit, commemorate an event or support the trainer in your life. What better way to gift than to
give Canine Training Systems! They’re available in $10, $25, $50 and $100 dollar increments and
can be purchased in combination or multiples to reach a certain amount.
When purchased, our cart will issue a unique code that is redeemable directly on the Check Out
page of our secure site.

Price: $10.00

GIFT-10

The Canine Training Systems $25 Gift Certificate

by Canine Training Systems®
Gift Certificates are a great way to donate to an event or cause, support your dog club, local K-9
Unit, commemorate an event or support the trainer in your life. What better way to gift than to
give Canine Training Systems! They’re available in $10, $25, $50 and $100 dollar increments and
can be purchased in combination or multiples to reach a certain amount.
When purchased, our cart will issue a unique code that is redeemable directly on the Check Out
page of our secure site.

Price: $25.00

GIFT-25

The Canine Training Systems $50 Gift Certificate

by Canine Training Systems®
Gift Certificates are a great way to donate to an event or cause, support your dog club, local K-9
Unit, commemorate an event or support the trainer in your life. What better way to gift than to
give Canine Training Systems! They’re available in $10, $25, $50 and $100 dollar increments and
can be purchased in combination or multiples to reach a certain amount.
When purchased, our cart will issue a unique code that is redeemable directly on the Check Out
page of our secure site.

Price: $50.00

GIFT-50

The Canine Training Systems $100 Gift Certificate

by Canine Training Systems®
Gift Certificates are a great way to donate to an event or cause, support your dog club, local K-9
Unit, commemorate an event or support the trainer in your life. What better way to gift than to
give Canine Training Systems! They’re available in $10, $25, $50 and $100 dollar increments and
can be purchased in combination or multiples to reach a certain amount.
When purchased, our cart will issue a unique code that is redeemable directly on the Check Out
page of our secure site.

Price: $100.00

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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RECENTLY ADDED
Roca Sport Trial Sleeve

by Roca Sport
The Roca Sports Trial Sleeve is eye catching, durable, light weight and provides an excellent
bite surface. The sleeve is ideal for Schutzhund/IPO, Police K9 work and personal protection dog
training. Features include a full length and width bite bar, a natural, comfortable fit for trial
or training, a biothane sleeve cover belt that won’t stretch, crack, dry or retain odor, durable
integrated hand grip and hand hole at bar end for locking up securely for stubborn outing dogs,
standard barrel size to accept most jute or synthetic covers, excellent bicep padding for comfort
and to reduce chaffing

Price: $179.95

ROCA-SPORT-SLEEVE

Roca Sport Sleeve Covers

by Roca Sport
Roca Sports Sleeve Covers are durable, light weight and provide an excellent bite surface. These
covers are made from the same high quality material Roca Sport Bite Suits are made of, the
material that has made Roca Sport one of the most trusted names in sport dog equipement.
These covers come in a variety of colors and vary by lot. They are designed to precisely fit the Roca
Sport Trial Sleeve and are available in 3 colors currently.
Colors: Light Green, Dark Green and Tan

Price: $40.00

ROCA-SLEEVE-COVER

Terrier Field Lead

by Canine Training Systems®.
This lead is excellent. It’s 6 feet long with a floating ring between the handle and the swivel at the
half way point. The handle incorporates a brass snap that can be linked to this floating ring around
a tree or post to act as a tie out when afield. The bottom half incorporates a martingale style collar
with a brass stop that keeps the collar end from going slack and opening so that the dog can’t
back out. The collar rings are brass flat sided rings that keep the collar flat to the dog’s neck unlike
cheaper collars that use round rings. All stitched areas are tapered, sewn and riveted for durability.
All hardware is solid brass. This lead will last.

Price: $17.95

LEAD-TERRIER

French Linen Tug-1.5” X 8” with 1 Handle
These durable tugs are made from the same material used for bite suits and hidden sleeves. They
are incredibly tough and a favorite among trainers for obedience, agility, police, military, sar and
schutzhund. Colors vary by dye lot.
They’re ideal for playing “The Game” as featured in our award-winning DVD’s with Ivan Balabanov.

Price: $11.00

TUG-LINEN

Jute Tug with 1 Handle
These durable jute tugs are made from the same material used for bite sleeve covers and many
hidden sleeves. They are incredibly tough and a favorite among trainers for obedience, agility,
police, military, sar and schutzhund/ipo. These one handled tugs are great for puppies, adults or
any dog or activity that only requires one handled. Easily hidden and the durable nylon handle is
securely sewn in ensuring long life.

Price: $9.00

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Ivan Balabanov

Learn more about Ivan here

Ivan has won the 2007 FCI All Breeds World Championship with Quenny ot Vitosha (93-95-97-285 pts) as well as the 2007
FMBB World Championships with a 98 point Obedience routine! With Quenny, Ivan also won the 2005, 2006 and 2007 AWDF
Championships! In addition to his success with Quenny, Ivan earned a fourth place with Vice World Champion Django ot
Vitosha. Quenny earned a 99 points in protection and 98 in obedience while Django won 1st place handler/owner trained
and high obedience at 99 points. Four Ot Vitosha dogs made the USA team!
Ivan’s techniques are truly innovative receiving positive critical acclaim both Nationally and Internationally from top trainers
in the world of dog-sport. He’s co-author of Advanced Schutzhund (Howell Books, 1999) which was a finalist in the Dog
Writer’s Association of America competition.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Obedience without Conflict” Videos

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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susan barwig

Learn more about Susan here

Canine Training Systems® was founded in 1987 by Susan Barwig and she remained the driving force behind Canine Training
Systems® until her passing in 2000. Her contribution to the German Shepherd dog and dog sport was tremendous. Susan
is greatly missed by many and her legacy will live on through our continued dedication to dog sport, the advancement of
training techniques, and innovative products for our customers.
Sue was the Creator and Producer of over 60 Canine Training Systems® Award Winning Titles and the author of three dog
books, including winner of “Best Technical Book of the Year”, a professional Educator at the School of Education at the
University of Denver and the University of Colorado for eleven years. She was a consecutive three time Schutzhund World
Team Member in Belgium, Hungary and Italy.

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Gerry Brown

Learn more about Gerry here

This exciting title is a collaboration between International Competitors Gerry Brown and Dave Kroyer of Texas. Gerry is a
well-known Agility competitor and coach and brings a tremendous wealth of knowledge in jumping and shares the critical
concepts of teamwork and clarity with Dave’s calculated approach to behavioral cross training.
Gerry Brown is a nationally and internationally recognized agility competitor and trainer that competes actively in both
United States Dog Agility Association and American Kennel Club agility venues. Gerry’s success in competition and training
has gained him considerable national recognition as a trainer and he is a highly sought after instructor. He presents
seminars across the country to individual groups and clubs and has become a regular at many popular Camps.

The Foundations of Competitive Jumping with Dave Kroyer and Gerry Brown is
Coming Soon!
The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Ricardo carbajal

Learn more about Ricardo here

USCA Conformation Show and Koermeister. Has judged nationally and internationally including the USA Sieger Show,
Argentine National Championship, Ecuador Championship, and other assignments at home and abroad. Better known for
his detailed seminars in conformation concentrating primarily in the structure and movement of the German Shepherd
Dog. Also known as a writer of numerous articles on breed issues published in the US and other international magazines.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “The German Shepherd Dog the German Way” Videos

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Barbara Cecil & Gerianne Darnell

Learn more about Gerianne here

Barbara Cecil and Gerianne Darnell have been involved in the sport of dogs for a combined 53 years. Between them, they
have earned 7 OTCH’s, 6 TDX’s, 2 MACH’s, and over 100 High in Trials, with more titles on the way. Barbara and Gerianne
have co-authored “Competitive Obedience Training For The Small Dog”, “Fear No More: Competing With Confidence”, and
the video series “Small Dog Fun”. Barbara lives in Houston, Texas, where she is a writer and frequent contributor to various
publications. Gerianne resides in Council Bluffs, Iowa, where she teaches obedience, agility, and tracking. Gerianne also
holds training camps for dog enthusiasts from around the country, and is a monthly columnist for “Front and Finish”. Barbara
is currently training and showing her Lowchen in obedience and agility, while Gerianne has immersed herself in her latest
activity, herding with her Border Collies.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Competing with a Small Dog” Videos

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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gottfried dildei

Learn more about Gottfried here

Gottfried Dildei’s dog/handler teams have stood again and again on the winner’s podium of the DVG America, Schutzhund
USA and GSDCA-WDA Nationals, the German DVG Meistershaft and other competitions worldwide. The influence of his
method has been realized on multiple continents through demand for seminars, high placements and wins of dog/handler
teams utilizing his method as well as the mainstream shift toward these techniques in many disciplines. Here, clearly and in
full detail, Gottfried takes you through the development of a champion in all phases of the Schutzhund sport.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Schutzhund with Gottfried Dildei” Videos

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Joanne fleming

Learn more about Joanne here

Joanne Fleming-Plumb is best known for her powerful motivational system for competitive working dog training. Well
known as a coach and competitor, Joanne’s students have achieved multiple high-in-trials, Regional and National wins as
well as international placements. Joanne’s club member and student, Sue Nesbitt, has represented LV America 3 times with
two different dogs. Joanne has earned the opportunity to represent North America in International competition 7 times, in
2005 with two dogs, a Belgian Malinois and a German Shepherd Dog, receiving the highest placing of any North American
in 2005. Having represented LV America at the DVG Bundessieger-Prüfung from 2005-2007, Joanne also won the 2007 LV
America Championships with her dog Enno, then went on to place 5th at the DVG BSP in Germany. Joanne has also found
time to pick up high-in-trials in both AKC and CKC obedience competition along the way and her students have picked up
multiple HIT’s and HOT’s.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “The Foundations of Competitive Working Dogs” Videos

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Randy hare

Learn more about Randy here

Randy Hare started a career with dogs in 1984 prior to becoming a law enforcement officer. While most police dog trainers
gain their first experience “on-the-job”, Randy realized that in order to truly understand the requirements of the service dog,
he needed on the job experience to further his already existing career in dogs- a switch in the realm of service dog trainers.
His venture into law enforcement was based STRICTLY in the pursuit of gaining a solid foundation for training the patrol and
narcotics detection dog, knowing that being a professional in the dog training field was what he truly wanted.
Through research into techniques of training and the manipulation of drive, temperament and the intelligence of the canine
mind, Randy has tempered a system that is CLEAR and PRECISE for both dog and handler. It is tremendously intuitive and
dovetails smoothly with other techniques featured by Canine Training Systems®.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “On Target: Training Substance Detector Dogs” Videos

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Jeanne Joy hartnagle-taylor

Learn more about Jeanne here

Jeanne Joy Hartnagle-Taylor was born and raised in Colorado and is from an old pioneer family that first came to Colorado
when it was still a territory. She is the third of four generations to enjoy a lifetime association with working stockdogs. From
the time she was a small child, she saw and used herding dogs in the environment for which they were originally intended.
Jeanne Joy has titled Australian Shepherds in all areas of competition. She has been in the top ten at the National Stock Dog
Finals with her Working Trial Champion and has entertained thousands of spectators with Agility and Flyball demonstrations
at state fairs with the Superdog Agility Shows.
Mrs. Hartnagle-Taylor was the breeder of the winning entry at the First Stock Dog Futurity and along with her family,
Hartnagle’s Las Rocosa Aussies was the first kennel admitted into the Australian Shepherd Hall of Fame for breeding a
standard of excellence.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “The Herding Series” Videos

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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dr. stewart hilliard

Learn more about Stewart here

Dr. Stewart Hilliard was the founder of French Ring Sport in the U.S. and is a well-known writer, director and animal
behaviorist, as well as a skilled Schutzhund, Police and Ring Sport Agitator. He is co-author of the award-winning book
Schutzhund, Theory and Training Methods. He is also responsible for many of the masterful scripts produced by Canine
Training Systems®.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Schutzhund Protection 1, 2 & 3”, “The Body Bite Suit”
and “Canine Aggression and the Basics of Bitework Videos
For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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dr. deborah jones

Learn more about Deborah here

Deborah Jones, Ph.D. is a psychologist who specializes in social behavior and learning theories. She is a full-time associate
professor at Kent State University’s Stark Campus. Deb has written a number of books on clicker training and authored the
award-winning Clicker Fun video series. Deb is currently working towards the MACH (master agility champion) title in agility
and the Utility title in obedience with her totally clicker trained Papillon, Copper.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Clicker Fun” Videos

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.
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Charles kirchner

Learn more about Charles here

Charles Kirchner, founder and head trainer or Canine Consultants, has been training law enforcement canines for over
44 years. From 1960 to 1980 he served as a dog handler, canine instructor and senior trainer for the Metropolitan Police
Department of Washington, D.C. He oversaw the development, training and management of their extensive canine division.
At the height of it’s operation, the division had close to 100 active canine units.
During that time he trained the worlds first true explosive detection dog and since retiring from the department in 1980,
has remained very active in the field of service-dog training, teaching countless seminars and continuing to train narcotics
dogs for a number of police departments both domestically and abroad.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Narcotics Detection with Charles Kirchner” Videos

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Joan klem

Learn more about Joan here

Joan has been involved with dogs since the 1940¹s, registering her first litter in 1949. As co-owner of the kennel pre-fix
Rodsden, Joan has enjoyed 18 Best in Shows, including the first and second, 32 Best of Breed or BISS or Best of Opposite
or Winners at Specialties throughout the United States. She has personally owned, bred, trained and handled Rottweilers
in conformation, obedience, tracking, carting and has imported Schutzhund dogs with which she has competed in AKC
events. As a graduate from Northwestern University School of Speech and as a teacher, and International Judge, Joan has
also found tremendous pleasure in judging Junior Showmanship and takes pride in contributing in this way to the Sport of
Pure-Bred dogs.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “The Ultimate Goals for Today’s Rottweiler
and How to Select for Them” Video
The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.

English Video Clip
German Video Clip

Canine Training Systems® Video
Award Winning Video
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Dave Kroyer

Learn more about Dave here

Dave Kroyer has over 15 years of experience handling, training, competing and coaching in the arenas of Schutzhund,
IPO, Ring Sport, Police K9, AKC Obedience, Agility, SAR, and AKC Tracking. His 6 appearances as a World Championship
Team member, in addition to multiple National and Regional podium placements, place him in demand for seminars both
domestically and abroad. His versatility and success in multiple dog sports with multiple breeds has garnered him the
opportunity to help and coach many top competitors in the U.S. and abroad in multiple disciplines. His students have
achieved National Championship wins in IPO, Ringsport and Police K9 competition, multiple OTCH’s and perfect 200 Kennel
Club obedience scores.

Training Through Pictures with Dave Kroyer is Coming Soon!

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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AnneMarie Silverton

Learn more about AnneMarie here

AnneMarie Silverton is a nationally known professional dog obedience trainer. Her dogs, and those of her students, win
consistently, both locally, at the State level and nationally. Her OTCH’s, and those of her students, have won Gaines Cycle
Classics and Regionals, and have placed in all the different divisions for many years. They have won Multi High-In-Trials
and High-Combined’s, plus multiple perfect 200 scores in Open and Utility. Her dogs, and those of her students, work with
exuberance, accuracy and precision.
AnneMarie conducts numerous seminars and camps throughout the USA, Canada, Australia and England. She has also
had her own radio talk show devoted to dog obedience and general public care. She has developed a series of eight Dog
Competitive Obedience Videotapes, and she has been a guest writer for the AKC-Gazette and Front & Finish. AnneMarie is
currently writing a book on obedience training. She trains private students one on one during the week and gives Seminars
around the country at weekends.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Competitive Obedience Training” Videos

The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.

English Video Clip
German Video Clip

Canine Training Systems® Video
Award Winning Video
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jane simmons-moake

Learn more about Jane here

Jane Simmons-Moake is one of the world’s foremost agility trainers. A top-winning competitor, veteran judge, and
award-winning author, Jane runs one of the nation’s most successful agility training organizations, FlashPaws Agility Training
Center in Houston, Texas. A popular seminar leader in the U.S. and abroad, Jane has also competed internationally as a
member of the 1996 and 1997 U.S. World Championship Agility Teams. Jane’s unique background combines over 20 years
of competitive dog training success in a wide variety of dog sports with M.S. and Ed.S. degrees in Instructional Technology the study of designing training programs that really work. As a result, Jane’s books and videos have long been considered by
many to be “the bible” of serious agility enthusiasts.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Competitive Agility Training” Videos

For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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Michelle ward

Learn more about Michelle here

Michelle Ward has been working, showing, and breeding Jack Russell Terriers for over 20 years and during this time, Little
Eden terriers have become well known for their working ability and accomplishments in the show ring. A veteran working
enthusiast, show ring competitor and ‘A’ Rated Judge with the Jack Russell Terrier Club of America, Michelle demonstrates
for you in detail, the Jack Russell owner, her grooming tips and techniques for keeping your terrier’s coat healthy, functional,
and attractive whether your dog is a natural earth worker, a sparkling conformation show competitor, or a lively and
companionable pet.

Featured in Canine Training Systems “Grooming the Jack Russell Terrier for
Companionship, Work and Show” Video
The Trendsetter in Canine Performance Video!™

Learn about our multi-product discount on the inside cover.

English Video Clip
German Video Clip

Canine Training Systems® Video
Award Winning Video
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For new products, award winners, updates or reviews,
visit www.caninetrainingsystems.com.
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